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Grammatical Variation in Standard German, 1900-1999:

A Contrastive Corpus-Linguistic Study of Germany and

Switzerland

by

Christian Matthias Fingerhuth, PhD

The University of Texas at Austin

Supervisor: Marc Pierce

This study examines the development of grammatical variation in German and

Swiss Standard German during the 20th century in the framework of German as a

pluricentric language, i.e. as a language with multiple regional or national standard

varieties. Starting from features seen as specific for Swiss Standard German at the

beginning of the 21st century, it traces the development of these features back to the

beginning of the 20th century using written corpora of Standard German.

The dissertation builds on a review of the history of the concept of and research

on German as a pluricentric language, as well as a discussion of the concept of standard

language. It then focuses on diglossia in German-speaking Switzerland, i.e. the context-

specific use of dialect and standard language, with a focus on the 20th century, and

discusses the relevance of language in the construction of Swiss identity. Subsequently,

the composition of the corpora used is discussed. In this context, the relevance of the

use of different text types is discussed.

The following analysis draws the following conclusions: (1) The data show no

uniform development across the features investigated. (2) The Swiss corpus appears to

v



show more variation than the German corpus. (3) It is an exception that forms that are

only used rarely in Switzerland in the beginning of the 20th century become dominant

over the course of the 20th century. (4) Text type appears not to influence the use of

variants in the Swiss corpus.

The findings add to previous research and complicate the understanding of the

development of variation in Standard German. In numerous instances, Swiss Standard

German appears already distinct from German Standard German at the beginning of

the 20th century. Comparison with recent studies further raises theoretical questions

on the conception of standard language that may have consequences for future corpus

design.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Comparing the Standard German varieties of Germany and Switzerland is not a new

project. On the contrary, it goes back at least to the period around the turn towards the

19th century, when a number of Swiss published books participated in the endeavor

with different perspectives. Sutermeister (1880) provided a textbook for Swiss students

that juxtaposed dialectal and standard German forms with the intent of supporting

the proper acquisition of the standard. Somewhat later, Blümner (1892) published a

number of essays on Schweizer Schriftdeutsch (Swiss written Standard German), first

in the feature pages of the Neue Zürcher Zeitung and then independently, that appear

to connect to the lay linguistic discourse of the period. Later still, Stickelberger (1914)

published a guidebook that, if the preface can be trusted, tried to walk the line between

advising on the correct usage of German, while maintaining an acceptable level of Swiss

character. While Sutermeister emphasized the uniformity of the targeted learned lan-

guage, Blumner and Stickelberger show recognition at least in part of the legitimacy of a

Swiss Standard German that is in some aspects different from its German counterpart.

This awareness of distinct differences in the standard across the German-speaking
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world found its way into linguistic theory only after considerable delay. Much research

neglected or glossed over the existence of variation in Standard German or saw only

German Standard German as Standard German proper. The concept of German as

a pluricentric language emerged only in the second half of the 20th century, and its

establishment appears to happen only in the 1980’s. Since then, research has made con-

siderable progress. After the publication and revision of a dictionary of regional variants

of German (Ammon, Bickel, and Lenz 2016; Ammon et al. 2004), currently grammatical

differences are also being explored (Dürscheid and Elspaß 2015). The investigation

up to this point has focused largely on contemporary variation. In contrast to these

extensive projects, the historical development of the variation has received only very

limited attention. This work aims to help fill this gap by contrasting the development of

grammatical variation in German and Swiss Standard German during the 20th century

based on a corpus linguistic study. The focus for this is Switzerland. It takes as its start-

ing point features described as distinct for Swiss Standard German at the beginning of

the 21st century, and traces them back to the beginning of the 20th century. By doing so,

it tries to determine whether the German and Swiss standard varieties represent recent

distinct standardizations from a shared pool of variation, whether there is long-standing

continuity in the differences that goes back beyond the beginning of the 20th century,

or whether the variation only appears in the course of the 20th century.

While the works referenced in the beginning point to the long lasting existence

of differences, all three scenarios appear plausible. It is unclear to what extent the 19th

and early 20th century observers commented on widespread practices or individual

instances of language use, and what exactly the “normal” Standard German that they

base their observations on is. Even if some of the variation already existed during the

19th century, it is conceivable that it increased subsequently. Different factors might
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have contributed to this, among them a national and linguistic identification against

Germany and the diglossia of Standard German and Swiss German dialects. As a force

in the opposite direction, increased traffic of people and availability of German media

during the 20th century might have worked against the maintenance of distinctive

language use in Switzerland.

This dissertation sees itself in the tradition of historical sociolinguistics. Auer

and Voeste (2012: 287) find that

Studies in historical sociolinguistics often result in the detection of corre-

lations between grammatical variants and external factors. Correlations,

however, are not explanations in the sense of answers to why-questions,

specifying cause and effect. When we find a colleague leaving every time

we enter the cafeteria, we should not conclude that she is avoiding our

company for lunch. The description of correlations is a necessary step, but

in the long run it is in no way sufficient. Historical sociolinguistics as a

science should go beyond this point and provide explanations, or at least

look for them. Historical sociolinguists should also ask why people behaved

“linguistically as they have been found to do in study after study” (Cameron

1990: 81). Why, and how, do grammatical variables ‘reflect’ society?

In contrasting the language use within two nations, this dissertation arguably ap-

proaches one of the largest and most complex conceivable social groups. Nonetheless,

it tries to identify parameters that could have influenced the development of language

on this level. One such parameter is the dominance of Germany (in its different political

systems over the course of the 20th century) in the production of German language

materials, rooted in historic developments as well as the size of its population. This
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is contrasted with the complex and changing interaction of language and identity in

German speaking Switzerland during the 20th century that at the end of the 20th cen-

tury leaves many Swiss Germans perceiving Standard German as a foreign language.

While these factors are impossible to quantify, they appear as major forces that may be

expected to influence the development of Swiss Standard German. They will certainly

not be sufficient to explain the observations in their entirety, but they can serve as a

starting point for the explanation of the observed developments of variant use in the

Swiss corpus.

For many readers, the term development may suggest a change of use. However,

the data gathered here indicates not only changes, but also continuity. Only recently,

Niehaus (2014: 299-301) pointed to the lack of attention given to continuity in historical

linguistics while making a case for the inclusion of non-standard varieties into historical

research on the development of standard varieties. Yet he argues that continuity is an

important concept in particular for a language history that considers non-standard

varieties ‘from below.’ Features that appear as innovations in standard varieties may

have existed it non-standard varieties before, and thus may be instances of hidden con-

tinuity rather than innovations. The development may thus be an indication of change

in between varieties, but described as continuity on the level of the language as a whole.

A (not representative but nonetheless telling) look into the contents of the Handbook of

Historical Sociolinguistics (Hernández Campoy and Conde Silvestre 2012) exemplifies

this preoccupation with change: It contains a section entitled Historical Dialectology,

Language Contact, Change, and Diffusion, in which numerous contributions focus on

change, including The Teleology of Change: Functional and Non-Functional Explana-

tions for Language Variation and Change (Roberge 2012), Internally- and Externally-

Motivated Language Change (Hickey 2012), Lexical Diffusion and the Regular Trans-
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mission of Language Change in its Sociohistorical Context (Joseph 2012), The Timing of

Language Change (Ogura 2012), or Innovation Diffusion in Sociohistorical Linguistics

(Britain 2012). At the same time, continuity is not referenced.

Going back to the stated goal of approaching explanations for the observed

developments, these should not only explain changes, but also lack thereof. Chapters

2 and 3 situate this study in the context of previous research and attempt to identify

factors that may influence both continuity and change. The overarching focus of chapter

2 is German as a pluricentric language, i.e. a language with more than one standard

varietiy. Section 2.1 approaches the fundamental term standard language. As this term

emerged only rather recently in German, it considers its terminological and conceptual

predecessors as well as different conceptions with the goal of arriving at a working

definition that fits the corpus linguistic approach of this dissertation. This definition is

oriented towards an understanding of Standard German as defined by the context of use.

Section 2.2 takes a historical angle. It provides a brief outline of traditional approaches

to the standardization of German by historical linguistics. These accounts focus on

the periods before 1900 and assume that standardization is by and large completed

when the present study picks up. This assessment is, of course, incompatible with the

assumption of ongoing variation that is the foundation of this dissertation.1 It provides

a starting point and contrast for the discussion of pluricentricity in section 2.3.1, i.e.

the idea that more than one standard variety of German exists. The section considers

its historical development, including criticism of the focus on national varieties rather

than regional variation that is not tied to national borders - criticism that this work

tries to be aware of despite its adaptation of a national model of variation. Section 2.4

1This might be rooted more in different ideas regarding to what extent structural uniformity has to be
achieved for standardization to be completed than a disagreement on the structural differences that exist
in the language at this point.
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combines the question of the standardization of German and its pluricentricity, asking

for the pluricentric standardization of German. It reviews the previous literature and

research, revealing a scarcity of empirical evidence for claims on the development in

the 19th and 20th century. The almost complete lack of other work on this question

in itself adds to the relevance of the present study. Taking a brief look at recent work

on the development of English, the section it gathers support for the assumption that

there is a gradient of power between German and Swiss Standard German that might

be expected to influence the development of the varieties. The chapter will ask whether

German Standard German functions as a Leitvarietät for all German varieties, i.e. a

variety that by virtue of its prestige or by its disproportional presence in the media has

a particularly strong influence on the development of all other varieties.

There are a number of factors that make a strong influence of German German

on the Swiss standard appear plausible. First of all, it is the disproportionate number of

speakers in both countries. For 2015, the Swiss government reports 5,126,045 speakers

of German in Switzerland.2 To my knowledge, comparable statistics for Germany are

not available, but a majority of the current German population of 82.2 million can be

assumed to speak German.3 This population overweight has linguistic consequences.

In general, there is a larger production of German media, be it TV-Programs, books, or

other. The majority of translations of texts and can be assumed to conform to German

norms rather than to Austrian or Swiss norms, and the same holds true for dubbed

films. Economic considerations are likely to support this pattern set by the unbalanced

populations, because German audiences may perceive media in non-German standard

2https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/de/home/statistiken/bevoelkerung/sprachen-religionen.html (ac-
cessed on 05/26/2017)

3https://www.destatis.de/DE/ZahlenFakten/GesellschaftStaat/Bevoelkerung/Bevoelkerung.html (ac-
cessed on 05/26/2017)
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varieties as flawed or less appealing.4 There is not enough scholarship yet to answer

the question whether this affects Austrian or Swiss authors or editors with an eye

on the German markets in their linguistic choices. However, it appears possible that

economics might influence language this way. The present work can be understood as

a contribution towards filling this gap.

Chapter 3 focuses on Switzerland. In section 3.1, the uncommonly prominent

place of the Swiss German dialects in Swiss society and its coexistence with Standard

German is discussed under the label diglossia. This includes an outline of how the

present state emerged historically. Section 3.3 briefly discusses the multilingual makeup

of Switzerland. This provides context for section 3.4, where the place of language in

Swiss German identity is discussed. This discussion works its way backwards from the

contemporary to the beginning of the 20th century, finding the common identification

against Germany in present day Switzerland in contrast with a widespread identification

with Germany at the beginning of this period. This rise of Swiss German identification

as Swiss and the important place of language within this formation of identity provides a

counterweight to the medial and economic weight of Germany in the German-speaking

world that emerges in chapter 2. Section 3.5 ends this chapter with an overview of the

research that has been undertaken into Swiss Standard German up to this point.

Chapter 4 focuses on the corpus that builds the foundation of this study. Section

4.1 first describes its composition that is based on four different categories: instruc-

tional, scientific, literary and journalistic texts. Section 4.2 then briefly addresses the

limited research that has been undertaken to assign different text types a place in the

4Further evidence might be collected by a dominance of Germans in institutions like the Rat fü
deutsche Rechtschreibung (Council for German Orthography) that influence the ortho- and grammatogra-
phy of German. While for earlier stages of German the influence of e.g. East-Middle German over other
chancery languages has been illustrated in much detail, for the 20th century, this may not hold in the
same way and needs more research.
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development of standard language. Based on these considerations, chapter 5 presents

and discusses the findings of the corpus inquiry of about 50 variants described in the lit-

erature. Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation by summing up the findings and pointing

to unanswered questions and possible future work.
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Chapter 2

German as a Pluricentric or Pluriareal Lan-

guage

The goal of this chapter is to provide a theoretical foundation for the present study

within the framework of German as a pluricentric language. The foundation for this

is the concept of standard language or Standard German. The following section ap-

proaches this term from different angles. It begins with a consideration of the terms

standard language and Standard German, their emergence in German linguistic dis-

course, and also addresses older related terminology. In delineating existing conceptions

of standard language that have been used in German linguistics, it shows a rather com-

plex terminological situation with considerable ambiguity. This both illustrates the

necessity of and builds the foundation for the definition of standard language and of

standardization that underlies this study. At the same time, it provides an entry into

the history of research into standardization, which is the larger scientific discourse this
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study tries to connect to.1

This discussion leads to a brief outline of how the history of Standard German

has been written by different language historians in the past. Brief as it is, it points to a

widespread agreement that a largely uniform variety of German exists at the beginning

of the 19th century. Such an assessment is, of course, not readily compatible with the

assumption of variation in contemporary standard German that is at the heart of the

idea of pluricentricity. This concept is explored in more detail in the following section.

It first discusses how concept, research, and terminology emerged and developed in

particular for the case of German in the second half of the 20th century. This is followed

by a section that addresses the question of a pluricentric history of German. It reviews

existing literature to find conflicting accounts and only very limited empirical research.

All in all, this highlights the need for studies like the present one for a more nuanced

historiography of the German language as such and Standard German as a variety,

or rather multiple varieties (whether these are connected to nation states or not), in

particular.

1This discussion is limited to German linguistic discourse. However, it seems worth stating that the
conception of standard language appears to be cultural specific and thus may not be easily, as illustrated
by Smakman (2012).
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2.1 Standard language

2.1.1 Standard language and Standard German: old and new termi-

nology

Standardsprache has a comparatively short history in German linguistics. Durrell (1999:

285) notes that the term Standardsprache, designating the prestige variety, gained popu-

larity in the German sociolinguistic literature from about 1970 on, as a loan translation

of the English standard language. In a lexicon entry on Standardsprache, Jäger (1980:

376) comments that it has started to replace the previously common term Hochsprache

“ohne daß man behaupten könnte, er sei glücklicher gewählt,”2 based on the associ-

ations that the terms evoke. Whereas Hochsprache carries the connotation of being

elevated, Standardsprache holds within itself the associations of stasis and fixedness

that runs contrary to the constantly changing nature of language. Hochsprache again

has predecessors of its own, Schriftsprache - a term that, according to Moser (1961: 218)

is too narrow, and thus inadequate (despite the circumstance that this linguistic form

is frequently used in writing). Yet the idea that standard language is primarily written

still is apparent in Jäger’s further approximation of standard language: “In einer ersten

Annäherung könnte man ihn [the object of the term standard language] umreißen als

die überregional gebräuchliche Sprache des größten Teils der Gebildeten einer Sprachge-

meinschaft, insbesondere aber deren geschriebene Sprache” (Jäger 1980: 376).3 Yet the

written medium moves out of focus when he proceeds to the actual definition, where the

2“but it cannot be said that it is any more fortunate.”
3“In a first attempt it[the object of the term standard language] could be outlined as the language

commonly used supraregionally by the educated of a speech community, but in particular their written
language.” Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my own.
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social status of the users becomes the defining criterion: “Als Standardsprache wird die

Sprache bezeichnet, die im Sprachverkehr der oberen und mittleren sozialen Schichten

verwendet wird. Aus dem sprachlichen Verhalten dieser Schichten lässt sich die Sprach-

norm dieser Schichten ableiten als derjenige Teil ihrer sprachlichen Gesamtkompetenz,

der im allgemeinen die Grundlage für ihren Sprachverkehr bildet” (Jäger 1980: 377).4

Connected to the term Hochsprache is the term Hochdeutsch. Historically, it has its roots

in the geographical distinction of the High German language area in south from the

Low German area in the north. According to Faulstich (2008: 5), it is first used to refer

to a uniform supraregional language in the 16th century, and replaces the still earlier

term gemein Teutsch.5

In contrast to this connection of standardization and written language, the term

has been used explicitly to describe the transition of use of a (largely) leveled written

language to a spoken language. It is in this sense that Besch (1983) distinguishes Stan-

dardsprache from Schriftsprache in a four-stage model of norm formation that moves

from Dialekt to Schreibdialekt, Schriftsprache, and ultimately Standardsprache. in that

Schriftsprache describes a state where a language becomes normed in writing, yet lacks

a supraregional standardized pronunciation. Understood in this way, Besch considers

the norm for German to be completed in the 19th century, while later conceding that

this process was not entirely finished at the end of the 20th century (Besch 1985). It is

only when this normed form of written language becomes the foundation for a normed

enunciation that in Besch’s understanding the level of Standardsprache is attained - a

4“Standard language is refers to the language that is used among the upper and middle social classes.
The linguistic norm of these classes can be deduced from the language use of these classes as that part of
that part of their competence that generally serves as the foundation for their linguistic interactions.”

5Faulstich notes with reference to Von Polenz (1994: 145f.) that this term, again, was used with different
meanings, refering to a) German in contrast to Latin, b) German as a widely intelligible language, in
contrast to the complex German of chanceries and humanist writers, and c) the supraregional, prestigious
form of German in contrast to dialects.
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process that has been going on in German since the 19th century.6

With this focus on spoken language, it is also used by Mattheier (1990a) in a

tripartite classification of German in Germany. This classification assumes Standard-

sprache and Dialekt as two ends of a scale, between which regional varieties are located

that are linguistically distinct and are also perceived as such by speakers. Following

Wiesinger (1997), these intermediate varietes can be referred to as Umgangssprache

‘colloquial language,’ which is a term that in itself has attracted considerable attention.

For Kretschmer (1918: 10) it exists “nur im mündlichen Gebrauch” (‘only spoken’) and

further is “die Gemeinsprache der Gebildeten” (‘the common language of the educated’),

whereas for Bach (1934: 137) Umgangssprache, synonymous with Halbmundart ‘semi

dialect’, is used by speakers who are “in ihrer geistigen Gesamthaltung nach in vie-

len Fällen keineswegs Unterschichtler” (‘intellectually, in many instances are by no

means lower class’) By and large, Umgangssprache appears to be understood as spoken

language, yet again different conceptions appear already early on in the linguistic discus-

sion. Counterexamples to this exist, e.g. when Moser (1961) describes Umgangssprache

as a “vorwiegend gesprochene” (‘predominantly spoken’) form of language. Mihm (2000)

again describes Umgangssprache as a spoken phenomenon, located between (an in

some regions assumed) base dialect and the standard. Some work has also used the

terms Substandard (e.g. Lenz 2003: 29ff.). Mattheier (1990b: 1) explains that this term is

6Schriftsprache, again, is not an unambiguous term, as Nerius (1967: 14-17) discusses, who points out
that the term is used to refer to a number of distinct phenomena: written language in general, as well
as the the homogenized forms of language. Because this term, just as Hochsprache, is too ambiguous,
Nerius (1967: 16) for his study decides to use the term nationale Literaturssprache, defined as “das
allseitig entwickelte und verwendbare, zum Ausdruck aller Inhalte geeignete Kommunikationsmittel, das
durch eine für die ganze Sprachgemeinschaft einheitliche Norm auf lautlichem, grammatischem und
lexikalischem Gebiet gekennzeichnet ist und das in einer geschriebenen und einer gesprochenen Variante
mit jeweils spezifischen Besonderheiten auftritt” (“the means of communication that is developed and
applicable for all purposes and to express every content, that is characterized by a uniform norm for
the whole speech community on the levels of pronunciation, grammar and lexicon, and that appears
with specific characteristics in its written and spoken variant.”). In accordance with this definition, the
empirical part of Nerius’ work goes beyond literary texts.
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used with distinct meanings in different linguistic traditions. In the German tradition,

it is placed in the space between standard language and dialect as described above.

In the Romance and the Anglo-American tradition, the perspective shifts towards an

evaluation from the perspective of a hypothetical norm or a convention. This difference

in understanding of the term shows parallels to the different conceptions of standard

language itself that is discussed below.7 In more recent work, the term Alltagssprache

‘everyday language’ has been used (e.g. Lanwer 2015; Möller 2013). What unites these

terms is their focus on the spoken modality. While they might well influence the written

standard language that this study is focussed on by way of colloquialization (under-

stood as a process where the norms of written language move closer to those of spoken

language) discussed also in sections 2.4 and 2.4.2), the object of this study is written

standard German. By reviewing previous research, the following section attempts to

arrive at a definition of Standard German that fits this focus.

2.1.2 Towards a working definition of Standard German

Outside the context of dialectological inquiry, the term Standard German has been

used with a much wider understanding. Ammon (1986) attempts to define the terms

standard variety and standard language and identifies six different potential aspects

that are characteristic of the standard language: (1) supraregionality, (2) belonging to

the upper class, (3) invariability, (4) Ausbau (cf. chapter 2.3.1), (5) use in writing, and

(6) codification, all of which he problematizes. Ammon argues that (1) supraregionality

is neither a necessary criterion, because e.g. there exist regional differences in the

7Looking at the history of linguistic research on Umgangssprache, Eichinger (2008: 422) comments
that the importance of this level was overlooked for a long time as a result of the fixation on the two poles
of the spectrum, although the dichotomy had been a construct at the latest since the rise of the cities in
the 19th century: a circumstance he attributes to the bourgeoisie’s desire for distinction.
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terminology for certain craftman’s trades, nor a sufficient condition, because phrases

like “null Bock haben” (‘to lack the get up and go’), despite their supraregionality, are

not considered Standard German but rather colloquial. He similarly finds that the (2)

connection to the upper class may often appear, but points to Norwegian as an example

for standardization where “vernacular” elements became part of Landsmål (a standard

variety of Norwegian and the precursor to the contemporary variety Nynorsk). Further,

he finds that just the use of a linguistic feature exclusively by members of upper social

class is not sufficient to constitute it as standard. For (3) invariance, he points out that

variation very much exists in standard language, and points out that standard language

necessarily shows variation between different registers, but also suggests that there is

free variation between different variants, e.g. Friseur and Frisör (‘hairdresser’). For the

discussion of (4) Ausbau, he focuses on the distinction of different genres that Kloss

(1978) had made in his description, and finds that the distinction of registers makes

this criterion problematic. He argues that many elements that are used in literary prose

(e.g. “säuseln”, ‘murmur’) do not appear in scientific prose, which functions as the

highest level of Ausbau for Kloss, but at the same time remain part of the standard. For

criterion (5), he finds that neither all written language constitutes standard language,

as exemplified by dialect literature, and points to the existence of orthoepic norms to

render it an inadequate necessary condition. For (6) codification, Ammon first discusses

the term. He finds that not only do linguistic norms need to be recorded in some way,

but must also be accepted or enforced within a language community, for which he

emphasizes the role played by the state, or its institutions respectively, in legitimizing

a codex. Citing different opinions whether the inclusion into a linguistic codex is

sufficient for standard language, and the potential mismatch between language use and

codification, Ammon finds that codification, too, is not an unproblematic criterion for
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standard language.

More recently, Klein (2013) has distinguished two general approaches to the

question: one focusing on the usage, and a second focusing on the codified norms. He

argues, that while the latter play a significant role in the discussion of norms, and as

such merit linguistic investigation, it is only through the focus on usage that the question

of what forms are standard can be answered. The empirical nature of this dissertation

follows this assessment. To use this approach productively, there is a necessity for

the definition of what standard language. For Klein, this is found in language that is

used in communication that is supra-regional, in proximity to written language, in a

neutral style, and with a focus on distance. A corpus that builds on these forms of

language for Germany potentially includes supra-regional newspapers and magazines,

prose, bulletins, manuals, official websites, applications to supra-regional employers,

news anchors, audiobooks, job interviews in supraregional companies, (serious) talk

in supra-regional broadcasting, speeches by politicians in the German parliament,

announcements on airports and planes, and lectures at universities (Klein 2013: 24-

25).8 Klein emphasizes that the focus is not on specific groups of speakers, but rather

on the communicative circumstances. Klein explicitly states that this usage based

approach to standard language might reveal a considerable degree of variation, contrary

to a general association of standard language with uniformity.

Other work has foregrounded the role of codification. Ammon (2005: 32), for

8Whether the use of printed or broadcasted language needs to be indeed supraregional, as Klein
proposes, is debatable. Peter (2015: 140-141) points to differences e.g. between language use in Swiss vs.
German and Austrian TV-news, in that Swiss broadcasts show instances of non-standard language use.
Modality thus appears as an important factor in the determination of standard language contexts. For
the purpose of this study, with its focus on written language, this description appears applicable.
Although Klein does not explicitly make this reference, this conception shows strong parallels to consider-
ations Koch and Oesterreicher (1985) made when they distinguished language of distance and language of
proximity. These considerations are elaborated on, and selection processes in the language of distance are
described as the central process in language standardization, in Koch and Oesterreicher (2007: 364-367).
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example, states that standard varieties are characterized by their codification, and by the

circumstance that they are taught in formal education and possess official status in and

often beyond schools. Compliance with the standard is therefore enforced by standard

language authorities, i.e. people who are in a position of authority that allows them

to correct the language use of others, like teachers or supervisors in offices. Ammon

(1995, 2005) places these authorities in a model that conceptualizes standard language

as constituted in the interaction of four different forces, codices, norm authorities,

language experts, and model speakers/writers.9 Norm authorities employ a prominent

place in that they immediately influence the language use in a way that model speakers,

experts and codifiers as people behind the codices generally cannot (Ammon 2005: 36).

The other three norm entities all can be referred to by norm authorities to support their

judgment. Codices consist of dictionaries and grammars that describe the forms that

are considered as part of the standard, but also go beyond this description and confirm

the existing norms, or even introduce new norms. While such works are generally

written by experts, Ammon distinguishes the codifiers behind the codices from the

language experts, represented by professional and lay linguists. It falls to these experts

to criticize the codices and thus to potentially influence them, and they can also serve

as referees in cases when the norm is disputed. Model speakers and writers, and their

texts, can be used as references when pointing to correct usage. This status of the text is

generally connected to social status and an attributed mastery of the language users,

who commonly are professional language users like journalists, authors, or professional

speakers, whose language use is publicly accessible. The interactions of these forces

are considerable, and are additionally integrated into the majority of language users.

Thus, new forms can be introduced into model texts, and from there find approval from

9Gloy (2004: 393) expresses a similar, yet more abstract view when he speaks of the necessity of
processes that create legitimization for norms.
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codifiers, language experts, and language authorities.

Ammon’s model has frequently been employed in subsequent work (e.g. Dovalil

2008). However, it has not remained undisputed, as evidenced e.g. by Hundt (2009:

122-123), who criticizes it for not doing justice to the place of the wider population

of language user in the determination of the standard. Hundt argues that the average

language user is more than just an environmental factor that surrounds the four forces

of standard language like Ammon proposes, instead constituting a very relevant agent

in the creation of norms, which spreads them unconsciously and indirectly through use

or disuse of established, possible or ungrammatical linguistic patterns. Hundt goes so

far as to claim that the language user is the ultimate agent in the establishment of new

language norms. As further modifications to the model, he suggests that linguists exert

their authority only by proxy of press, textbook or the codices they produce. Model

speakers and writers, in contrast to norm authorities, are not aware of their role in

distributing and stabilizing norms.

Ammon explicitly places this model within in the framework of German pluri-

centricity and proposes a typology with seven aspects to characterize different forms

national variants can take. First, he distinguishes (1) whether a variant is codified (as

described above), or whether it is only supported by other components that determine

the standard, which he labels standard of use (Gebrauchsstandard). Second, he dis-

tinguishes (2) whether variants are only valid certain varieties, while at the same time

they are known by speakers of the other varieties, too, as in the case of Sahne ‘cream’,

which is known, but not commonly used, in Austria and Switzerland, or whether the

both validity and knowledge of the variety is limited to speakers of certain varieties, e.g.

Northern German Feudel ‘rag’, which is essentially unknown in Austria and Switzerland.

Third, (3) there is a difference between variants that appear as such only in certain
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situations vs. ones that appear independent of context. Fourth, (4) is the distinction

between variants that can be used interchangeable with other variants, e.g. the possible

use of Tomate ‘tomato’, which is used across the different varieties of German, next

to Paradeiser, which is used only in Austria, vs. those ones that are not, e.g. Karfiol

‘cauliflower’ which in Austria cannot be replaced by the variant Blumenkohl common

in other varieties.10 Fifth, (5) there is a difference between variants that are valid in

only part of a national center, opposed to variants that are valid in its entirety. Sixth,

(6) variants can be either specific for one national variety or belong to more than one

variety. For variants that are not specific, (7) the last distinction concerns the degree of

non-specificity (Ammon 1995: 101-114).

While Ammon’s model gives a prominent place to language codices, it also

highlights that they are insufficient for the description of national varieties in and

of themselves. This becomes apparent from the drastic variation in codification in

different German-speaking countries. Although somewhat dated, Ammon’s description

of the existence of codified language norms is still largely valid. In comparison to

Germany, the codification of Austrian and Swiss German shows considerable gaps.

With the Österreichisches Wörterbuch (ÖWB), Austria is in possession of a more or less

comprensive domestic codex, at least on the lexical level. Further, there are materials

that address pronunciation and limited aspects of grammar (Ammon 1995: 137ff.).

While there are specific Swiss dictionaries, they are not universal works of reference

and rank very much behind the German-produced Duden. Pronunciation and grammar

are codified in different works, yet the latter is not comprehensive and is in need of

supplementation by German grammars (Ammon 1995: 246ff.). Germany, in contrast,

possesses a range of different codices spanning orthography, pronunciation, grammar

10 This is according to Ammon 1995 - note, however that the VariantenwÃ¶rterbuch lists Blumenkohl
as a variant in Western Austria (Ammon, Bickel, and Lenz 2016: 124).
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and lexis, and in contrast to Austria and Switzerland, does not employ “external” codices

(Ammon 1995: 326ff.), although these codices generally understand themselves as not

limited to German German only (in contrast to the ÖWB), but rather as universal.

This dependency of Austria and Switzerland on German codices points to a

power gradient between the different varieties and suggests that the Austrian and Swiss

varieties might be influenced to a lesser or greater degree by the German variety.11

By assuming that a standard variety emerges in the interplay of multiple norm

authorities, Ammon’s model provides an entry point for understanding the dynamics

of standard varieties. This interaction holds the inherent potential for disagreement

between different authorities, e.g. codices and model speakers. Yet research has illus-

trated that there is considerable disagreement even within the separate factions. As

an example, Davies (2005) has illustrated that teachers in Southern German schools

evaluate different grammatical constructions like the use of wegen with a dative or wo as

a temporal relative particle differently, and not always in agreement with grammatical

codices. Of the 65 respondents to her questionnaire, 78,1% considered wo as a temporal

conjunction and 56.9% the use of wegen with dative to be non-standard language. That

different language codices do not contain the same forms has also been shown by Läubli

(2006), who specifically looked at the use of Helvetisms in nine different dictionaries

with different scopes. Of the 22 words considered, only one contained all of the forms in

question, where another one held as little as eight. In a follow up investigation similar

to that of Davis, she asked a group of 15 teachers to assess whether they considered

ten of the 22 considered words to be standard language. While their responses showed

a tendency for most words, they also revealed a degree of disagreement. For example,

Velo ‘bicycle’ or Estrich ‘attic’, while generally considered to be standard, were rated

11Additional weight to this gradient is given by the media, as briefly touched upon on page 69f.
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non-standard by one or two of the respondents.12 This evidence of disagreement on

what can be considered standard influences the expectation of the results an empir-

ical investigation of the standard can produce. It seems unreasonable to anticipate

agreement by an entire language community on every aspect of their supposed variety,

because one faces a large number of individuals with individual judgements.

Ammon’s use of the term norm authorities calls attention to the term norm,

which has received considerable attention from linguistic research, and deserves brief

consideration because it appears fundamental to the understanding of standard lan-

guage. Ammon (2005: 39-40) himself distinguishes norms as existing in regulations

from norms proper, as norms internalized by speakers, which are followed without any

control from norm authorities. He further distinguishes the mere existence of norms

from their Gültigkeit (validity), which requires the legitimization of norm authorities

to posit and enforce norms.13 Further, Ammon addresses the Legitimität (legitimacy)

of norms, which is given through their compatibility with certain recognized values,

e.g. their systemic justification, their communicative efficiency, their value as a na-

tional symbol, their fairness towards different parts of the language community, or their

proximity to the “Volkssprache” (vernacular).

Gloy (2012: 23-24) explicitly opposes conceptions of language norms that are

aiming at descriptive ascertainability, as they are expressed e.g. by Hjelmslev (1942:

33-35). Norms, for Gloy, do not exist outside of context and as facts (Ger. “äußere

Tatbestände”). Norms are not tangible in any physical way - they cannot be touched,

felt, or smelled, and are in that sense non-empirical. However, they do exert an influence

12Dovalil (2008) provides a further such study in the context of German foreign language instruction in
the Czech Republic. His study shows disparities between forms found in codices and model texts and the
assessments of the participating foreign language instructors.

13As chapter 4.1 discusses briefly, it is conceivable that different norms exist for different types of text
or forms of communication.
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on reality, and can thus be the object of empirical investigation (Gloy 2012: 25). Hundt

(2009: 121) captures this in his description of (most) language norms as “aus dem

tatsächlichen Sprachgebrauch rekonstruierte Regeln des systemgerechten Gebrauchs.”14

Yet for Gloy, the existence of norms cannot be equated with regularities. Despite being

attractive, mere regularity is no evidence of the existence of a norm. Regularity can have

other causes (e.g. people opening umbrellas when the rain starts is not evidence of a

norm): “Aus der theoretischen Annahme, dass Normen Gründe für Regelmäßigkeiten

sind, folgt nicht, dass Normen deren einzige Gründe sind; der Umkehrschluss, dass

Regelmäßigkeiten ergo auf Normen (und nur auf Normen) zurückgehen, ist deshalb

nicht zulässig” (Gloy 2012: 29).15 Nonetheless, regularities are possible indicators of

norms.

With reference to Gloy, Dovalil (2013b: 263-264) develops an understanding of

norm that is not located within a given language itself. Rather, norms are within the

consciousness of the speakers and influence their language production and expecta-

tions towards language (Bewusstseinsinhalte mit regulativer Wirkung, p.264). Norms

are interpretive processes of reception (interpretierende Rezeptionsprozesse). Norms

only work in social practice when the speakers have certain expectations for language

production, and do not let go of them even when these exact expectations are not

fulfilled.16 Such an understanding of norms calls into question the identity of language

in use and the norm, as well as as the idea of a language-inherent norm.

14“rules of use in accordance with the system determined by actual use.”
15“From the theoretical assumption that norms are a reason for regularities it does not follow that

norms are the sole reason; the the reverse that ergo regularities are rooted in (and only in) norms is thus
not valid.”

16Here a connection can be made to the standard language context that were described by Klein in
the previous chapter. Standard language contexts bring with them the expectation that speakers use
standard language - an expectation that is not necessarily fulfilled. The potential consequences of a
violation of these expectations can vary widely between contexts and interactants. In a school setting, a
teacher might correct a student, while an instance of non-conformation with a norm by a teacher might
go without any response from students, due to the gradient in authority.
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Dovalil attempts to functionalize the concept of norm for a definition of standard

language. According to this, it is “eine Varietät der Sprache, deren Normen in gegenseit-

iger Übereinstimmung unter den Normautoritäten, Kodifizierern, Modellsprechern bzw.

Modellschreibern und Sprachexperten einer Sprachgemeinschaft entstehen” (Dovalil

2006: 59).17 From this definition, he continues, follows that standard varieties exist

without internal contradictions - a characteristic that his investigation of grammatical

phenomena described in language codices, contrasted with language use in newspapers

and assessments of language experts reveals as inappropriate, because language use

and expert’s opinions sometimes do not match with the prescribed rules.18

The working definition of standard language adotped from Klein earlier em-

phasizes the communicative, and thus interactive nature of language. The model of

standard language developed by Ammon (1995) already draws a picture of standard

language that is not democratic, and similarly, Gloy (2004: 393) highlights the mech-

anisms of sanctioning and rewarding in the constitution of a norm. These aspects

of interference with language use are taken up by language management theory as

represented by Dovalil (2013a). He conceives the standard as a discursive construct that

is the result of many interventions into the language use of its speakers. The question

for language management is thus:

Wer greift in wessen Sprachgebrauch wie, in welchen soziosituativen Kon-

texten und sozialen Netzwerken, mit welchen Absichten und mit welchen

Folgen ein, wenn die schriftliche wie auch mündliche Sprachproduktion

konkreter Sprachbenutzer als Standard (bzw. Nonstandard) beurteilt und

17“a variety of the language, the norms of which emerge in mutual agreement between the norm
authorities, codifiers, model speakers or model writers, and language experts of a speech community.”

18This contradiction between different norm authorities is confirmed by further research, e.g. Davies
(2005) or Läubli (2006).
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danach weiter beeinflusst/verändert wird?19 (Dovalil 2013a: 165, emphasis

in original)

A precondition for the intervention is that a (perceived) deviation by a language

user is noted by a second language user. This can result in the meta-communicative

evaluation of the deviation, which again potentially leads to the negotiation of an ad-

justment design, where corrective measures might be negotiated, which can then be

implemented. This description highlights that the foundation of standard language is

interactive and emerges from discoursive process. This is relevant to the understanding

of potential variation in the standard. If utterances that are classified as belonging to

the standard show variation, this can potentially indicate that this is not perceived as

a violation of the norm. This approach complicates the question of what constitutes

standard language and, as Dovalil (2013a: 173) points out, complicates a descriptive

corpus linguistic approach like undertaken in this work. This observation, however,

does not undermine or invalidate my descriptive approach, but rather adds a layer to

the observation of historical developments. The use of variants in standard language

texts, as they are represented in my corpus, can be assumed to be subject to language

management. By observing the use or disuse of certain forms in its historical develop-

ment, it is possible to extrapolate to the regulating acts that underlie these occurrences.

While the absence of specific forms does not necessarily speak to their sanctioning

(because it is possible that no speaker used them in the first place), the presence of

forms does point to the assumption that a specific form is not considered worthy of

sanctioning, or has not been in the linguistic upbringing of a specific speaker or writer.

This carries on into corrective authorities like editors or professional readers who could

19“Who interferes into whose language language use, how, in which situational contexts and social
networks, with which intentions and with what consequences, if the written and oral language production
of language users is judged as standard (or non standard) and manipulated or changed based on this
assessment.”
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be assumed to interfere with non-standard language use in printed publications like

the ones appearing in my corpus.

Research on norm perceptions allows us to tie the theoretical discourse on norms

back into the attempt to research pluricentricity. Peter (2015: 123-124) suggests that the

description of different national standard varieties is only justified if there are differ-

ent national norms that serve as the guideline for the respective linguistic community.

He uses these different conceptions of the norm as an argument against claims that

question the legitimacy of national varieties on the grounds of their comparatively

small structural differences, e.g. by Besch (1990: 93). In reviewing the body of previous

research on speaker perceptions of different national varieties, Peter abstracts three

different and contradicting hypotheses on the perceptions of norms from the existing

literature: (1) Austria, Germany, and Switzerland are all oriented towards the German

standard. (2) The conceptions of what constitutes standard language are more rigid in

Austria and Switzerland than they are in Germany, and (3), the conception of standard

language is more tolerant in Austria than it is in Germany. Peter adds his own experi-

mental study to the existing body of research. His work uses texts by Austrian students

that show a number of non-norm-conforming features in different categories, including

orthography, grammar, and phrasing. These texts were evaluated by Austrian, German,

and Swiss students. He found that Swiss and Austrian students differ from German

students in the focus of their judgements of norm transgression. While Swiss students

in particular, but also Austrian students, focus particularly on formal aspects, German

students, in contrast, appear to focus more on intelligibility. Going back to the theories

of norm perceptions, Peter rejects the first hypothesis that all three countries orient

themselves primarily to the German norm, because the three groups of students in the

study show considerable differences in their judgements. Similarly, the third theory
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that assumes greater tolerance for variation in Switzerland and Austria is contradicted

by the findings of the study. Rather, Austrian and Swiss speakers of German seem to

have a stronger awareness of norms. Yet these go beyond a mere stigmatization of the

own variety as it was attested by other studies. Peter asks whether the causes for this

behavior might lie in different strategies for the acquisition of Standard German in the

three countries - an explanation he finds particularly fitting for Switzerland, where many

speakers perceive Standard German as a foreign language, yet still has to be explored by

further research (cf. the discussion in chapter 3.4.1).

Standard language can thus be approached as the language that appears in

situations that require standard language and is not subject to sanctions. The actual

linguistic forms that fulfill this criterion are determined by norms, which are subject to

change. Norms are not unique to standard varieties. However, unlike most other vari-

eties, standard varieties often possess codices that can try to register their conventions.

However, these codices are only one of multiple norm authorities that exert their force

in the constitution of the standard variety, and research suggests that at least in some

regards there is considerable disagreement between different and within individual

norm authorities, e.g. between different speakers of a single variety. The standard

varieties of German thus appear as a moving target.

For this study, the view of standard language as the language found in standard

language situations is adopted, and it is assumed that the texts in the used corpora

(discussed in more detail in chapter 4.1) meet this criterion. The following section

outlines in broad strokes how the emergence of standard German has been treated in

historical linguistics.
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2.2 Standard German in a historical perspective

The emergence of a supraregional form of German has been the object of considerable

scholarly attention since the 19th century, and a number of different theories have been

put forward to explain the phenomenon. Besch (1985) distinguishes three major his-

torical sketches. Historically first was the theory put forward by Müllenhof. It assumes

a continuous development of the written language predominantly in at the centers

of imperial power between the 9th and the 16th century. He posits the beginning in

the development of a Carolingian language of court in the 9th century. With some

changes, this becomes the language of the Staufer court. In the 14th century, the Prague

court becomes the center of power and takes a role as a middleman between central

and southern Germany. Finally, he posits an approximation of the writing styles of the

Saxon and Hapsburg chanceries in the 15h and 16th century, which is the foundation

for Luther’s writing in the style of the Saxon chancery, which then becomes accepted

throughout the German speaking world. This model was followed by Burdach, who goes

against the idea of a continuity and places the origin in Prague after 1350. In the context

of early humanism and the Prague chancery, Burdach sees a program of language culti-

vation that enables German to assume functions of educated discourse. These norms

subsequently spread to other chanceries, including that of Saxony, and thus ultimately

Luther. Also different is the theory proposed by Frings. He places the origin in the

period between the 11th and the 13th century during a period of colonization in Upper

Saxony and Silesia, where settlers from the North, West, and South meet. The need for

communication on the basis of the different dialects spoken leads to leveling between

the varieties, the result of which spreads in Upper Saxony in the 12th and 13th century.

As becomes evident from Besch (1985), all three approaches have been criticized
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and complicated by subsequent work. He states that research since the 1960’s has

intensified and has tended to place the origin later rather than earlier, and has distanced

itself from the ideas of an emergence from spoken language as well as the idea of a

single place of origin. The details go far beyond the scope of this investigation, but

are relevant to the extent that the beginning of a supraregional language with little

variation is generally placed centuries before the 20th century that I focus on in this

work. In the literature, the end of this development has commonly been placed in the

18th century. Reflecting on the research, Penzl (1986: 168) finds that “Kontrovers waren

also Ort und Zeit der Entstehung der Schriftsprache, ebenso die relativen Anteile der

mitteldeutschen und oberdeutschen Dialekte. Nichtkontrovers sind die Konvergenz

aus hochdeutschem Norden und hochdeutschen Süden und das einheitliche Resultat

im 18. Jhd.”20 Mattheier (2000) complicates this assessment. He concedes that the

turn towards the 19th century marks a period in which most cases in which variants

and varieties stood against each other during the 18th century had found a uniform

norm. However, he argues that this norm had very little sociolinguistic reality, because

it was used only by the very few members of the Bildungsbürgertum, and then only

for a limited set of written text forms like literature or the language of administration.

Mattheier argues that the norm becomes implemented only in the course of the 19th

century, and reaches completion (to a certain extent) only in the first decades of the

20th century. In the context of social reach of the norms of the written language,

Ludwig (1998) has underscored the differences in literacy that appear to have existed

throughout the 19th century. He points to the general differences in literacy training

between Volksschulen for the general public and schools for higher education. While

20“The time and place of the emergence of the standard written language were controversial, as were
the relative roles of the Middle and Upper German dialects. The convergence of the High German north
and High German south and the uniform result in the 18th century are not controversial.”
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even in Volksschulen students may have received some training in written norms, the

independent production of texts was generally not part of the basic training. Yet the

implementation of writing training as such did not proceed uniformly throughout

the German speaking world. Ludwig (1998) perceives rural schools as lagging behind

urban schools, and even in the latter writing instruction was far from universal in the

beginning of the century, and only reached completion in the second half of the century.

This leads him to a distinction between two forms of written language: Buchsprache,

the written form of German as found in books, and Literatursprache, the language of

belles lettres. The latter was not available to the general public and was not intended to

become so.

More recently, the focus on the spread of standard German as a teleological end-

point of language development has been criticized. Elspaß (2005: 132-135) describes

such a view as inadequate to capture the spread of linguistic forms that does not emerge

from the upmost social classes. While he does not question the steady spread of literacy

as such since the middle of the 19th century, he further calls into question, whether

a broad section of this alphabetized population has ever possessed competence in a

conceptionally written variety of German in the sense of a language of distance (cf.

Koch and Oesterreicher 1985, 1994). Through this critique he opens a perspective on

the norms of Alltagssprache as distinct from those of written language. His study of

the language of letters written by German emigrants reveals a considerable degree of

variation found in such texts, and leads him to doubt the view that a German stan-

dard language existed in the 19th century, based on the criterion that such a standard

language is generally accepted by the language users, and the observation that even

teachers in Volksschulen used different regional norms (Elspaß 2005: 461-470).
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2.3 Pluricentricity

2.3.1 History of the Concept and Research

In this chapter I outline how the conception of, and research on, German as a pluri-

centric language has developed over past decades. This development occurs against

an older, monolithic conception of what constitutes the German standard language. 21

The German variety of Standard German has traditionally held a special position in the

field of German varieties, both in popular and linguistic thought. This is exemplified by

Moser (1985: 1680), who describes it as the strongest variant and uses it as the standard

of comparison for his descriptions. Moser builds on a tradition within German linguis-

tics, as titles like “Besonderheiten des deutschen Wortschatzes in der Schweiz” (The

peculiarities of the German lexicon in Switzerland, Falk 1965) or “Die Besonderheiten

in der deutschen Schriftsprache in der Schweiz” (Peculiarities in the written German

of Switzerland, Kaiser 1969, 1970) indicate. German usage is generally taken as the

starting point for the description. This practice of description in combination with

the word “Besonderheiten”, which signals a non-conformist quality, arguably invites

interpretations that see Swiss usage as less standard.22 As I expand on in this section,

21An overview can also be found in Ammon (1995: 35-60)
22Von Polenz (1999a: 116) also comments on the terminology: “Die traditionelle Germanistik hatte

sich [zum Thema Deutsch als Sprache mehrerer Staatsnationen] sehr abstinent verhalten, da sich die
Germanisten an die Fiktion der ‘Kulturnation’ aller Deutschsprachigen gebunden fühlten. [...] In den
60er Jahren ließ Hugo Moser zwar Einzelstudien über sog. “Besonderheiten” der deutschen Sprache in
Österreich, in der Schweiz, in Luxemburg, in der DDR usw. anfertigen, aber nicht über die Eigenheiten
der Sprache des Deutschen Reiches bzw. der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Man tat in Deutschland so,
als gäbe es nur das gemeinsame ‘Hochdeutsch’ als Einheit, identifizierte aber dieses Gemeindeutsch
stillschweigend mit dem eigenen Reichsdeutsch bzw. Bundesdeutsch, das man z.T. monozentrisch mit
neuer Metaphorik ‘Binnendeutsch’ nannte. ‘Besonderheiten’ sollten nur die Anderen ‘da draußen’ haben,
die eben ‘abweichend’ oder ‘regional’ sprachen; und das hieß im Grunde: Nur man selbst verfügte über
das ‘eigentliche’ Deutsch.” (“Traditional Germanistik had stayed very much away [from the topic German
as a language uf multiple nation states], because it felt bound to the fiction of a German-speaking ‘cultural
nation’ . [...] In the 60’s, Hugo Muser commissioned studies on the “peculiarities” of German in Austria,
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German linguistics has overcome this notion in the course of the second half of the

20th century.23 That lay perceptions have not necessarily caught up with this change in

perspective, however, will be discussed in the context of chapter 3.4 when Swiss speaker

perceptions of standard varieties are discussed.

Looking at the history of the research on German pluricentricity, it seems sen-

sible to distinguish the terminological history from the history of the observations of

regional variation in German that occur outside the scope of dialectology, i.e. in collo-

quial or in the standard.In the literature, there is no dispute that the term pluricentric

can be traced back to Stewart (1968), as discussed shortly (cf. Auer 2014; Kloss 1978).

Conceptually, there are earlier traces of research into German pluricentricity. An early

example of this is Wortgeographie der deutschen Umgangssprache by Kretschmer (1918),

who investigated the differences in everyday German throughout the then German

speaking world.While some smaller works address variation in the standard during

this period (Behaghel 1927; Götze 1918a,b), no systematic inquiry into the topic had

emerged by this point.

This type of inquiry emerges in the period after World War II, and initially seems

to show two strains. In West Germany, Moser (1959b: 512ff.) takes on this investiga-

tion of the lexicon, but also addresses grammatical variation (Moser 1959a).24 This

Switzerland, Luxembourg, the GDR and etc., but not on the peculiarities of the the language of the
German Reich or the FRG. In Germany, it was pretended that only the shared ‘High German’ existed
unified, but silently identified this shared German with the own Reich’s German or Federal German, that
in part was was labeled ‘Binnendeutsch’ with a new monocentric imagery. Only the others ‘out there’
were supposed to have ‘peculiarities’ and spoke ‘differently’ or ‘regionally’ ; and that meant essentially:
Only Germany possessed the ‘real’ German.”)

23In practice, the description still relies strongly on the (assumed) German usage as a baseline for
comparison. The Variantenwörterbuch (Ammon et al. 2004), and more recently the Variantengrammatik
adapt a more egalitarian approach that treats words that are regionally limited within Germany as variants
that are as limited in their use as their counterparts in other German-speaking countries.

24Moser draws on work by Kaiser, among others, whose work on Swiss German was published indepen-
dently only a decade later (Kaiser 1969, 1970)
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includes, for example, a disproportional use of -e, as in “an dem Tage” ‘on the day’, to

mark dative case in masculine and neuter nouns in almost all German-speaking areas

outside of Germany. He observes particularly strong regional influences in the language

of newspapers. While Moser does not devalue the differences in the “external territo-

ries” (“Aussengebiete”) of the German standard language, his description of “oddities”

(“Eigentümlichkeiten”) highlights the German standard as the model of reference, as

mentioned earlier.

As Domaschnew (1989) points out, a parallel investigation of national variation

in Standard languages was taken up in Russian linguistics. According to Domaschnew,

Riesel (1953) first referred to German spoken in Austria as a variant in 1953, again

discussing lexical peculiarities. While, according to Domaschnew, Riesel at this point

in time discusses these as duplicates on the path towards integration into the German

literary language, this changes subsequently. In later publications (Riesel 1970, originally

published in 1962), there are statements that subordinate varieties of German outside

the German borders to the variety within Germany. However, Domaschnew (1989:

344) emphasizes that Riesel stresses that the German of the FRG (Federal Republic of

Germany) and the GDR (German Democratic Republic) are part of the same variety - a

conception at times questioned by advocates of the so-called “four varieties thesis”25

(cf. Hellmann 1989: 312). This brief look into the emergence of the idea of national

variants already points to the potential political conflict that is inherent into the idea

of national varieties, particularly in the context of a divided Germany. In light of the

historical ideological conflict, it is not surprising that this would be reflected in the

debate. Prior to German reunification, the question of the place of GDR German was at

25The four varieties thesis assumed that there are four distinct varieties of German that exist in Austria,
the FRG, the GDR, and Switzerland.
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times disputed.26

This discussion in part took place before the term pluricentric became estab-

lished in the linguistic debate in the course of the 1980’s. To illustrate this, in the

following I briefly outline the terminological history. As already mentioned, Stewart

(1968) is commonly credited with coining the term pluricentric, although early publi-

cations use the term polycentric.27 In the context of Stewart’s paper, the term emerges

as something of a by-product, because the article primarily addresses the creation of

a typology for multilingual societies rather than aspects of standardization. One of

the aspects of this typology concerned the standardization of the languages described.

Languages can thus be monocentric, consisting at any given time of a single set of

universally accepted norms, or polycentric, “where different sets of norms exist simul-

taneously" (Stewart 1968: 534). Among the first to adopt this terminology was Kloss

(1967),28 who employs it in his framework for the development of new languages. In this,

Kloss distinguishes between Abstandsprachen, i.e. languages that are distinct because

of their inherent linguistic distance like German and Dutch, and Ausbausprachen like

Danish and Swedish, which have developed distinct literary standards that are based on

different dialects, although mutual intellegibility is not necessarily excluded. To further

delineate the Ausbausprachen , he takes up Stewart’s idea of polycentricity, using the

term for languages that, while they show external differences in script or spelling, have

26A comprehensive investigation of attitudes held by academics on both sides of the German-German
border on this question remains a desideratum. It could serve as a showcase for making some of the
assumptions about language that often remain unspoken explicit: The presently dominant idea of
national varieties with equal value is connected to linguistic ideology as much as earlier ideas of the unity
or division of FRG and GDR were. For historical accounts that considers changing currents in the debate
already from the period of two German states, cf. Hellmann (1980, 1989).

27The distinction between polycentric and pluricentric does not entail any conceptual differences. In
the following text, I will employ the term pluricentric, unless authors are being quoted or paraphrased.

28Auer (2014: 20) notes that Stewart’s paper was circulated prior to its publication, thus explaining the
publication of Kloss’ paper before Stewart’s. In his paper, Kloss also credits Stewart as the originator of
the term polycentric.
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few actual linguistic differences (Kloss 1967). Notably, in this publication, German is

not used as an example of a pluricentric language. This changes subsequently, and in

Kloss (1978), he explicitly refers to German as pluricentric, 29 yet he does not focus on

the application of the concept to German.

Pluricentricity becomes the terminological anchor for the discussion in the

1980’s. The publication of Clyne (1984) seems to contribute to this, yet as Von Polenz

(1988) points out, there is evidence of the discussion of pluricentricity prior to Clyne’s

work, e.g. in Reiffenstein (1983). Hellmann (1980) does not use the term, but describes

the current view on German in the FRG and GDR as such: “Bevorzugt wird z. Zt.

der Ansatz, von mehren gleichwertigen Varianten der Nationalsprache auszugehen, die

zwar eine gemeinsame Mitte haben, aber ebenso ihre (beiderseits standardsprachlichen)

Spezifika.”30 This describes pluricentricity as applied to the question of FRG and GDR

German. Nonetheless, Clyne’s publication both preceded a rising wave of interest in the

question of pluricentricity and is the first book-length publication to take up the issue,

and as such contributed to the establishment of the term. This becomes apparent from

the subsequent references in the literature. To what extent it is a symptom of an already

growing interest, or is responsible for and might have contributed to the establishment

of the term, remains unclear.

Clyne (1984) takes up the question of national varieties and expands it asking the

question how many different centers actually constitute the pluricentricity of German.

On the politically charged question of FRG- and GDR-German he concludes that the

FRG and GDR do not have separate national varieties, yet he identifies an ongoing

development of two national standards. He also finds that Austria, Switzerland, and

29At this point, the term pluricentric emerges.
30“The currently preferred takes of multiple variants of the national language with equal value, which

have a common core, yet also their specifics in the standard language, as a starting point.”
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Luxembourg do constitute national centers of German. The growing attention to the

question is illustrated by the panel discussion the VIII. International German Teacher

Conference in Bern hosted on pluricentricity in 1986 (cf. Von Polenz 1987; Thomke 1986).

The participants in this discussion were representatives of the field from the four major

German-speaking countries - Peter von Polenz (FRG), Wolfdietrich Hartung (GDR), Ingo

Reiffenstein (Austria), and Iwar Werlen (Switzerland). The discussion provoked a series

of responses that primarily targeted the status of GDR-German as an independent

variety or as a part of a German variety (e.g. Dahl-Blumenberg 1987; Domaschnew 1991;

Von Polenz 1988). After reunification, Ammon (1995) made a substantive contribution

to the theoretical foundation of the idea of pluricentricity that considered it in a broader

theoretical framework.31 However, there was also a critical discussion of pluricentricity

that succeeded the question of German statehood.

2.3.2 Pluriareality vs. Pluricentricity: The role of borders in language

development

Predominantly Austrian scholars asked whether the focus of the pluricentric model

on national varieties was adequate to start with.32 Wolf (1994) is perhaps the first to

propose a new terminology in the context of a review of a study on attitudes of Austrian

speakers of German towards Austrian German by Pollak, Nöstlinger, and Bandhauer

(1992).33 Wolf objects to the idea that German actually is a pluricentric language,

31This is taken up again in more detail in chapter 2.1.2 which considers the notion of standard language
in the context of pluricentricity.

32Von Polenz (1999a: 119-121), among others, also pointed to the precedent set by the disappearance of
GDR-German. With the disappearance of the GDR, GDR-German also lost the status of a national variety.
His response to the merging of the FRG and GDR varieties was to incorporate features from both into a
now unified German national variety.

33It further seems worth noting that considerations on complications of the idea of national varieties
had been voiced before Wolf (1994). Several years earlier, Von Polenz (1988: 205) had commented on
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based on the problems in locating the exact centers of German within the nation

states. This is further aggravated by the observation that many Austrian peculiarities of

German that are observed in dictionaries or scholarly work are not used consistently

throughout the Austrian state. This leads him to suggest the description of German

as a pluriareal language as an alternative concept. Scheuringer (1996) expands on

this criticism. While he concedes that regionality in varieties of standard German is

significantly influenced through national borders, he points to two problems with this

approach. First, he echoes Wolf’s earlier criticism and points out the high degree of

inadequacy of national borders for describing the distribution of linguistic phenomena.

He illustrates this claim by arguing that although sometimes words are used in only one

state, e.g Erlagschein ‘transfer form’ in Austria, there are also cases where they occur in

more than one state (e.g. Kundmachung, ‘announcement’ in Austria, Liechtenstein, and

Switzerland), only in part of one state (e.g. Fleischhauer ‘butcher’ in parts of Austria),

or in multiple states but only part of a further state, like heuer ‘this year’ in Austria,

Liechtenstein, Switzerland, but only parts of Germany. Second, he calls attention to

the danger of emphasizing the national character of variation in German. Scheuringer

calls the debate on Austrian German a placeholder debate for a debate on Austrian

identity and independence as a nation. This, Scheuringer argues, happened in the

context of German reunification and Austria’s entry into the European Union in 1995,

the distinction of national (“staatsnational”) and regional variants. In his view, the mere occurrence of
a feature within the borders of a German speaking nation state is not sufficient for its classification as
a national variant. Polenz argues that a variant that occurs within the borders of a particular state (e.g.
Rauchfang ‘chimney’ ) should be considered a regionalism, unless additional sociolinguistic or semantic
criteria apply. He does, however, not detail what exactly such criteria are. It is in this context that Polenz
also points to misconceptions on the distribution of national variants. He states that national borders
are in fact not adequate to describe the spread of some of the linguistic features that are perceived as
national varieties both in public awareness and linguistic publications (Von Polenz 1988: 205). For Polenz,
to be considered a staatsnationale Variante, a linguistic feature (Polenz focuses on lexical items and
phraseologisms) must be characteristic as a means of internal or external identification of the speakers of
a certain variety, e.g. Vergangenheitsbewältigung (coming to terms with the past) or Gnade der späten
Geburt (mercy of late birth) as characteristic for domestic political FRG-German.
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where “Anschlussängste”, i.e. fears of losing Austrian sovereignty and growing German

influence, existed among the Austrian population. These sentiments, according to

Scheuringer, built on a post-war historiography that repressed Austrian participation in

the Third Reich and thus made deutsch an emotive word. While Scheuringer concedes

the merits of the idea of pluricentricity in overcoming the “unicentric” emphasis of

a single norm of German, he calls the transition from the monocentric view to the

pluricentric a mere multiple centralism, a “pluriunicentralism”, and ultimately argues

for the term pluriareality (Scheuringer 1996: 151-152).34

Up to this point, the description as pluriareal could not replace that of pluricen-

tric. However, the criticism has been considered to some extent in subsequent research

as is exemplified by two of the major projects, the Variantenwörterbuch (Ammon, Bickel,

and Lenz 2016; Ammon et al. 2004) and the Variantengrammatik (Dürscheid, Elspaß,

and Ziegler 2011), both of which describe variation between the German speaking

nations, as well as regional variation. The Atlas zur Aussprache des deutschen Gebrauchs-

standards (AADG) as a project that targets the documentation of the pronunciation of

Standard German approaches variation very much as regional.35 This acceptance of

regional rather than only national variation has been recently reiterated by Ammon

(2016: 20) who, while addressing the “plurizentrische Standardisierung der deutschen

Sprache” (pluricentric standardization of the German language) explicitly concedes the

existence of regional differences within a state, e.g. between Northern and Southern

Germany or Western and Eastern Austria. In many ways, the dispute between pluri-

34More recently, critique of the pluricentric model was voiced by Glauninger (2014). Glauninger
emphasizes the loss of relevance of national borders in a Europe of borderless traffic of finances, wares,
and people, and interprets the emphasis of the national as a compensatory reflex for its actually shrinking
relevance. Language, in this process, could potentially be abused. He calls for a supra- or postnational
theory that accounts for the unique and complex heterogeneity. Regarding terminology, Niehaus (2015:
164) recently proposed the term regiozentrisch ‘regiocentric’.

35http://prowiki.ids-mannheim.de/bin/view/AADG/KorpusDurchf%fchrung (accessed on
06/15/2017)
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centricity and pluriareality thus appears to be primarily terminological. In keeping

with the earlier and more frequently used terminology, I will subsequently only use the

term pluricentric, unless the terminological distinction is relevant. This terminological

choice does not reflect a subscription to a narrow view of pluricentricity driven by single

national centers. As the following review of literature will reveal, there is evidence to

support the impact of both national borders and of areality that does not correspond to

these areas.

The question of to what extent borders influence the development of German has

been asked repeatedly in the past. Despite the arguments that question the adequacy

of the pluricentric view, there is data that national borders have influenced linguistic

developments in the German-speaking world. Schifferle (1990, cited in Auer 2013: 234)

investigated the vowel system of High Alemannic around Waldshut at the German-Swiss

border. He found three-level long front vowel systems (/e:/ ~/E:/ ~/æ:/) on the Swiss

side of the border, but two-level long front vowel systems (/e:/ ~: /E:/) on the German

side. Comparing this to earlier studies, he finds that during the 1920’s and 1930’s, the

three-vowel system was still present in on the German side of the border, suggesting

that the dialects on the German side of the border have changed in the interim period.

Similarly, Scheuringer (1990) explores the influence of the Austrian-German

border with a focus on Standard German. He finds that it is not so much phonetic or

even lexical differences between that distinguishes German from Austrian varieties, but

rather speaker judgement on whether a feature is considered standard. He notes that

e.g. the use of Metzger ‘butcher’ , which is the most widely spread variant across the

German-speaking area and is also used in the Austrian border regions in western Upper

Austria and Salzburg, is increasingly being replaced by the variant Fleischhauer in the

Austrian standard. Scheuringer concludes that the differences between the basilects
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on both sides of the Austrian-German borders tend not to be any greater than the

differences between dialects within Austria or Bavaria. However, he does perceive an

increasing national influence when it comes to the standard variety, in particular in

regard to the different use of structurally identical features on the German and Austrian

side of the border.

Auer (2013: 239) takes these and further studies from other borders that cut

across the German dialect continuum and finds that with the exception of the historic

border between FRG and GDR, the continuum has dissolved over the course of the last

decades, despite a general increase in the permeability of these borders. This increase

has, however, gone hand in hand with a change in the kind of contact between the states.

Friendships and intermarriage have decreased, while border crossings for the purpose

of e.g. shopping or commuting have increased. For the German-Swiss border, Auer

(2013: 235-236) characterizes the different developments as vertical convergence, i.e the

dialect converging towards the standard variety, on the German side, and horizontal

convergence, i.e. dialect leveling emanating from the more prestigious urban dialects,

on the Swiss side. Auer (2013: 245-246) attributes the resulting dialect divergence as

to a difference in repertoire types, which at least in Switzerland is linked to national

identity.36 Speaking for the whole of the German-speaking area, Auer describes national

borders as the “limits (boundaries) of the perceived reach of linguistic repertoires in

which one (or more) standard language(s) is/are assigned a specific role and position.”

He sees the second half of the 20th century as the locus of the restructuring of these

repertoires from regionalized ways of speaking towards close-to-standard varieties as

unmarked speech, and concludes: “Since the reach of these repertoires ends at the state

borders, the territories of the nation states have never before been as important for

36Swiss-German identity construction will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3.4
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language as they are today - despite the fact that in many ways, the nation states have

been weakened by globalization, the unification of Europe, migration and so on” (Auer

2013: 246). This strong emphasis on the effect of the nation state on language provides

a stark contrast to the earlier statements that highlighted the importance of regional

factors.

Instead of trying to resolve the dispute between pluricentricity and pluriareality,

this dissertation adopts the assumption of national varieties, despite the evidence of

regional differences. Nonetheless, it is worthwhile to point out some of the problems

that have complicated the debate up to this point.

When considering Von Polenz (1999a: 124-126), it becomes apparent that part

of the dispute may arise from different understandings of the term “national variety”.

Whereas the arguments of e.g. Wolf (1994) or Scheuringer (1996) focus on the structural

properties, Polenz highlights the aspect of identification with the variety. He defends

the idea of state-specific national varieties against three arguments proposed by other

researchers, as follows. (1) The insufficiency of a small number of lexical specificities

for the constitution of a variety. Polenz argues that more than from the existence of

a structurally coherent system, the social identification as characteristic for a specific

group are a decisive criterion for a national variety. (2) The argument that regional

differences within the national varieties compromise their legitimacy. Again referring to

identity, Polenz argues that despite regional differences within the national varieties, it

should generally be possible to identify speakers as German, Swiss or Austrian. Finally,

(3) Polenz turns against the argument that the century-long development of language

in an areas precedes the structure of the nation state. He points to the massive changes

in communicative practices during the 19th and 20th century, the decline of dialect

proficiency in large parts of the (German) population, and the rise in mobility and
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population exchange in particular in the second half of the 20th century. Particularly

in regard to (2), a conflict arises between structural differences and identification func-

tion. While a combination of linguistic factors might suffice for the identification of

language users as using a certain national variant, individual features may well spread

beyond borders and if observed in isolation could escape identification as belonging to

a particular variant.

With his focus on identity-aspects of the national variants in (1) and (2), Polenz

chooses a different focus from the structural arguments by many other researchers.

A similar understanding of national variant is also apparent when Koller (2000: 570)

contradicts the suggestion of a Swiss identification with the according national variety

of Standard German.37

Beyond the very specific understanding of what should be understood as a

national (“staatsnational” in the German original) variant, Polenz’ later assessment at

the core already aknowledges much of the criticism that led Wolf (1994) to coin the term

areal pluricentricity. With this observation, von Polenz also addresses a further point of

critique in passing that Auer (2014) lays out in more detail. Showcasing the frequent use

of Swiss and Austrian standard forms throughout southern Germany, Auer (2014) notes

that the definition of Austrian and Swiss StdG cannot be based on differences from

German StdG as a whole, but rather as a result of comparison towards northern German

forms. As an example, the north German klug and schlau ‘smart, sly’ stand against

gescheit in the southern German-speaking area. This leads him to put forward the

question of enregisterment of these forms, i.e. how distinct forms of language become

socially constructed as characteristic for a certain group of speakers. He describes these

processes as “a complex interplay between individuals whose acts of identity involve

37A more detailed discussion follows on page 88.
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the selection of certain speech forms, and medial and other discursive productions

of stereotypes of varieties and their typical speakers” (Auer 2014: 35). Based on these

observations, Auer suggests that future research should focus on the mechanisms that

lead to the association of linguistic features to certain groups of speakers, not on the

structural properties of language that constitute the national varieties.

This dissertation does not follow this last suggestion, but instead tries to capture

the structural differences. This is not to deny the importance of identification and

association with certain variants. Rather, it is a pragmatic choice that follows from the

corpus based methodology that is limited to the exploration of structural properties.

Despite the justified criticism voiced by scholars like Auer, it also follows a national

model of pluricentricity in full awareness that this model falls short of depicting the

linguistic realities. Both regional and national forces have to be assumed as factors that

influence the development of Standard German. This study therefore does not expect

to find exclusive uses of variants in the German or the Swiss corpus at any point in time.

Rather, it anticipates that in many cases, there will be a certain degree of variation in

one or both of the corpora. The pluriareal model servers as a backdrop to explain these

cases. As discussed in more detail in chapter 2.4, this study is aimed at capturing the

dynamic of the use of variants in both Germany and Switzerland during the 20th century.

Due to the lack of consideration for regionality, attitudes, and identification, the results

of the study have to remain preliminary. However, they can provide a baseline for future

research that tries to capture the developments in more detail. As the discussion in the

following section will show, up to this point there has been very limited corpus based

research into the pluricentric standardization of German. If the caveats expressed are

considered, the mere existence of this study should therefore make up for some of its

limitations.
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2.4 Research into the Pluricentric Standardization

2.4.1 The Pluricentric Standardization of German

As mentioned earlier, historically, there has been a assumption - in most cases implicit -

that the variety of German used in Germany is the “main” variety. There are, however,

instances where this assumption is explicitly stated, e.g. by Moser (1985: 1687-1688).

He proposes a taxonomy that distinguishes the Hauptform ‘main form’, consisting of

the Hauptvariante ‘main variant’ FRG-German and the variant GDR-German, and a

number of regional variants, including the variants of Austrian and Switzerland, but also

variants under French influence, e.g. Letzeburgesch, and overseas, e.g. in the Americas.

Moser’s statements are embedded into a discussion of the overall development of the

German language in the 20th century, in particular after 1945, and in this context he

also discusses regional aspects of the development of Standard German. In general, he

finds that developments that are shared across the different German-speaking states

mostly originate from the FRG. But Moser also addresses the interrelation between

Germany and Switzerland during this period. Moser states that prior to World War I, in

Switzerland there was a tendency to abandon “peculiarities” and to adapt to the forms

of Reichsdeutsch, i.e. of the German Empire. Yet during the National Socialist Period and

World War II, Moser further finds a distancing or even an outright rejection of German

German in Switzerland (this is discussed further in chapter 3.4.2).

Reichmann et al. (1988) is the first to propose the concept of Vertikalisierung

‘verticalization’ to describe a fundamental change in the relationship between different

varieties of German: Away from their existence next to each other (i.e. horizontally) that

does not assign different social values to either variety, moving towards a state where
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varieties exist in a hierarchy (e.g. vertically) of better and lesser varieties:

Die Entwicklung [...] ist eine alles umfassende sprachsoziologische Um-

schichtung der bis ins 16. Jahrhundert auf annähernd gleicher Wertebene

horizontal nebeneinander stehenden Vielheit von Varietäten zu einem spätestens

seit dem Frühbarock vertikal organisierten, von oben nach unten geschichteten

Übereinander. Die unteren Positionen der neuen Varietätenpyramide un-

terliegen einer zunehmenden Ausrichtung nach den oberen Positionen

hin. Die Kommunikation zwischen den Sprechern auch der Basisvarietäten

verläuft höchstens noch bei geringer Raumdifferenz (unmittelbarer Nach-

barschaft) horizontal, d. h. von grundschichtigem Dialekt zu grundschichtigem

Dialekt; sie verläuft viel eher und geschichtlich im allgemeinen zunehmend

über eine höherschichtige Varietät.38 (Reichmann et al. 1988: 175)39

Based on this idea, Reichmann (1990) further introduces the concept of Leitvari-

38“This development is a linguistic-sociological shift from the range of varieties that existed into the
16th century, which were assigned roughly equal value and stood next to each other horizontally, to a
vertically organized stack, arrayed from above to below, which has existed at least since the early Baroque
period. The lower positions in this pyramid of varieties are increasingly oriented towards the upper
positions in the pyramid. Communication between speakers, also of the lower varieties, is horizontal,
especially with small spatial differences (e.g. if they border on each other); that is, they range from lower
level dialect to lower level dialect; but in general, and increasingly, communication, happens using an
upper-level variety.”

39In a more generalized way, the differences in social relevance of varieties and variation is captured by
Auer and Voeste (2012: 257-258):“Historical sociolinguistic research has to consider that variability has
not always or everywhere been an expression of individuality to the same extent as it is today. Medieval
scribes, for instance, were not modern individuals in the sense that they were free to choose stylistic
variants according to their personal preference or as a way of developing and showing a personal profi le.
Not only did they not wish to make such choices: the mere possibility was beyond their horizon.[...] by
the usus or by the instructions to be found in administration, law, and religion. It is arguable whether
linguistic variants have always been linked to external, social factors at all. At times when status was
denoted by privileges, vested rights, and dress codes, language may not have played as pivotal a role as a
status symbol as it does today.” Cf. also Bergs (2012) for case studies that illustrate the conclusion that
the “actual concepts and functions of class, gender, networks, and, most importantly, norms, standards,
and prestige, differ radically in different communities. To assume that we find the rules and mechanisms
of modern English in other communities or language periods leads easily to anachronism.” (Bergs 2012:
96)
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etät (‘guiding variety’). Languages with such a Leitvarietät in which different varieties

are attributed with different levels of prestige and thus can be conceived as ordered hor-

izontally as just described. Languages without a Leitvarietät accordingly exist vertically.

Reichmann conceives both Vertikalisierung and Leitvarietät to describe the changes

that happen in the history of German on the way to the New High German period.

However, the concept of Verticalization has been criticized, e.g by Besch (2007).

He finds that the alignment of varietal prestige with social class, i.e. towards the German

nobility is implausible at least for the period described by Reichmann, because the

German nobility up to the 18th century predominantly spoke French. Further, Besch

points to Von Polenz (1994: 136), who finds that the term lacks specificity for the criteria

that serve as the axis on which the selection of variants takes place.

The idea of a Leitvarietät is received more favorably by Besch, although he criti-

cizes Reichmann for not giving details of how prestige shifted between German varieties

after the middle ages. His own account is the following. Drawing on Haugen’s model

of standardization - (1) selection of norm, (2) codification of norm, (3) elaboration of

function, and (4) acceptance by the community (Haugen 1966: 933) - Besch (2007: 417-

417) proposes a first cycle of these phases in which Schreibsprachen ‘writing languages’,

develop for greater regions. In a second phase, from the 16th century on, these phases

repeat leading to the New High German Schriftsprache ‘written language’.40 Besch then

tries to give an account for the emergence of a Leitvarietät within this pluricentric set-

ting of German. He proposes the following scenario: At the end of the 15th century, he

places signs of a convergence of East Middle and East Upper German writing. By way of

Luther’s Bible translation and the reformation, Middle German and West Upper German

40Cf. p. 12 for a model by Besch that contextualizes this term, although it does not make use of the
term Schreibsprache Besch uses for the products of regional norm selection processes.
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adapt to these conventions, thus effectively creating the Leitvarietät. For Switzerland,

Besch perceives Zwingli’s translation of the Bible (1531) as a potential foundation for a

Swiss German Schriftsprache, yet points to the revision in the direction of East Middle

German conventions in 1665/1667 as a turning point. Only catholic upper Germany

maintains a distinct tradition up until the 18th century.

In front of the pluricentric framework of this dissertation, Besch’s criticism of

Reichmann’s verticalization for factoring out the aspect of regionality is crucial. Nonethe-

less, the idea of verticalization can be employed fruitfully to some extent. The assump-

tion of a higher prestige in particular in the case of Switzerland is complicated by in part

negative attitudes to German standard German. Nonetheless, there are other factors like

the presence of German Standard German in the media that make it plausible to assume

that German Standard German exerts a stronger influence of Swiss Standard German

than vice versa, as is illustrated in more detail in the following chapter. Additionally,

the described vertical alignment of varieties can also serve to illustrate the differences

between different parts of the German-speaking world, in particular between Germany

and Switzerland. The universal use of dialects in German-speaking Switzerland (dis-

cussed in more detail in chapter 3.1) does not easily correspond to this hierarchical

model. While there is still a specific social capital that comes with competence in the

standard variety, and this competence is not equally distributed in the population, there

appear distinct differences in the overall prestige connected to the use of dialect.

While the idea of verticalization thus provides a theoretical backround for illus-

trating the sociolinguistic differences between Germany and Switzerland, the idea of the

Leitvarietä points to the core question of this dissertation. It is the question of to what

extent the different varieties of German develop in dependence or independence from

one another, and whether there are changing currents in this (in)dependency over the
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course of the 20th century. Because the starting point for this inquiry is in the variation

described at the end of the 20th century, this study cannot show the decline of variation

that existed at the beginning of the 20th century, as this would not be documented after

falling out of use. It can, however, indicate different patterns of variant use and the

emergence of variation that arises only over the course of the 20th century. While this

study thus to some extent has a blind spot on the decline of variation over the 20th

century, it nonetheless contributes to uncovering the development of variation during

this period and thus to finding out about the location and influence of a Leitvarietät in

the German speaking world. In particular, it may indicate whether the Swiss German

distancing from German German described by Moser (1985) indeed had an influence

on the language use on the grammatical level.

At the heart, this is the question of directionality in the development of pluri-

centric German. The adoption of the pluricentric model has called into question the

apparent consensus on the trend towards or the completion of the standardization of

German. Up to this point, this change in the research paradigm has left a considerable

gap in the writing of the more recent history of German. There are few existing accounts

of the course of standardization in the last two centuries. They appear in the context

of research that provides an overview of the development of German and does not

explicitly refer to studies that analyze the structural development of Standard German

regionally. More importantly, the accounts are contradicting.

Penzl (1986) observes that “Nach 1950 zeigen sich zum ersten Mal nach über

200 Jahren Schriftsprache, abgesehen vom Wortschatz, Tendenzen zu einer Divergenz,

deren endgültiges Resultat noch als unentschieden bezeichnet werden muß.”41 While

41“After 1950, for the first time in more than 200 years of written language, with the exception of
vocabulary, there are tendencies towards a divergence, the ultimate result of which have to be described
as uncertain at this point.”
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Penzl does not explicitly operate in a pluricentric framework, this appears different

with Von Polenz (1989: 15), who actively participated in the discourse on pluricentricity

during the 1980’s and offers a similar assessment. He sees a monocentric tendency

in the period between 1870 and 1950, followed by a pluricentric tendency after the

Second World War. This idea contradicts that articulated by Mattheier (2000: 1959).

He points to a period of linguistic convergence for Austria from the middle of the 18th

century on, characterized by the abandoning of the imperial written language in favor

of the East-Middle German norms advocated by Gottsched. Yet he states that this trend

changes after the Austro-Prussian war in 1866 and the founding of the German Empire

in 1871. Yet another chronology is proposed by Auer and Spiekermann (2011: 165) who

consider the standardization specifically of spoken German and locate it around 1900

with the codification as the Bühnenaussprache ‘stage pronunciation’. They argue that

the subsequent spread of the standard was not completed by the second half of the 20th

century, and that around 1970, the Austrian and Swiss standard stopped to converge

with the German standard and developed their own norms.

Considering statements on the development of pluricentricity, Niehaus (2014)

diagnoses that they generally lack empirical evidence and from this assessment moves

on to fill this gap. He addresses the question of the development of Standard German

based on the placement of the finite verbs in tripartite verbal complexes in subordinate

clauses. As Niehaus writes with reference to Agel (2001, 322), in written language of

distance the finite verb is commonly placed at the end of the sentence, as in (1a).

However, he finds the intermediate placement as shown in (1b) commonly attributed to

German in Austria in the literature (e.g. Ammon 1995: 176, Härd 1981: 178), although

other authors speak of a use beyond Austria (e.g. Bader and Schmid 2009).
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(1) a. ...damit

therewith

er

he

gesehen

seen

werden

can

kann.

be

‘so that he can be seen ’ (Niehaus 2014: 304)

b. ...die

who

so

such

zwei

two

Rechnungen

bills

über

about

4000

4000

Euro

Euro

begleichen

settle

hätte

had

sollen.

should

‘who should have settled two bills worth 4000 Euro ’ (Scherr and Niehaus 2013:

81)

Niehaus tries to capture the use based on four different corpora, two "from above"

and two "from below", one of each representing 20th/21st century German, the other

representing 19th century German. The contemporary corpus, consisting of newspaper

texts, indicates that the intermediate placement of the verb indeed is dominant only in

Austria, yet that is frequently used beyond that also in South-East Germany, particularly

in comparison with other parts of Germany. While his contemporary corpus "from

below" does not show any evidence of the form in Austria, the "Atlas zur deutschen

Alltagssprache" (http://www.atlas-alltagssprache.de/) shows that this form is actually

very common. He compares this to the use in 19th century corpora. In the corpus

of 19th century newspapers, he finds no evidence of the intermediate position. This

constitutes a discontinuity with the usage found in the present day corpus. In contrast,

the corpus of letters "from below" shows a number of instances of the intermediate

position, in particular in South-Eastern Germany. Thus, the use of the intermediate

placement shows continuity in non-standard German. While Niehaus concedes that

the partially small size of the corpora might distort the findings to some degree, the

complete absence of the intermediate verb placement supports the idea of monocen-
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tricity in the 19th century as proposed by Polenz. However, it also suggests a "hidden"

continuity of the intermediate position, in that the use moves from the non-standard

into the standard over time. Further, the data supports a pluriareal view rather than one

that is plurizentric or plurinational.

Further data for the question of the historical development of variation in Stan-

dard German comes from Elspaß and Niehaus (2014). In addition to serialization in

three-verb clusters, they explore the use of discontinuous pronomial adverbs. (2a) shows

the discontinuous variant of damit, which according to Elspaß and Niehaus is the only

variant considered as standard by most grammars. Their contemporary corpus finds a

preference for the split-construction, seen in (2b), in the North and West of Germany,

while the double PRO-construction as in (2c) appears predominantly in the Southern

parts of the German-speaking area.

(2) a. damit

there-with

habe

have

ich

I

nichts

nothing

zu

to

tun.

do

‘I don’t have anything to do with that.’ (Elspaß and Niehaus 2014: 57)

b. da

there

habe

have

ich

I

nichts

nothing

mit

with

zu

to

tun.

do

‘I don’t have anything to do with that.’ (Elspaß and Niehaus 2014: 57)

c. da

there

habe

have

ich

I

nichts

nothing

damit

there-with

zu

to

tun.

do

‘I don’t have anything to do with that.’ (Elspaß and Niehaus 2014: 57)
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In contrast, their corpus of 19th and early 20th century German does not show

any instances of discontinuous forms. Using data "from below" taken from Negele

(2012),42 they argue that the present day distribution in Standard German reflects the

regional distribution of these forms in colloquial German during the 19th and 20th

century. Additionally, they investigate the distribution of the lexical variants Samstag

and Sonnabend ‘Saturday’. In this instance, they again find regional rather than national

continuity, with Sonnabend in present day Standard German mostly limited to Northern

and central Eastern German, although these areas also show the use of Samstag. The

remainder of the German-speaking area uses Samstag in all but exceptional instances.

This regional variation is also found in both the standard and the non-standard corpus

of 19th and early 20th century German. They concede that the small size of the 19th

century corpus of Standard German used may have influenced this result, but based on

the data, their conclusion again highlights the low degree of regional variation in 19th

century German, supporting von Polenz’ idea of monocentricity in the period around

the turn of the 20th century. They raise the question whether the similarity between

present day non-Standard German and printed Standard German (as represented in

their newspaper-corpus), in contrast to the differences between present day Standard

German and Standard German at the end of the 19th century can be attributed the

colloquialization of newspaper style that has been described in particular in the second

half of the 20th century (Betz 2006: 183-185).43

These studies provide an important baseline for the further investigation of

the development of standard German, while at the same time leaving many questions

unanswered. The present study takes an approach that is slightly different from that

42Like Niehaus (2014) and Elspaß and Niehaus (2014), Negele (2012) relies on the Pfeffer corpus and
the corpus of Emigrant letters for data.

43This is also discussed in the context of the composition of the corpus in chapter 4.1.
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work. Rather than contrasting two points at the end of a period spanning about 150

years, it traces the variation over the entire length of 100 years. In the best-case scenario,

this can suggest a trajectory for how the use of particular variants has changed or

remained constant over the course of this period.

2.4.2 A glance at the Pluricentric Standardization of English

Considering the described lack of research performed on German, it may be instruc-

tive to consider at least in passing research on other pluricentric languages where the

historical dimension of the (inter)dependence of varieties has been explored in more

detail and considered in regard to the varieties “taking the lead” in changes. Substantial

research in this direction has been performed on English by Mair and Leech (2006).

There are evident differences between German and English that hinder a direct com-

parison of the the relationship between German and Swiss varieties of German and

American and British varieties of English. These lie e.g. in the historical development of

standard varieties. Besch (2007) refers to Durrell (1999: 301) to argue that in England

the existence of a prestigious variety of the upper classes of the capital London exists

already at least since the 16th, if not the 14th century. While the structural homogeneity

of this variety stands to question, it contrasts sharply with the multitude of markedly

different regional varieties that still exist in the German-speaking world at this point in

time. This suggests that American Standard English had a different starting point than

todays national varieties of German that potentially have roots in medieval chanceries

where they developed from dialects. It is also worth emphasizing the geographical

differences between German and English in the contexts in question. The geographical

adjacency of Germany and Switzerland allows for a different and in comparison rather

easy exchange of language materials and particularly speakers than the long and histor-
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ically not hazard-free journey between the US and Britain. This makes an immediate

influence appear more likely in the case of German. Nonetheless, the consideration of

research on English may raise instructive questions and provide patterns against which

the development in Germany and Switzerland can be contrasted.

A major study of grammatical changes in 20th century English is provided by

Leech et al. (2009). Based on corpora of 20th century American and British English

(predominantly contrasting data from the 1960’s and 1990’s), they provide evidence for

developments of a number of different phenomena. Along with the descriptions, they

also offer potential explanations for the phenomena. These are (1) grammaticalization,

(2) colloquialization, (3) densification of content, (4) changes brought about by contact

among different varieties, among which they foreground ‘Americanization’, and (5) other

processes like prescription and language planning (Leech et al. 2009: 237). By nature of

the phenomena investigated in this study, (3) densification of content, i.e. expressing

meaning in fewer words, does not appear as an explanation of major significance for the

present purpose. The other explanations, however, provide a blueprint for explaining

the patterns that will be shown in the data here. As Leech et al. (2009: 238) discuss fur-

ther, grammaticalization is generally understood as a slow process beyond the scale of

their corpora with only 30 years distance. While longer, the 100 year period investigated

in the present study still seems comparatively short, and grammaticalization will not

be considered as a primary explanation for the observed developments. The remain-

ing three categories appear as stronger candidates for such explanations. Leech et al.

identify (2) colloquialization understood as “ a tendency for written norms to become

more informal and move closer to speech” (Leech et al. 2009: 20, in more detail 239ff.)

as a major impact on the shape of written English. As detailed in chapter 4.2, a similar

development has also been discussed in the German context, although the literature
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here focuses on this process in journalistic writing, not so much on written German as

a whole.44 Nonetheless, the possibility of an impact of the spoken language on written

forms in general appears as a valid possibility. Considering the different developments

taking place in spoken German over the course of the 20th century - a loss of dialect or

the development of a continuum between Standard German and dialects in Germany,

the strengthening of the dialects and the development of diglossia (discussed further in

chapter 3.1) - colloquialization might hold a general explanation for changes to writ-

ten Standard German that additionally explains differences in development between

Germany and Switzerland.

For (4) contact induced changes, Leech et al. (2009: 253) give five different pat-

terns. These are a) cases where one variety changes in one aspect where the other does

not (regionally specific change), b) cases where frequencies of features converge be-

tween two varieties (convergent change, b’) cases in which frequencies move in different

directions (divergent change), c) instances where two varieties change into the same

direction (parallel change), d) instances where change proceeds at different speed (dif-

ferent rates of change), which often co-occurs with last option, e) both varieties moving

in the same direction with one taking the lead in this development (follow-my-leader).

In their investigation, they find this last pattern recurring in the form that developments

in US-English are followed by ones in British English recurring to an extent that they

find it suggestive of “American ‘leadership”’ Leech et al. (2009: 253). Yet at the same time,

they caution against a straightforward interpretation of a direct influence of American

English on British English. They argue that the most convincing instances of American

influence on British English appear in those cases where the American use remains

44This colloquialization should, however, not be equated with the informalization of language use
discussed by e.g. Linke (2000), which is concerned with the rise of informal language use in general, not
just the intrusion of oral norms into written texts. For this, consider the discussion of democratization in
Leech et al. (2009: 259).
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(virtually) unchanged, while at the same time British English shows a convergence to

this use.

For this study, the most relevant of the (5) other processes discussed by Leech

et al. (2009: 263) concerns language prescription, understood as “any conscious efforts

to change the habits of language speakers”. Language codices like grammars and dic-

tionaries can be seen as potent agents of such prescription. While the success of such

prescriptive efforts cannot be assumed to be a given in every case, the general possibility

of such influence should be assumed.45 Considering the lack of comprehensive codices

of Swiss Standard German, this place is generally filled by work produced predominantly

in Germany, most commonly the Duden (Läubli 2006: 116). As will be exemplified in

the analysis of the use of case with the preposition während (chapter 5.7.2), there are

instances where what appears to be rather common usage in Switzerland is not reflected

in these codices. Cases like this can be understood as instances where the dominance of

German norms over Swiss norms becomes apparent, and thus support the hypothesis

that German Standard German is the Leitvaerietät.

But language codices are not the only reason why the idea of a stronger influ-

ence of the German standard appears plausible. This idea is further supported by the

imbalance of media production between Germany and Switzerland and the significant

consumption of German media in Switzerland (discussed in more detail in section 3.1)

that is not mirrored in the other direction. As a soft factor, a bias for Swiss speakers to

evaluate German speakers of German as more standard (expanded on in section 3.4.1)

may also be assumed to be a factor that contributes to such a gradient.

While the different circumstances of Standard English and Standard German

45Staying with English, e.g. Hinrichs, Szmrecsanyi, and Bohmann (2015) provide strong support for the
claim that an increased use of that as a relativizer at the expense of which in the second half of the 20th
century is connected to prescriptivism.
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thus do not allow for a direct comparison, they highlight some aspects of the close

connection between German and Swiss Standard German and why a more immediate

influence of the German standard on the Swiss might be expected. The following chapter

is focused on Switzerland and further exploring the relationship between German in

Switzerland and its interaction with German German.
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Chapter 3

German in Switzerland: Swiss German and

Swiss Standard German

The previous chapter portrayed German as a language divided over several nations. In

contrast, Switzerland is a nation harboring several languages. To prepare the subsequent

discussion of the results of my analysis, in this chapter I first provide a more detailed

account of the diglossia between Standard German and the Swiss German dialects

within German-speaking Switzerland. This is followed by an overview of the general

linguistic makeup of Switzerland as a linguistic space, and the implications of this

multilingualism for linguistic identity within Switzerland. This leads to a review of

the literature on the grammatical variation particular to Swiss Standard German. This

review is the basis for the description and analysis of features in the following chapter.
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3.1 Diglossia in German-Speaking Switzerland

By focusing on the development of the standard language, this study casts aside the

development of non-standard varieties. Nonetheless, in contrasting Germany and

Switzerland, it is important to consider the general status of non-standard varieties in

society. Whereas in Germany the 20th century is generally characterized by the decline

of dialects, in Switzerland the opposite is the case: Dialects are generally spoken by

the entirety of the German-speaking Swiss population side by side with the standard

in accordance with medial or contextual criteria - a situation generally referred to

as diglossia (Ferguson 1959). This prominent position of the dialects, and their use

throughout all social strata, might influence the development of the standard language,

and therefore needs consideration.

Considering the contrastive approach of this study, ideally the following detailed

discussion of the lingustic situation in Switzerland would be matched with a similar

description of the situation in Germany. However, a similarly detailed discussion of the

relationship between Standard German and dialects would go far beyond what can be

provided here. Singling out the linguistic situation in German-speaking Switzerland

from other areas is, however, in keeping with the general assessments in the literature.

Ammon (2003), for instance, divides the German-speaking area in three major areas.

The Northern part of Germany is characterized by the disappearance of dialects. The

remainder of Germany as well as most of Austria is characterized by a dialect-standard

continuum. Switzerland, as well as Liechtenstein and the Austrian region of Vorarlberg

are characterized by diglossia.1

1More details for the development in specific regions within Germany can be found e.g. in the
contributions in Besch (2000: 2629ff.). It may be telling for changes in the field moving away from a
single history of German towards a more nuanced perception of regional histories that this constitutes a
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The term diglossia has been employed in linguistics for more than fifty years.

The goal of this section is not to provide a general account of the concept (for such see

Hudson 1992, 2002), but rather an overview of how the diglossia has been applied to

German used in Switzerland. As a working definition, diglossia

“in its ideal form, may be conceived of as the quintessential example of

linguistic variation where linguistic realization as opposed to language ac-

quisition [...] is a function solely of social context, and not of social identity

of the speaker. In diglossia, it is context, not class, or other group member-

ship, that controls use” (Hudson 2002: 6).

This abstract and rather broad description reflects several decades of linguistic research

into diglossia following the introduction of the term by Ferguson (1959). In coining this

term, Ferguson drew on the case of German in Switzerland, among others, pointing to

nine criteria that characterize diglossia. These criteria are (1) the fixed use of a certain

variety in specific social situation, (2) different prestige attributed to the varieties, (3) a

literary heritage of the more prestigious variety, (4) the more prestigious variety being

transmitted only through means of formal education, (5) the more prestigious variety

being codified strongly, and usually to a greater extent than the less prestigious one,

(6) the relative stability of the diglossic situation, (7) a more complex grammatical

system in the more prestigious variety, (8) a shared lexicon that often has distinctive

word pairs that identify the different varieties, and (9) either a single phonological

structure for which the less prestigious variety provides the basic system, or one in

which phonemes of the less prestigious variety regularly substitute for phonemes that

significant change from the first edition (Besch et al. 1985). While the first edition features contributions
on the development of the relationship between dialect and standard language in Austria, Luxemburg,
and Switzerland, it does not have a comparable article on the same topic in Germany, and does not
address any regional developments either.
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are distinctive for the more prestigious variety. Ferguson was not the first to point out

such different domains within Switzerland, as is evidenced by earlier descriptions of

German in Switzerland by Senn (1935) or Forster (1939). However, with a certain delay,

the term diglossia has subsequently attracted a number of further investigations of the

linguistic situation in German speaking Switzerland. Applying the concept on German-

speaking Switzerland relies on a distinction between dialect and standard language.

To provide a modicum of terminological consideration, before going into detail on

the research on diglossia, I briefly discuss the concept of dialect that underlies this

distinction, and that of colloquial language, that is generally employed to describe the

spectrum of varieties in the Germanophone world.

The discussion in the preceding chapter has already pointed towards the com-

plexity of the notion of standard German. While a long tradition of research has em-

ployed the term dialect very productively, it is no less problematic (Löffler 1983), and

thus it seems appropriate to consider it at least briefly, particularly because the Ger-

manophone understanding of dialect tends to differ from the Anglophone. The core

of the Germanophone conception of dialect is generally tied strongly to the idea of a

regional form of language. This conception is different to the sometimes broader under-

standing of the term dialect that is sometimes encountered in Anglophone linguistics,

that also considers standard languages as dialects (e.g. Chambers and Trudgill 1998).

This broad understanding of the term dialect is reflected in the German term Varietät

(variety).

Löffler (1983) identifies ten different aspects that are employed to distinguish

dialect from non-dialects: Dialects (1) are regional, (2) descend from an superordinate

variety, (3) constitute an independent and complete linguistic system, (4) are spoken by

a distinct part of the population (with differences across the German-speaking regions),
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(5) are used only for specific communicative situations, predominantly spoken, (6) have

reduced functionality in comparison to the standard, although it excels in certain do-

mains of daily life, (7) have spatially limited communicative function, (8) are associated

with prestige or stigma, dependent on context, (9) appear in a (subjective) contrast to

standard varieties, and (10) are abstractions that are hard to capture empirically, be-

cause the linguistic reality is characterized by fluid or invisible borders, both in spatial

and social. Part of the complication of the word dialect derives from its relation to other

terms. For the understanding of diglossia, in particular the contrast to the standard

variety (emphasized further in Löffler 2003) appears particularly important.

In this discussion of diglossia, it seems appropriate to briefly return to the

idea of Umgangssprache that was previously mentioned. Mihm (2000: 2112-2113)

interprets the emergence of the colloquial language as a product of three processes: the

continuous formation of prestigious varieties of language, combined with processes

of approximation from less prestigious varieties towards these forms, combined with

exchange processes between regional varieties. By the middle of the 20th century, these

colloquial varieties had spread widely. However, in Switzerland only a small section of

the population adopted them, and ultimately did not provide a “third space” between

dialect and standard. This already points to the question of the development of diglossia

that is described in further detail in chapter 3.2.2. Mihm describes the contemporary

situation as one where there is no transition between the standard and the colloquial,

but only a change between distinct linguistic levels. This perception is echoed in by

other researchers (e.g. Siebenhaar and Wyler 1997, also Koller 2000: 582-583). However,

as Mihm already points out, there are is more than a binary distinction in Switzerland

as well, because regional dialect leveling takes place. This has also been identified by

other researchers as well, e.g. by Strübin (1972), who also points to a lexical adaptation
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of the dialect required by general economical change. Through a general change in the

economical structure from the primary to the secondary and tertiary sector, the dialect

needs to integrate non-traditional dialect words in order to maintain its functionality.2

The following sections discuss diglossia in Switzerland, first focusing on terminology

and then moving on to its historical development.

3.2 Swiss Diglossia: History of terminology and research

3.2.1 Terminological considerations

Probably the first major study on the topic was undertaken by Schwarzenbach (1969)

with the title Die Stellung der Mundart in der deutschsprachigen Schweiz. While it is

very much dedicated to the investigation of the domains occupied by the dialect, it

still operates without reference to Ferguson and does not refer to diglossia.3 In general,

the term entered Germanophone linguistics slowly. While a number of researchers

employ the term in reference to the lingustic situation in Switzerland in the 1970’s

(e.g. Dittmar 1973; Haas 1978; Joss 1975), a discussion questioning its application or

suitability developed only in the end of the decade. Ris (1979: 56) is possibly the

first to briefly discuss the concept critically and asks whether bilingualism would be

a more appropriate description of the Swiss situation. This is based on the general

unintelligibility of Swiss German dialects for German speakers of German, and the

2More recently, Hove (2008) has illustrated the existence of mechanisms and features that are employed
to distinguish dialect from standard, and in doing so also pointed to grey areas that lie between the
standard and the dialect.

3Similarly, Sonderegger (1964: 12) describes the situation in German speaking Switzerland as
“ständige[s] Nebeneinander von Mundart und Schriftsprache” (“a constant side-by-side existence of di-
alect and written language”), noting that “Eine soziale Sprachgrenze zwischen Mundart und Hochsprache
besteht nicht einmal in großen Städten” (“a social linguistic boundary between dialect and standard
language does not even exist in big cities”), without using the term diglossia.
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perception of standard German as a foreign language by Swiss Germans - a trope

discussed in more detail later in this chapter. 4

Since this period, there has been considerable research on Swiss diglossia. One

current has been focused on the distribution of domains between the standard and

the dialects, including e.g. broadcasting (Ramseier 1988), schools (Oberholzer 2006;

Sieber 1998) or in church services (Rüegger, Schläpfer, and Stolz 1996). These and other

studies have informed a deeper discussion of the terminology and classification of the

situation found in German-speaking Switzerland that Ris (1979) had already started. It

introduced the terms conceptual diglossia, functional diglossia medial diglossia, and

asymmetric bilignualism, each of which highlights a different aspect of the relationship

between Standard German and the dialects in Switzerland. This discussion is outlined

in the following paragraphs.

Keller (1982) voices a conceptual critique of diglossia as proposed by Ferguson

(1959). Drawing on the characteristic aspects of diglossia identified by Ferguson, Keller

analyzes the situation in German speaking Switzerland. While he generally agrees with

Ferguson’s assessment and description of the situation, he expands on his work and on

the specifics of the Swiss situation using seven of Ferguson’s criteria. Without recounting

the details of his critique, it is worth noting that Keller particularly comments on (3) in

Ferguson, the existence of the literary heritage of the more prestigious variety. In this

context, Keller points to the existence of Schweizerhochdeutsch as a variety of Standard

German that distinguishes itself from the German standard in more than only dialectal

4He maintains this position in Ris (1990). He arrives at this conclusion after observing that the dialect
is not indicative of social class, and that additionally the assignment of communicative situations for each
variety have become permeable in that the dialect has continuously occupied more situations. According
to Ris, the dialects have largely taken the place of the traditional High-variety, and only classes, higher
politics, church, army and some TV programs are left as domains of the standard. Standard German, in
his interpretation, is no longer a complementary language, but rather a secondary language whose use is
optional, rather than mandatory, in certain situations.
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interferences (Keller 1982: 81-84), and thus already taps into the discourse on German

pluricentricity that emerges at this point in time. Keller further agrees with Ferguson

(4) that in the Swiss German diglossia children learn Standard German only in the

context of formal education, but at the same time stresses that a transfer between the

dialectal and standard means of expression takes place. Keller further expands on (1)

the limitation of the different varieties to specific social situations (Keller 1982: 85-87).

While he again generally agrees with the situational limitation between the dialect and

the standard, he also points to complications. Thus, while the dialect is the means for

personal communication at home, and the standard is used to talk about science and

technology in lectures or in writing, these separations cannot always be maintained.

Therefore, when e.g. in a personal home setting clashes with the topics science or

technology, the result is a mix of both forms, which he equates with a breakdown of

diglossia (Keller 1982: 87-90).

Kolde (1981) had earlier touched upon diglossia in a study of the interactions

among adolescents in the Swiss cities Biel/Bienne and Fribourg/Freiburg. The fun-

damental division of function with the dialect used spoken, and the standard used

written led him to adopt the term medial diglossia (Kolde 1981: 68-69). Werlen (1998)

takes up both this interpretation of medial diglossia proposed by Kolde (1981) and

bilingualism proposed by Ris (1979, 1990), and discusses them in the context of further

research on the use of dialect and standard language over the preceding decades. He

proposes to classify the linguistic situation as asymmetric bilingualism. He arrives at

this term after considering four criteria. First, it is the observation that while the Swiss

German dialects are largely mutually intelligible, non-speakers of Swiss German dialects

commonly struggle in understanding them. In contrast to this, the general linguistic

distance between standard and dialect seems to be rather small. He further takes up a
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distinction put forward by Kloss (1976: 312ff.), who had classified Swiss German as an

Ausbaudialekt, not an Ausbausprache. This is an expansion of Kloss’ general distinction

of Abstand-languages and Ausbau-languages that tried to capture sociological factors

in the distinction of languages and dialects. In this framework, Abstand-languages are

characterized by linguistic distance (although Kloss bypasses the problem of measuring

linguistic distance). Ausbau-languages, in contrast, are recognized as languages because

they have undergone processes of language planning, through which they have been

tools of literary expression (Kloss 1967). Ausbau-dialect serves as an intermediate class

for varieties that have undergone incomplete Ausbau. For Kloss, the most important

criterion for this distinction was the lack of Sachprosa (‘technical prose’Â´) in an Aus-

baudialekt, and he proposes Swiss German as an example for this category. Ris (1990)

argues that the existence of spoken Sachprosa does qualify Swiss German for the status

of an Ausbau-language.5 Considering the perception by the speakers, he finds that a

majority of speakers of Swiss German perceive their competence in the standard as

inferior to the dialect. Combining this with the observation that the standard is primar-

ily connected to written language which is only spoken with non-dialect speakers and

heard primarily in broadcasting, he finds bilingualism the appropriate description of

the situation, modified by the adjective asymmetric to account for the different extent

of reception and production.

With the advent of digital communication around the change of the millennium,

several researchers have commented on changes in the use of dialect and standard

in written media. Christen (2004) notes that in many online chatrooms the dialect

has emerged as the unmarked variety. Considering that the chat is a conceptually

5Siebert [sic!] And Sitta (1984) weigh different approaches to the question of whether Swiss German
constitutes an Ausbau-dialect or an Ausbau-sprache, and find that the answer to the question depends
on the weight allotted to spoken language in the assessment of the situations.
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oral medium, she describes this development as a change from medial diglossia to

conceptual diglossia. Siebenhaar (2006) expands on this strand of inquiry and finds that

there are differences in the use of dialect both in regard to the regional specificity of the

chatroom and the age of the user. Thus, regionally very specific chatrooms generally

evidence a lower use of the dialect than supraregional chatrooms. In the latter group,

middle-aged chatters (in their 30’s and 40’s) use dialect the least, while the youngest

users rely almost exclusively on dialect forms.

Petkova (2012) incorporates this research to return to the question of diglossia.

Looking back on the period since Kolde (1981), she finds that the distribution of domains

for varieties has markedly changed. Both standard and dialect are continuously used

in what used to be the domain of the other variety. In some written mediums, like

text messages and social media, the dialect has come to be the unmarked variety. As

Petkova illustrates, this convention carries even into newspapers, as exemplified by the

section Schatzchäschtli in the newspaper Blick, where readers can send in text messages

that will be printed. Of 166 messages collected over a period of two weeks in 2001,

154 were written in dialect. In contrast to this, she finds that at the same time spoken

Standard German has gained in importance. Many German-speaking Swiss increasingly

use Standard German in spoken interactions not only in media consumption, but also

in professional contexts, influenced in part by increased migration from Germany to

Switzerland. Her verdict is that a distinction of dialect versus standard contexts is

increasingly hard to determine - both varieties are used in nearly all contexts, with the

exception that dialect is not used for scientific prose. Despite these changes, Petkova

finds that the concept of diglossia still holds. This is on the one hand due to differences

in the frequency of use for the varieties in specific contexts. On the other hand, Petkova

finds that the speakers conceptualize their language use as diglossic, although they
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show considerable flexibility in the application of the rules. Following Christen (2004),

she speaks of conceptual diglossia.

Luginbühl (2012) proposes yet another term and perspective when he speaks

of “functional diglossia.” His emphasis is on the choice of variety depending on com-

municative situation and function connected to this. As his study of the use of dialect

and standard language in Swiss media, in particular TV, illustrates, these functions are

not always fixed. Dialect is used to convey proximity, authenticity, emotionality, and

spontaneity, while Standard German is generally used to evoke seriousness and public

distance. As Luginbühl illustrates with an example of a direct quote from a news show,

an utterance in dialect can be preferred in a context where Standard German would

generally be required, if its authenticity outweighs the demand for seriousness. Further,

precision is a quality attributed to both varieties in different contexts.

The modifications medial, asymmetric and conceptual have been proposed for

the concept of diglossia and have enriched the continuous reflection on the linguistic

situation found in German-speaking Switzerland. Considering Petkova’s discussion,

the working definition initially taken from Hudson (2002) cannot be understood in its

ideal form, but rather as a intricate variation on it. While the social context still decides

by and large about the use of dialect or standard form, the domains are less distinct

than they were in the past. Luginbühl’s emphasis of the communicative function of the

varieties, does not contradict the idea of conceptual diglossia, but rather refines the

perspective and paints a more nuanced picture of the mechanisms that guide the choice

of varieties. The alternative, i.e. to describe the situation as a variant of bilingualism,

seems not to have gained any larger following. Here, the term diglossia is employed

without any further modification, in full awareness of the complex situation found in

the realities of the speakers.
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For the analysis in chapter 5, it is worth noting that the described changes to

diglossia influence the data collected in the corpus to varying degrees. While broad-

casting rises to importance only in the middle of the investigated period, online media

become relevant only by the end of the period in question. This points to the more gen-

eral question of the relationship between dialect and Standard German in Switzerland

in a historical perspective. This is addressed in the following section.

3.2.2 The historical development of diglossia

As mentioned earlier, Schwarzenbach (1969) was probably the first to provide a detailed

study of diglossia in Switzerland. Schuppenhauer and Werlen (1983) comment that

the description is outdated in some aspects. They observe a general shift towards an

increased use of the dialect since the 1960’s, and point to mass media and school as

cases where this increased use of the dialects has taken place.

The previous brief overview has covered about three decades of terminological

discussion on diglossia. It has already hinted at the fact that the distribution of domains

between dialect and Standard German in Switzerland is a moving target, and that not

only have domains changed, but actually have emerged from scratch, as in the case of

broadcasting or online media (cf. Christen 2004; Petkova 2012). This has been repeatedly

noted in the literature. Werlen (1998) finds that the situations considered appropriate

for each variety in particular for oral communication have changed considerably since

the 1950’s. In churches, sermons are increasingly delivered in dialect. In politics, the

standard is used predominantly for official addresses or in the parliament, yet interviews

for radio or TV are usually performed in dialect, and while major news broadcasts

use the standard, regional news employ the dialect. The change in distribution in
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broadcasting media has been addressed in more detail by Luginbühl (2012). Contrasting

the use of dialect between 1979/1980 and 2003, his work confirms the observation that

the dialects are used more, particularly in the context of popular culture. However, this

is not universal for all programs, but very much connected to the intended audience.

Where the public radio station DRS 2 with a focus on (capital C) culture uses dialect in

only 10% of its broadcasts, DRS 3, another public radio station with focus on popular

music relies on the dialect in 90% of the time.

Yet despite this trend towards the use of the dialect in Swiss broadcasting, Stan-

dard German, in particular in a German form, enters Switzerland on just this channel.

Matt (2012: 180) has commented that a general desperation would ensue if German

TV were taken away from the Swiss population. Statistical data from the Swiss Bu-

reau for Statistics indeed confirms the significant market share of foreign TV-programs.

Between 1985 and 2014, the market share of foreign non-Swiss TV-programs in German-

speaking Switzerland oscillated between 56 and 69%.6 For the same period, the bureau

for statistics found the average daily consumption of TV-programs in German-speaking

Switzerland to be between 105 and 148 minutes, with an average of 130 minutes for this

period.7 The data provided by the Bureau does not give any specific details on the origin

and language of the non-domestic broadcasts. The data further reveal that during the

same period, the share of consumed non-German language Swiss public broadcasting

is only between 1 and 5%, and it would be surprising to find that anything other than

German language programs constitute the large majority of received non-domestic

programs. Taking the average of 130 minutes of TV-consumtion a day, and applying

59% as the lowest share of consumed non-domestic program, this suggests an exposure

6http://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/portal/de/index/themen/16/03/key/ind16.Document.76208.xls (ac-
cessed on 08/27/2016)

7http://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/portal/de/index/themen/16/03/key/ind16.Document.21709.xls (ac-
cessed on 08/27/2016)
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of more than one hour of German per day. Thus, the increase in dialect programs

described above still on average still leaves considerable exposure to standard German.

Extrapolating these numbers to the period prior to the beginning of capture in 1985 is

of course speculative, but they do provide a further complication to the description of

diglossia and the place of Standard German in its German and Swiss representations

in German-speaking Switzerland. While statistical data on the consumption of foreign

and domestic print and online media is unavailable, this would certainly add a layer of

complexity to the question at hand.8

Simplifying the outlined complexity, the general perception remains that of an

increased use of the dialects over the course of the 20th century. Sieber (1997) explains

the growth of the use of the dialects with the absence of an Umgangssprache as it is

found in other German speaking countries. He asks whether the rise of the dialects in

Switzerland might just be part of a general informalization of interaction which parallels

the rise of the Umgangssprache that is observed in other parts of the German speaking

world (cf. Linke 2000; Mattheier 1997).

The dynamic between dialect and standard language described here for the

second half of the 20th century extends into the preceding period. The most complete

description of this up to this point is was given by Sonderegger (1985). A history of the

diglossia as such to this date is a desideratum, and I therefore rely on Sonderegger’s

description as the foundation for the discussion of further literature. He places the

8The presence of (Northern) German German in broadcasting and publications in Switzerland is
only part of a larger trend that Wiesinger (2015: 118-119) summarizes as globalization. He provides an
exemplary description of the influence of German German on Austrian German that in many ways can
be can be applied to Switzerland. These include increasing mobility, tourism from central and northern
Germany, (electronic) communication across borders, omnipresence of print, online, and audiovisual
media, adoption of German TV programs, and the consumption of foreign media like TV, film or books
that are localized in accordance with German norms.
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beginning of this development in the 16th century.9 Because it is embedded into the

emergence of a national awareness in Switzerland, it will be briefly outlined here.

Sonderegger traces the emergence of Swiss language awareness to this period

and bases it on 5 components: (1) a “sprachgenealogisch-nationale Komponente eines

germ.-dt. Helvetismus”, (“a linguistic-genealogical/national component of a German

‘Swissness”’, p. 1903), (2) an awareness of the particularly old language sources produced

in Switzerland, (3) the contrastive distinction against the more northern Germany, (4)

contrast against other Germanic languages, and (5) the awareness of the historical

multilingualism of Switzerland. This is rooted in Swiss humanism and will continue

to be relevant in the subsequent centuries.10 In addition, this perception of a distinct

German language in Switzerland starts to be shared from the perspective of external

observers. The majority of commentators judge it in a positive way. This, according to

Sonderegger, this provides the foundation for a recollection of the value of the regional

language, which is exemplified by Johann Jacob Bodmer.

The 16th century is additionally the period where a change in the Swiss writing

norms takes place. The chanceries in the Swiss cities adopt the NHG forms tiered over

the period from the late 16th to the end of the 18th century. In contrast, the Swiss

literary writers seem to adapt the NHG forms much more consequent already in the

17th century. "Reine Mundart" (‘pure dialect’) seems to have a more familiar function

already at this point and seems to be a hurdle to being perceived as cosmopolitan.

9See Josten (1976: 72-79) for a collection of contemporary statements that support this view, but also
illustrate a shift in usage away from the Alemannic writing conventions.

10A document from this period that illustrates at least the perception of differences and the commu-
nicative barrier posed by linguistic differences between Switzerland and the varieties of German in the
North is the edition of Luther’s Bible translation by Adam Petri (born in Franconia but based in Basel)
contains a glossary of words because “nicht yederman verston mag ettliche wörter im yetzt grüntlichen
verteutschten neüwen Testament” (‘not everyone may understand several words in the New Testament
now completely translated to German’).
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Additionally, Sonderegger notes that French functioned as the vernacular of educated

urban citizens during the 17th and 18th century.11 On the other hand, the dialect is

used in certain types of drama to express naivete and cordiality. In this context, it is

worth noting that Ris (1980: 118) points towards a transcript of a university lecture from

around 1780, that is written in a language that very much resembles Bernese German,

and concludes from this that there were no social restrictions on the use of the Swiss

German dialects during that period. He also points to the function of French as the

language of choice, in particular in contact with other German speakers.

Sonderegger identifies the dispute between Gottsched and Bodmer and Bre-

itinger as the decisive impulse that revived the awareness for a the national import of

the Swiss component in German, leading to an increased interest into the history and

tradition of German in Switzerland, embodied by Bodmer in particular. Coincidentally,

he places the emergence of the term “Schweizerdeutsch” around 1750. This paved the

way for a self conscious participation in the literary world of Standard German (with

a Swiss regional influx) as well as a rise of dialect peotry in the 18th and 19th century.

According to Sonderegger, the state of Standard German in Switzerland during the 18th

century is characterized by the existence of a language with a mostly adapted standard

literary language, that at the same time could be perceived as nationally distinct.

For the subsequent development, Sonderegger posits five stages:

1. Development of a national Swiss German awareness based on the dialect in the

first half of the 19th century

While the participation in the German standard language continues, the 19th

11Trümpy (1955: 102-104) provides further anecdotal evidence for this assumption. His attestations go
up until the first decade of the 19th century, at the same time noting that particularly in Bern, the use of
French by the educated classes goes back to the 15th century. At the same time, he notes that in the 18th
century French becomes a retreat to avoid the use of German with speakers of more prestigious varieties.
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century introduces the real turn towards the dialect in Swiss awareness, literary

work and research. This is exemplified by the works on Swiss dialectology that

emerge in the early years of the century (Mörikofer 1838; Stalder 1812). The

founder of this discipline, Franz Joseph Stalder, noted in 1819 that there is rarely a

difference in the use of the dialect by the educated and uneducated in Switzerland,

in contrast to most other places. This was later emphasized by Mörikofer (1838).

Sonderegger reads his descriptions as an outward national distinction against

Germany and the emphasis of the internal federalistic plurality as an illustration

of the democratic conception of the Swiss state in the 19th century. In Mörikofer

he finds the first extensive description of diglossia in Switzerland.

2. First phase of a struggle for the conservation and collection of the dialects in

a pessimistic mood that anticipates their demise in the second half of the 19th

century up to the First World War

Industrialization and migration increase the emphasis on the written language

and lead to a pessimistic mood that predicts the demise of the dialects at least in

the cities. Additionally, after 1848 the prestige of French rose in the Swiss state.

3. Posit of a strict distinction between dialect and standard with efforts of lan-

guage cultivation targeting both in the first half of the 20th century

In the context of a more general European linguistic nationalism and wars, lin-

guistic nationalism also became relevant in Switzerland. This became evident

in tensions between the German and French speaking parts of the country. The

Deutschschweizer Sprachverein (‘German Swiss Language Society’) was founded

in 1904 and initially had some goals that went against the spread of French and

spoke out for the territorial conservation of German speaking areas. However, this
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turns into advocacy for the balance between and cultivation of both varieties. This

goes hand in hand with the further development of dialect poetry in the first half

of the 20th century. Despite this, the public use of the dialect is still limited prior

to the 1930’s and occurs primarily in the context of “Heimat,” nature, and the

language of farmers. Bickel and Schläpfer (2000) place the beginning of this idea

that both the dialect and the standard language should be used in their separate

domains already somewhat earlier, around 1860.

4. Second phase of the struggle for conservation of Swiss German in the context

of the spiritual national defense 1933-194512 It is discussed further in section

3.4.2.

The threat of the incorporation of all German-speaking people into Nazi Germany

after 1933 led to a defensive reaction in Switzerland that also involved the re-

turn of the dialect. Two strains of thought developed in the ensuing discussion:

the moderates promoted the strengthening of the dialect in the public sphere,

whereas more radical thinkers proposed the creation of Alemannic as a new writ-

ten standard language. Generally, the radical strain never gained much public

acceptance.

5. Recognition of the coexistence of dialect and standard with equal rights in dif-

ferent contexts in the second half of the 20th century

With the rise of electronic media the dialects gained increasing use in broadcasting.

12The Historisches Lexikon der Schweiz describes the spiritual national defense as a political and cultural
movement that emerged in the context of the rise of totalitarian systems in the first half of the 20th
century that came to be identified primarily as directed against the treat from National Socialist Germany
in the 1930’s. The movement emphasized “Swiss values,” and generally received broad acceptance from
the Swiss population. However, these values remained largely open and were interpreted in different ways
from different points on the political spectrum (http://www.hls-dhs-dss.ch/textes/d/D17426.php
(accessed 03/14/2017).
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Additionally, a new dialect wave in poetry and chanson that goes beyond the

former Heimat emphasis of the dialect starts in the 1960’s.

At this last point Sonderegger’s description connects to the more recent research that

uses the term diglossia and investigates it as such. Some comments found in other

literature complement or contradict this description.

This account matches up with that of Haas (2004). Based on evidence from

Trümpy (1955), he notes that already in the 18th century, German travelers in Switzer-

land perceived the diglossia they encountered there as archaic (Haas 2004: 100). When

a discussion on abandoning the dialects emerged in the aftermath of the French Revo-

lution, this did not go beyond academic situations, and the elites accepted the use of

the dialect. In regard to the maintenance of the diglossia, Haas identifies two factors

that in combination support the distribution. it is first, the attribution of value of the

diglossia within the national ideology. By assigning a distinct social value to both vari-

eties, and thus having a “good” dialect, beside the standard, elites can accept the dialect

as well as the standard both as adequate varieties. Second, he sees the necessity of a

developed educational system, because all members of society need to be proficient in

both varieties for diglossia to be stable. The situation is strengthened through the need

of modern economies for significant proficiency in the standard language from a broad

range of the working population.

Expanding this account, or contrasting it with the development in other German-

speaking areas would be interesting, but unfortunately beyond the scope of this work. In

light of other early dialectologists like Schmeller (1821), it appears that earlier stages of

this development might be shared with other regions. Identifying parallel developments

and dividing paths could be the subject of further investigation.
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3.3 German in Multilingual Switzerland

The Swiss constitution recognizes four languages: French, German, Italian, and Ro-

mansh.13 Switzerland thus appears as a comparatively rich linguistic space and breaks

with the frequent pattern that equates a nation state with one single national language.14

Of the four languages, only Romansh is limited to Switzerland.15 French, German and

Italian are each shared with at least one other state, which, at least for official purposes,

are mostly monolingual. Although French, Italian and Romansh are not the focus of this

dissertation, they co-constitute the frame for understanding language policy and lin-

guistic identity in the Swiss context. Arguably, the German standard language connects

German speaking Swiss to the German-speaking countries, while the Swiss German

dialects embody the national divide. At the same time, the Swiss nation is distributed

over four languages, which both constitute the nation and divide the speakers into

subgroups. McRae (1998: 46-47) argues that historically, language has only been a

minor source for friction between different population groups in Switzerland, and the

dividing lines were drawn based on other criteria: Initially between urban and rural

cantons, subsequently between religious affiliations, which has remained the primary

line of division, although in part transformed into a struggle between liberalism and

(Catholic) conservatism into the 20th century. At the same time, he finds that the Swiss

Confederation even before its development into a plurilingual society as early as at

the end of the 15th century had developed general techniques for the moderation of

13According to the Swiss census from 2014, German is used as a primary language by the majority of the
permanent population in Switzerland (63.3%), followed by French (22.7%), Italian (8.1%) and Romansh
(0.5%), with other, non national languages being used by a further 20.9%. Multiple answers were possible.
Total population 8.041.310.

14For a discussion of some implications for the Swiss conceptions of nation and state, see chapter 3.4.1.
15The genetic proximity of Romansh to Ladin and Furlan has been disputed since the beginning of the

20th century. See Vanelli (2005) on the so-called Questione Ladini and Forster, Toth, and Bandelt (1998)
for an approach to this question that uses evolutionary network analysis.
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conflicts that became integral parts of the political culture that could be adapted to

conflicts like those over language.

While the status of these four language as national languages is guaranteed by the

Swiss constitution on the national level 16, the official status of the different languages

varies in the individual cantons.17 Of the 26 cantons, following Sonderegger (1991),

14 are German-speaking (17 when considering the demicantons of Appenzell, Basel,

and Unterwalden as separate entities), four French-speaking, and one Italian-speaking.

Four cantons are bilingual (French and German) and one trilingual (German, Italian,

and Romansh). Haas (2001: 185) describes this as a continuation of a constitutional

idea that conceives a state as not dependent on language – an idea of state based on

convention and tradition, common in the Middle Ages and the Early Modern period.

This “pre-modern” (quotation marks in original) state, he notes, is also reflected in the

uncommonly strong use of non-standard varieties. The diglossia in German-speaking

Switzerland that has already been considered in the previous section is indicative of

this place of the non-standard varieties. The present section focuses on the state of

French, Italian and Romansh. This servers two purposes. First, it provides a frame of

reference for understanding the considerations required from Swiss language policies.

The potential effect of the multilingual makeup on German in Switzerland in particular

is considerable. Second, it provides alternative scenarios that contrast the status of the

Swiss variety within pluricentric German with the place of the Swiss varieties of Italian

and French.

Considering Haas’ initial statement on the place of the non-standard varieties,

16See Rash (1998: 33-35) for a brief account of the historical development of language recognition in
the Swiss constitution. The discussion touches also on the unique status of Romansh, which is an official
language of the Swiss federal state only in interaction with speakers of Romansh.

17For further details on this so-called “Territorialitätsprinzip (‘principle of territoriality) see Richter
(2005: 145-207)
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the case of French is the exception to the rule. It is only in French-speaking Switzerland

that the dialects (patois) have been replaced by standard varieties. Reflecting on the

pluricentricity of French, Lüdi (1992) identifies bon usage, ‘the correct usage’, as a key

term in the development of a monoglossic French language ideology. He traces this idea

that there is only one good usage opposed to many bad usages of the language back

to the 17th century – an idea that he finds still very effective in contemporary France.

While Lüdi (p. 158) mentions distinct syntactic, phonological and lexical features of

Swiss French, e.g the preverbal placement of personne and ça, as in “j’ai personne vu” (‘I

have seen someone’) or “on peut ça faire” (‘one can do that’), other authors have pointed

to the potency of the standard language ideology in French-speaking Switzerland. This

potency and its effect on Switzerland becomes even more apparent when Knecht (2000:

139) states that every description of the Swiss French dialects is essentially a description

of the past. His historical account thus reveals two different processes in the spoken and

the written language. For the replacement of Latin by written French, Knecht states that

this happened over a period ranging from the 13th century up until the late 18th century.

In contrast, the replacement of the French dialects through the a vernacular closer to

the standard happened much later, beginning in the 17th century, but happening much

later in the Valais at the beginning of the 20th century (Knecht 2000: 166 ff.).

This is different in the Italian-speaking part of Switzerland. Sonderegger (1991)

states that many Italian dialects still exist within Switzerland, yet concedes that they

generally have a lower prestige than Standard Italian. This lack of prestige has caused a

long-standing leading role of the Italian of Milan and, more recently, Standard Italian.

This corresponds to the description of Lurati (2000: 188-194), who finds that the dialect

was the unquestioned means of everyday communication in Ticino – the canton with

the majority of the Italian speaking population – until the middle of the 20th century.
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This changed in the second half of the 20th century, and Lurati notes that the region

of Sottoceneri, the economic and population center of Ticino, has experienced a shift

away from the dialects in the beginning of the 1990’s, when Standard Italian emerged as

the native variety of the youngest generation. Lurati (2000: 206-207) further sees the

status of the dialect as distinct from both French- and German-speaking Switzerland.

Unlike the rather early disappearance of the dialects in French-speaking Switzerland,

the dialects maintained a strong vitality for a long time. In contrast to German-speaking

Switzerland, however, they never enjoyed considerable prestige. For a long time, the

dialect was not perceived as a means of regional identification, but rather fought against

and stigmatized. Only at the end of the 20th century does Lurati perceive a change in

this perception with a growing interest in the dialect in the face of growing immigration.

The status of Romansh, the Swiss language with the fewest speakers, is again

different. Liver (2000) emphasises the diversity of the five major varieties generally

referred to as Romansh. The differences are so considerable that mutual intelligibility

is not universal. Historically, Romansh has lacked a cultural center. Consequently, the

different varieties developed largely independently from each other in the rugged alpine

landscape, and leveling never occurred. According to Arquint (2000), until the middle of

the 20th century, the development had the exact opposite direction and emphasized

regional identity, even leading to the development of a new regional written language,

Sutsilvan, in the first half of the century. A written standard language that bridges the

different regional varieties, Rumantsch Grischun, was created only in 1982. As Arquint

further explains, speakers of Rumansh are generally very open to the integration of

words or expressions from other languages, yet traditionally have only rarely used mate-

rial from other varieties of Romansh in their native variety – a pattern that he attributes

not only to a defensive reflex, but also to a lack of contact between speakers of the
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varieties. According to Carigiet (2000), speakers of Romansh generally also speak Swiss

German. This is rooted in the circumstance that schooling transitions from Romansh

to German at the beginning of secondary education, but further also dictated by the

socioeconomic circumstances that force most speakers of Romansh to use German in

the workplace.

Despite an emphasis on the respective other national languages in schools, this

multilingualism is asymmetrical. Koller (2000: 575-576) observes that few German-

speaking Swiss reach conversational fluency in French, despite an emphasis on French

as a foreign language in schools. In turn, few French-speaking Swiss reach fluency in

German. Only for the Romansh-speaking population can general bilingualism with

German be assumed, which in combination with socioeconomic factors carries the

threat of language shift.
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3.4 Language and Identity in German-Speaking Switzer-

land

The discussion of different aspects of diglossia has already pointed to the interconnec-

tion of national identity and language use.18 A discussion of Swiss national identity as

such would be far beyond the limits of this work, and not contribute to the discussion of

the linguistic phenomena at hand.19 Instead, I focus on the identity of German-speaking

Swiss as it is constructed against Germany through language. I begin with a review of

recent research that focuses on the perception of German varieties and variants through

Swiss speakers of German. This leads towards a historical perspective that outlines

the role of the Swiss national identification against Germany in the course of the 20th

century. This includes a discussion of the spiritual national defense during the Third

Reich.

3.4.1 The construction of Swiss German identity against Germany through

language around the end of the 20th century

As noted in section 3.2.1 (cf, Ris 1990, Werlen 1998), bilingualism has been proposed as

an alternative description of the situation in German-speaking Switzerland in the debate

on diglossia. This perception connects to the question whether Standard German is

a foreign language for native speakers of Swiss German, a question which, according

18For some general observations on the interconnection between language and nation see Fishman
(1968), who highlights the importance of ideology for linguistic differences to become relevant, or to
remain without any effect.

19Kreis (1992) provides a starting point for the discussion of Swiss national identity.
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to Sieber and Sitta (1986: 33), is frequently asked.20 In light of the development of

the standard language, this perception merits consideration. Adapting or rejecting the

norms that are historically heavily influenced by German authorities can be an act of

identity or a political statement. This lack of identification with Standard German even

leads Von Polenz (1999b: 414) to question the classification of Swiss Standard German

as a national variety of German.

In what he labels preliminary considerations for empirical investigation, Haas

(1985) points out that on a purely linguistic level, the identification of Swiss-speaking

Germans with Swiss German is problematic. On the one side, the Swiss German dialects

are diverse and show considerable linguistic differences. On the other hand, there many

Swiss German dialects share features that are found in other German dialects. This

leads him to argue that it is not the common language, but rather the shared linguistic

practice that is at the core of Swiss German identity-formation. He grounds this in

different mechanisms for identity formation on different levels. In primary groups

(family or region), the local dialects are transmitted “ethnically”, which leads to a strong

linguistic overlap within the group, which in turn facilitates a strong and immediate

identification with these communities. For the construction of identity on a more

abstract level, like the nation, the shared symbol as well needs to be more abstract,

e.g. a national language. In the plurilingual Swiss nation, diglossia is thus an abstract

symbol for Swiss German identity (Haas 1985: 84). He interprets Standard German in

this context as the mere background for the construction of national identity.

Hägi and Scharloth (2005) target the topos of the Swiss German conception of

German as a foreign language, which they find unproductive for a description of the

20For similar claims see e.g. Berthele (2004) Consider also Werlen (1994), who points out that is
perception is not limited to Switzerland, but is shared as a trope of popular linguistics in south-western
Germany as well.
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Swiss linguistic situation, and in the way of productive measures that target the con-

ception of language policies. Their contribution is aimed at describing the arguments

of this debate with the goal of widening its scope based on an empirical study of the

perceptions of Swiss Germans. In the discourse, they find three common arguments

for the view that Standard German is indeed a foreign language for Swiss Germans:

perceptions by the speakers, linguistic distance, and the acquisition of German. Hägi

and Scharloth point out that most of the statements in the literature do not provide

empirical evidence for the claim that Swiss Germans perceive standard German as a

foreign language. They conducted a study which indicates that the assumption that

Swiss Germans are less competent in Standard German than Germans is indeed widely

prevalent. However, many speakers at the same time assume that they themselves

posses an above average competence. Nonetheless, about half of their respondents

stated that they did not like to converse in standard German, and about a third felt

inhibited in conversation with Germans (p. 26). In line with these results, a distinct

majority of the respondents voiced that they felt Swiss German rather than Standard

German is the language of Swiss Germans. This in turn does not translate into the senti-

ment that Swiss German instead of Standard German should be the official language,

which feeds into a general satisfaction with the state of things as they are.

While investigating the linguistic distance between Swiss German and Standard

German, they find that this does not give sufficient reason for the foreign language

assumption. Both varieties, they state, have considerable lexical overlap, and “dialectal”

status of an utterance is largely constituted through morphological and phonological

criteria. With regard to the acquisition of Standard German, Hägi and Scharloth find

that while children do generally learn dialect prior to Standard German, the latter does

not start only once a child enters school, but rather is facilitated earlier through reading
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aloud and mass media like TV.21 This frequent receptive exposure however commonly is

not matched by opportunities to actively speak Standard German. In schools, only few

grammatical and lexical aspects of the standard are taught explicitly. Much of the school-

ing is aimed at untargeted acquisition. In conclusion they find that the acquisition of

the standard is neither typical of first language nor of foreign language acquisition,

because active and passive aspects of the process are not matched. As a consequence

of these conflicting evaluations of the state of Standard German in Switzerland, Hägi

and Scharloth (2005: 41) propose to label it Sekundärsprache (‘secondary language’) ,

in contrast to Primärsprache (‘primary language’). As a primary language, Swiss Ger-

man represents local, regional, or national identity, whereas secondary languages are

identified as languages of functionality, formality and distance. In the case of Switzer-

land, the secondary language Standard German is represented in two varieties, German

Standard German and Swiss Standard German, of which the former is identified as

more foreign than the latter. Through the small structural differences, both varieties are

largely perceived as one entity, “Standard German”, which then leads to contradictory

perceptions.

These observations are in line with other studies that investigate the attitudes

of Swiss Germans towards Swiss and German varieties of German.22 Scharloth (2006)

provides further details on the evaluation of Standard German that can be seen as

indicative of this identity construction against the standard. In an empirical study

with 50 participants, which shows partial overlap with the study by Hägi and Scharloth

21Häcki Buhofer and Burger (1998) describe these opportunities in more detail. One of the transcribed
dialogues with a pre-schooler provides anectdotal evidence for the emergence of the perception of
German as a foreign language at this stage. Asked to retell a story in Standard German, the student
initially refuses to do it, stating “ich cha s ebe nonig” (p. 18) (StdG. ‘Ich kann es eben noch nicht’, ‘I can’t
speak it yet’). However, he does speak in what the authors call intended Standard German after some
encouragement.

22For an overview of research into the perception of and attitude towards standard varieties beyond
Switzerland see Schmidlin (2011: 194-208).
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(2005), he investigates how Swiss speakers of German evaluate Helvetims in Standard

German. Scharloth finds that Swiss Germans credit German speakers of German with a

higher competence in Standard German. His data supports the assumption that Swiss

German identity in regard to language is strongly constructed against Standard German,

which is perceived as foreign. In a first step, he found that only 28% of the 18 forms that

he tested were evaluated as good Standard German, 33% as correct but poor Standard

German, and 39% as bad Standard German. In sum, almost three quarters of the

investigated forms were thus classified as not good. The second step of the investigation

consisted of an experimental setup that contrasted the evaluation of German and Swiss

variants if spoken by German or Swiss speakers. His experiment revealed that German

variants, if spoken by a German speaker, are preferred by 63% of participants over Swiss

variants spoken by a Swiss speaker. When both variants were spoken by a Swiss speaker,

the degree of preference for the German forms shrunk to 52%. This coincided with a

rise in the assessment that both forms are equal from 27% when spoken by speakers

from either nation, to 35% when spoken only by a Swiss speaker of German. German

speakers of German with a higher competence in Standard German, and supports this

with further evidence from a questionnaire conducted after the experiment. Of 35

participants, only 8% judged their competence in Standard German as “gut” (good),

43% as “mässig ” (modest), and 49% as “schlecht” (bad). This again was reflect in the

participants answers to the question of their interactions in Standard German. 42% of

the participants felt inhibited when using Standard German, 51% felt more secure when

using Standard German with non-native speakers of German than when using it with

Germans, and 71% of the participants said they thought more when talking to Germans

in order to avoid mistakes. In regard to the assumptions about German speakers of

German, 71% of the participants felt that Germans could use the language more flexibly,
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80% thought that Germans make less mistakes, and 97% stated to believe that the best

Standard German is spoken in Germany (Scharloth 2006: 88-91). This data supports the

assumption that the Swiss German identity in regard to language is strongly constructed

against the Standard German, which is perceived as foreign. It is worth noting, however,

that the studies by Hägi and Scharloth aimed primarily at the evaluation of spoken

Standard German. It stands to question whether speakers of Swiss German show the

same perceptions in regard to written standard German.

Nonetheless, the findings are in line with results from an earlier study by Hove

(2002: 156-170) that was conducted with 31 educated participants. Her results also show

that only a small minority of 2 speakers perceives Swiss Standard German as better than

its German counterpart. 12 respondents perceived German Standard to be better, while

7 perceived both to be equal and 10 felt that they could not answer the question On the

other hand, 10 respondents felt Swiss Standard German to be more likeable, while only

5 stated that they preferred German Standard German. 10 speakers liked both equally,

while 6 could not answer the question. Fourteen of the 31 speakers, however, voiced

an aversion against Swiss Germans speaking like Germans. And while only 5 speakers

stated that they do not mind speaking standard German, 15 felt it to be demanding, at

least to a certain extent, and 13 felt disadvantaged when doing so. For the majority of

the respondents, this did not translate into a dislike for the German standard variety.

None of the respondents perceived southern German Standard German as unlikeable.

However, about a third stated that they perceived northern German Standard German

as unlikeable.

Because these studies focus strongly on spoken language, it is uncertain whether

written Standard German plays a similar role in this construction of identity. Thus it

may be asked whether Swiss Germans perceive written Helvetisms as inferior to German
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variants, or are they instead perceived more as equal forms in their own right. Koller

(2000: 570) states that the majority of Swiss Germans are not aware of the particular

Swiss character of most Helvetisms, in contrast to German speakers of German, who

are very aware of them. On the other hand, he points to a strong self-monitoring when

communicating in Standard German. He explains this through the formal context of

the acquisition of Standard German in schools, which at the same time create a high

awareness for the norm itself, which is a norm of professional speakers in broadcasting,

and a feeling of failure to live up to it (Koller 2000: 584-585).

Up to this point, studies have not specifically addressed this question. However,

Läubli (2006) contrasts the verdicts of the standardness of certain Helvetisms as found

in German dictionaries with those of Swiss school-teachers. The study shows that in

particular Helvetisms in which a dialectal origin is apparent, e.g. Brötli (‘bread roll’) or

Güggel (‘rooster’), are considered inappropriate in essays. These verdicts by the teachers

sometimes do not agree with the evaluations by the dictionaries that do not classify e.g.

Güggel as dialectal.23

Koller (2000) ties the Swiss German identification against Germany into the

context of the Swiss concept of nation as such. Through the multiethnic and multilin-

gual character of the Swiss state, it does not function like other prototypical European

models of nation states. The “French” conception is defined through a universality of

law, for instance, while the “German” model of a nation closely connects to ideas of

cultural and linguistic community, as well as to that of a people in the sense of ethnicity.

Language is one of the crucial elements in forming this connection, and linguistic di-

versity is a threat to the national identity. Thus, in the German conception, minorities

23This study also serves as a further illustration of the potential conflicts arising between different
standard language forces, as described in chapter 2.1.2.
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can either integrate into the majority, or form a distinct nation of their own. In the

French conception, on the other hand, only the individual members of minorities are

protected by the universal laws, but not the minorities themselves as groups. Both

the German and the French conception of nation apply to Switzerland, as it is not

a single shared language and culture that unites the nation. On the contrary, differ-

ences between the different groups are perceived very strongly.24 Nonetheless, there

is a common ground of history, values and attitudes that are perceived as “Swiss.” In

relation to the surrounding world, this awareness of Swissness manifests in a need for

distinction against the neighboring countries. This need for distinction is particularly

strong in German-speaking Switzerland, where Swiss German serves as a symbol for the

identification against Germany (Koller 2000: 565-570). This also felt in the statement

by Sieber and Sitta (1986: 143) that the attitude towards Standard German is colder,

the more it is identified with the language of Germans. Koller (2000: 570) takes these

observations further, stating that ultimately Standard German, regardless of any features

specific for Switzerland, in contrast, does not provide national identification, and thus

labels the declaration of a Swiss “national variety” misguided. Durrell (2007), drawing

on Koller (1999, 2000), takes this idea further and states that Swiss Germans consider

themselves to be part of the German Kulturnation (‘cultural nation’), yet do not draw

any political implications from this. The linguistic practices, however, for him indicate

that they could be considered a distinct Sprachnation (‘linguistic nation’).

In sum, this research from the late 20th and early 21st century indicates that

language is an important factor in the formation of Swiss German identity, and that

there is a complex interaction of Swiss German speakers with Germany. Because this

24Koller provides a general discussion of national identity in Switzerland, with details on the conflicts
between the different linguistic regions. Because they are of lesser importance for the understanding of
the development of Standard German in focus of this work, they are excluded here.
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study targets the development of variation over the course of the 20th century, the

following section will outline societal currents that surrounded the emergence of the

distinct linguistic practices and attitudes in German-speaking Switzerland.
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3.4.2 The construction of Swiss German identity against Germany through-

out the 20th century

As outlined in chapter 3.2.2, the present state of diglossia can be described as having

developed over a number of different stages since the 19th century. This section takes

up some of the aspects mentioned in this context and provides an outline of currents

in 20th century Swiss discourse that focused on language and, in particular, dialects.

The overall growing relevance of the dialect serves as a background for the investigation

of the standard and can provide possible explanations for data found in the corpora.

Research has identified different phases of increased awareness and perceived impor-

tance of the Swiss German dialects throughout the 20th century, sometimes labeled

waves, that are indicators of the growing importance of the dialects in the construction

of Swiss German identiy.

It is important to consider that the situation at the beginning of the 20th century

differs markedly from the contemporary situation. McRae (1998: 44-45) describes the

situation before World War I as one where German Swiss admiration for the German

Empire grows. This also overlapped with a growth of the German population in Switzer-

land. According to Ris (1979), prior to World War I, in some cities more than 20% of

the population came from the German Empire, and particularly in Eastern Switzerland

the importance of the dialects waned. During this period, according to (McRae 1998),

German ideas and personnel increasingly penetrated Switzerland, creating a discourse

that questions Swiss independence. While not considering the linguistic impact of the

German population, Urner (1976: 578) provides more detailed data on the presence of

German citizens in Switzerland for the period between 1860 and 1950 in the different

Swiss cantons. While they do not give information on the German population of certain
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cities, they nonetheless hint at centers for the German population, and illustrate the

changes from the middle of the 19th to the middle of the 20th century. In the Canton of

Basel-City, after an increase from 3.3% in 1860 to 7.8% in 188, the German population

peaks in 1910 with 31.1%. By 1920, this share has dropped to 20.1%, and continues

to decrease to 13.7% in 1930 and even further to 5.4% in 1941 and 3.6% in 1950. This

development is mirrored in the Canton of Zurich, where the German population rises

from 3.3% in 1860 to 7.8% in 1888 and again peaks in 1910 at 12.3%, subsequently drop-

ping to 7.6% in 1920, 5.7% in 1930, 30% in 1941, and 1.9% in 1950.25 This development

is mirrored in the other cantons and points to World War I as a turning point for the

presence of Germans in Switzerland, and by extension can be assumed to be a turning

point for German influence, too.

But the beginning of the 20th century has not only been identified as a period

where German presence in Switzerland peaks, but also as one where the dialects en-

livened. Ris (1979) places the beginning of a first dialect wave in the years around

1900 in Bern that manifests in dialect literature and theater. According to Siebenhaar

and Wyler (1997), this wave emerged in the awareness of industrialization and tried

to protect dialects as part of the cultural heritage. They also point to the tensions

between German- and French-speaking Switzerland in the context of World War I. 26

This is also attested by Ris (1976: 191), who adds that during this period, there are

voices from French-speaking Switzerland that call for the employment of the dialect as

25The differences between Basel and Zurich are indicative of regional differences in the German popu-
lation. For details on the German migration patters, including the regional origin, consider Urner (1976:
571-583).

26For a more detailed discussion of this conflict and its development in the context of internal migration
in the second half of the 19th century, see Müller (1977). Schlaepfer (1969: 120-129) provides a further
account of this conflict and finds that in comparison to German-speaking Switzerland, the French-
speaking part of Switzerland had developed a stronger autonomy from France by the end of the 19th
century. For the Italian-speaking Canton of Ticino, he also finds movements that go against German-Swiss
influence and advocate for a stronger alignment with Italy. Schlaepfer also points to the subsequent
easing of this conflict through an emphasis on the shared Swiss national character.
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a dam against the German influence. In this period of growing tension, the beginning

of World War I appears as a disruptive event. In the aftermath of the German invasion

of Belgium in August 1914, according to McRae (1998: 44-45), a deep division between

French- and German-speaking Switzerland opened up in the context of either groups

affinity to the corresponding war party. Yet in return, this led to public responses by

numerous academics and intellectuals and ultimately was overcome, the lasting effect of

which can be seen in the absence of a comparable conflict during World War II. McRae

describes the lecture by the author Carl Spitteler Unser Schweizer Standpunkt (‘Our

Swiss standpoint’), held in December 1914, as the symbolic center of this effort. This

period of conflict and reflection on national identity thus can be seen as a foundation

for subsequent intellectual currents in Switzerland.

Documents from the period further illustrate the tension between the standard

and the dialect that emerge in this period. The first volume of the Mittelungen des

Deutschschweizerischen Sprachvereins (DSSV),27 published in 1917, contains an article

that addresses many aspects of linguistic identity construction reviewed in this section.

The general frame of the article is a polemic commentary addressing the mixture of

dialect and standard German encountered at a meeting where Swiss citizens of different

social standing meet. Reflecting on this problem, the author finds that many generally

educated people receive so much written standard German that they struggle not to

have that interfere with their use of the dialect. The author asks those speakers who

cannot speak the dialect purely to use the standard, but again as purely as possible.

However, this brings him to the consideration of the consequences of such standard

language use. In light of the use of standard language by educated speakers, the author

is concerned that less educated speakers might feel compelled to use the dialect as

27Author unspecified, digital copy available at http://www.e-periodica.ch/digbib/view?var=
true&pid=sps-001:1917:1::8 (accessed 03/14/2017).
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well, yet be afraid to do so. Thus, the author judges that use of the standard is anti-

democratic or anti-social, and concludes: “da der politische Gedanke wichtiger ist als

die sprachliche Form, so ist es eben doch besser, schweizerdeutsch [sic!] zu sprechen,

man bemühe sich aber, echtes Schweizerdeutsch zu sprechen.”28 While anecdotal, this

episode highlights the connection between the relevance of the dialect in the conception

of the Swiss nation understood by the author as democratic, but also points to a disparity

in the Standard German competence based on education, and a feeling of inadequacy

in regard to this competence by some of the speakers.

This perception influences the view on language during the Third Reich, and

the dialects are then employed in the context of the Geistige Landesverteidigung and

are used in more situations (Ris 1979: 43).29 According to Zimmer (2004), there is a

consensus in historiography that Switzerland witnessed a growth in nationalism in the

period between 1933 and 1939, particularly in the form of right-wing movements of

national renewal. However, historiography has interpreted the causes of this nationalism

differently. While earlier historiographers attributed it mostly to the external influence of

German and Italian nationalism, from the 1970’s on scholars have challenged this view

and read it as caused by the power interests of an alliance of right of center politicians,

intellectuals and industrialists. In accordance with this younger interpretation, Kreis

(1992: 787) notes that the spiritual national defense should not be reduced to a reaction

against National Socialism, but that it should be interpreted at least to the same extent

as a response to rapid social change. Looking at the national level, McRae (1998: 45-46)

28“because the political idea is more important than the linguistic form, it is better to speak Swiss
German after all, one should however try to speak real Swiss German.”

29Mooser (1997: 687) called the spiritual national defense the central phenomenon of Swiss political
culture in the 20th century, while also pointing to its complexity. As he explains, the term is generally
associated with Swiss self-assertion in the face of Nazi Germany from 1933 on. Yet Mooser also points to
the complexity of the phenomenon, and emphasizes that more recent historiography holds the view that
the phenomenon is very much influenced by internal factors, and not only by the external threat.
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finds that during World War II, unlike World War I, Switzerland was very much united

in its commitment to pursue its democratic tradition, and that the cohesion between

the different language groups was lastingly influenced by the crisis experienced in this

period.

Part of the nationalistic current in German-speaking Switzerland was immedi-

ately invested in linguistic questions, although it should be emphasized that the rise of

the linguistic nationalism in Switzerland cannot be reduced to the National Socialist

rule. Weber (1984: 111-112) describes a series of articles by Robert von Planta that

appeared in the Neue Zürcher Zeitung in 1931 which advocate, among others, for the

founding of an association for the cultivation of the dialect, the creation of a dialect

dictionary and grammar, and the teaching of dialect in schools. These ideas return in

subsequent years. According to Weber (1984: 112-113), in Alemannisch. Die Rettung der

eidgenössischen Seele, Emil Baer (1936) puts forward a view that connects the particular

Alemannic character of the Swiss people to the language, and equates the loss of the

language with the loss of this ethnic distinction. Because he perceives that a spoken

dialect will always be inferior to a written language, he proposes the development of

a written standard for Alemannic, and was willing to do this at the price of the loss of

dialectal diversity. To prevent the cultural isolation of German speaking Switzerland, he

proposed that Standard German should be taught in secondary schools, for Romance-

speaking Swiss citizens, Alemannic should become the first foreign language. These

proposals were received mostly negatively by the Swiss public and, as Weber (1984: 114)

comments, did not fit the program of the spiritual national defense, because Baer was

perceived as a Fascist and anti-Semite, and overemphasized the role of language in the

constitution of the state. Nonetheless, Baer became honorary president of the Schwizer-

Sprach-Biwegig (‘Swiss Language Movement’), a society whose initial aims included the
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conservation and purification of the Alemannic dialects as well as the establishment of a

written Swiss German standard, but soon watered down its demands and after internal

quarrels disbanded in 1938 (Weber 1984: 114-115). Despite this short-lived existence of

the Schwizer-Sprach-Biwegig, Weber credits Baer with popularizing the idea of dialect

cultivation.

Yet Baer and the Schwizer-Sprach-Biwegig were not the only actors and insti-

tutions of the 1930’s. According to Weber (1984: 108-109), Eugen Dieth and Josef

Guggenbühl founded the Bund Schwyzertütsch (‘Swiss German Confederation’) in 1938

(renamed the Verein Schweizerdeutsch ‘Swiss German Society’ in 1990), a further or-

ganization that advocated for use of the Swiss German dialects, specifically with the

intention of strengthening the intellectual border between Germany and Switzerland.

Weber (1984: 118) also highlights that the Bund Schwyzertütsch also perceived the ho-

mogenization of the Swiss German dialects as proposed by Baer as a threat. The dialect

cultivation of the Bund Schwyzertütsch pursued a defense against German territorial

claims that were based on linguistic proximity, yet was not aimed against Romance

speaking Switzerland like the work of the Deutschschweizer Sprachverein (‘German-Swiss

Language Soceity’) (Weber 1984: 118). But the Deutschschweizer Sprachverein also

serves as a reminder that the movement towards the dialect during the Third Reich

were not universal. As (Ris 1979: 43) notes, the Verein fought against “dialectitis”, i.e. the

spreading use of the dialect.30

30Weber (1984: 88-104) focused on the institutionalized efforts for the cultivation and preservation of
the dialects in Switzerland and detected 6 reasons that were used by the language cultivators in their work:
(1) the function of the dialects as an expression of the Swiss national character; (2) that the dialects are
the spiritual home of Swiss Germans, which in his interpretation includes the perception that the dialect
is the only medium that allows for a comprehensive verbalization of the world; (3) the archaic character
of the dialects, in that they preserved certain features that standard German lost; (4) stylistic merits,
which, among others, lie in their simplicity, straightforwardness, and flexibility; (5) the moral superiority
of the dialects, which are again connected to straightforwardness, and the assertion that phrases and
lies are foreign to the dialects; and (6) positive sound qualities of the dialects, which Weber describes as
generally limited to speakers of Swiss German, and seems not to be shared by external observers.
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Ris (1979: 44) states that in the postwar-period did not see any significant

changes in dialect use in Switzerland, but that the progressing decline of dialects in

Germany contributed to the development of a pragmatic border between Germany

and Switzerland. He places the third dialect wave around the middle of the 1960’s and

identifies a new wave of dialect literature and chansonniers as an important factor for

the movement, but also interprets it in part as a response to the cultural and economic

hegemony of Germany. Ricker-Abderhalden (1986: 164) further describes the increased

use of dialect in education, church, politics and the media, and proposes fear of foreign

domination, the insufficient identification with Standard German, and the acquisition

in a school setting as explanation for the phenomenon.

While this brief discussion of the dialect waves only scratched the surface, it

illustrated that the present day Swiss German identification with the dialects and diglos-

sia has a history that connects it to a Swiss identification against Germany. As both the

domains of dialect use and the identification appear to rise over the course of the 20th

century, they provide a background for the corpus investigation and could be factors

that influence Swiss Standard German in its relation to German Standard German.
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3.5 Grammatical Variation in Swiss Standard German

Within diglossia, both dialects and the standards have been addressed in empirical

studies. This section will outline the present state of research into Swiss Standard

German to connect the following analysis to the present state of knowledge.31 In regard

to the variation in the standard, it is notable, that for the longest time, the focus was on

spoken standard language. This has often been tied into the specific standard language

context, i.e. the radio (Rohrer 1973; Werlen 2000), church services (Rüegger, Schläpfer,

and Stolz 1996), or in schools (Oberholzer 2006; Stirnemann 1980; Suter Tufekovic 2008).

The written standard has largely escaped detailed investigation. The reason for this

might lie in the long-standing absence of a written diglossia, with only small numbers of

texts written in dialect. It might also be the product of the prevalent language ideology

that assumed a single, transnational Standard German, and was only gradually replaced

by the pluricentric view of German.

Research that investigates regional variation above the level of dialects has gen-

erally focused on lexical variation. Studies that address such variation can at least be

traced back to Kretschmer (1918), who provides a detailed study of lexical differences

in the “Umgangssprache” (‘colloquial language’) of German in central Europe during

the late Wilhelmine period. Where Kretschmer’s discussion was not limited to written

language, Götze (1918a,b) represent much less structured approaches to lexical vari-

ation that focus on German as used in Swiss newspapers specifically. Stickelberger

(1914) provides insights into linguistic aspects other than lexis, but his account is less

descriptive of practices than accusatory of common mistakes, and thus approaches

the phenomenon from a different angle. Nonetheless, there is a tradition of linguistic

31For an overview of research into the dialects until the 1980’s see Sonderegger (1962) and Börlin (1987)
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inquiry into morphosyntactic variation that provides the point of departure for this

work. This section will briefly outline the development of this research, before it transi-

tions into the presentation of grammatical features that are investigated in my corpus

analysis.

To the best of my knowledge, the first actual description of what can be un-

derstood as morphosyntactic variation in standard German was provided by Moser

(1959a), who describes a plethora of different features found at the fringe of the German

speaking world, which besides Switzerland, Austria, Belgium, and Luxemburg, also in-

cludes new world varieties of German. The observation of these phenomena for Moser

is very much connected to the question of whether they actually should be considered

part of the “Hochsprache” (‘high language’, ‘standard language’), distinguished from

the “Alltagssprache” (’daily language’), or whether they should be considered incorrect,

ultimately opting for their classification as Hochsprache. Kaiser (1970) expands on these

findings in a more detailed study of written German in Switzerland, yet he does not

make any claims as to whether they are standard or not.

In the aftermath of the debate on German pluricentricty in the 1980’s, Bigler-

Marschall (1987) and Meyer (1989) published dictionaries on the Swiss German lexicon

beyond the dialectal level. However, they do not address morphosyntactic variation

specifically. This is different with Zibrowa (1995), who also explicitly contextualizes

her account of differences within the pluricentric framework. In the same year, Götz

(1995) published a study that compares how variation within the German-speaking area

is represented in grammars of German, finding that there is little consistency in the

incorporation of such.

Following these publications, the Swiss standard escaped attention for a further

decade. Despite the title Schweizer Wörterbuch (‘Swiss Dictionary’), which implies a
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limitation to the lexicon, Meyer (2006) contains an extensive compilation of morphosyn-

tactic variation between German and Swiss Standard German. While being relevant

and important for the exploration of variation in standard German, and certainly re-

quired considerable effort in its compilation, the literature up to this point stopped at

cataloging variation, without exploring in more detail the distribution of this variation.

While Bickel and Landolt (2012) subsequently published a similar, albeit briefer dictio-

nary with a grammatical appendix, the last decade has seen in increase in more specific

research on Swiss Standard German. Dürscheid and Hefti (2006) both add to the general

documentation of variation, and provide a more detailed, corpus based study of five

such phenomena in contemporary Swiss Standard German. This can be considered

the prelude to current efforts to analyze variation in German as a pluricentric language.

The project Variantengrammatik (Dürscheid, Elspaß, and Ziegler 2011) constitutes a

large scale effort to towards this end, and among others has produced more details on

variation in German in general and specifically in Switzerland (Dürscheid and Sutter

2014; Niehaus 2014).

Considering this body of literature, the subject at hand is simultaneously both

well described and badly underresearched. With so many results of the Variantengram-

matik still unpublished, many unknowns about the present state of morphosyntactic

variation in standard German remain, although a considerable number of phenomena

have been described. This study will not provide a full overview of all features that are

described in the literature. However, a brief discussion of the existing literature and, if

existing, research will be provided in with every feature discussed in the analysis chapter.

This follows the outline of the corpora used and the relevance of their composition for

the following interpretation of the data.
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Chapter 4

Corpora

4.1 Overview of the corpora used

This study relies on data from the German and Swiss section of the Korpus C4.1 Both

corpora consist of about 20,000,000 words taken from different text forms. As detailed

in tables 4.1 and 4.2, they are comprised of instructional (Geb), scientific (SaT), liter-

ary (Bel), and journalistic texts (Ztg), and thus reflect many of the standard language

contexts proposed by Klein (2013: see chapter 2.1.2). The German part of the corpus

is composed of the Digitales Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache des 20. Jahrhunderts

(DWDS), a project of the Berlin-Brandeburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften, while

the Swiss Schweizer Textkorpus (CHTK) was assembled by a group of researchers from

the University of Basel and is administrated by the Schweizer Idiotikon Korpus C4.2 As

Dittmann et al. (2012: 341) explain, the individual participating projects have imple-

mented common criteria for the sub-corpora in different ways, which explains some of

1http://korpus-c4.org/.
2For technical specifications see Dittmann et al. (2012: 342).
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the differences between the Swiss and the German corpus, including the following: It is

striking that the German corpus is closer to a number of 5,000,000 words per 25-year cor-

pus section than the Swiss corpus, where the total numbers vary between 4,251,209 and

5,589,711. Similarly, the inclusion of words from different text types is more consistent

in the German corpus, with approximately 1,000,000 words from instructional/fictional

and scientific/non-fiction texts and 1,500,000 words from literary and journalistic texts

per section. In the Swiss corpus, these numbers vary more strongly, e.g., the section

between 1900 and 1924 contains only 513,728 words from journalistic texts, where the

section from 1975 to 1999 contains 1,135,426. The Swiss corpus has a slightly different

composition. The largest component in every section is not literary and journalistic

texts, but scientific ones. On the other hand, generally contains a larger number of

different texts than the German corpus.3 In the most extreme case, it contains 1,417

instructional texts between 1950 and 1974, whereas the German corpus only contains

13 during this period. While the difference is less extreme in other instances, these

differences in the construction are worth considering in the interpretation of the results.

This is particularly important in regard to the frequency that is recorded in the following

chapter. Because there is a threat that individual texts that contain certain forms partic-

ularly frequently disturb the overall number of occurrences, this study will only report

the number of texts that contain a certain form. The larger amount of texts in the Swiss

corpus thus translates into a potentially larger number of results. However, this cannot

be read as an indication of frequency differences for certain words between the Swiss

and the German corpus. The focus for the comparison of both corpora is therefore

not the absolute difference in occurrences between the two corpora, but rather the

difference in the ratio of variants.

3See Bickel et al. (2009: 12-20) for a detailed explanation of considerations on representativeness that
led to the inclusion of a large number of texts into the Swiss corpus.
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999
texts words texts words texts words texts words

Instructional 51 1003921 14 1016655 22 1002770 13 1002308
Scientific 26 1018092 11 1013052 15 1013032 14 1030364
Literary 58 1507331 49 1500076 14 1501462 22 1500048

Journalistic na 1508012 na 1503202 na 1500002 na 1500000
total 5037356 5032985 5017266 5032720

Table 4.1 – Composition of the German corpus (DWDS)

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999
texts words texts words texts words texts words

Instructional 1042 1170099 1465 1267731 969 1193200 1417 1087395
Scientific 167 1450562 433 2052909 804 1954529 276 1891373
Literary 188 1116820 50 1248911 159 1122447 59 1149111

Journalistic 833 513728 1107 1020160 993 982098 1929 1135426
total 2230 4251209 3055 5589711 2925 5252274 3681 5263305

Table 4.2 – Composition of the Swiss corpus (CHTK)

Chapter 2.1.2 has already noted that the observation of a an utterance or a

regularity in language use does not necessarily translate into the existence of a norm.

In line with this idea, Hundt (2005: 27) provides some fundamental considerations on

the use of corpora to determine grammaticality and acceptability of language. Most

importantly, he points to the limitations of corpora to show ungrammatical phenomena,

in that absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, because corpora cannot reflect

the entirety of a linguistic system. Nonetheless, the non-occurrence of forms can

be an indication of their ungrammaticality. Further, Hundt underscores that the mere

existence of a linguistic form in a corpus does not equate to the grammatical correctness

of this form, suggesting that the relative token frequency regarding the type of the form

concerned form serves as an indicator of such instances. He suggests that corpora that

are layered in regard to temporal, social, areal or functional aspects can provide insight
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into the grammaticality and acceptability of linguistic forms.4 The corpora used for

this study provide a distinction between temporal and areal aspects. With the focus on

only one specific layer of language - that of the standard varieties - the social layer of

language use remains fixed. However, because the query results of the Swiss corpus

contain information regarding the text type they occur in, this corpus allows for a more

finely grained investigation of the use of certain forms.

To understand the possibilities the distinctions in the corpus offer, it is important

to note the decisions the authors made in the construction of the corpus. As Bickel et al.

(2009) explain, the distinction between the different text types in the CHTK is not the

result of an strict typology, but is rather aimed at a distinction that is open to intuitive

understanding. Nonetheless, the different text forms are specified for the Swiss corpus

as follows. Instructional/functional are texts that are aimed at a narrow audience that

needs advice, help, or information in a specific situation, which includes texts like man-

uals, recipes or advertisements. Scientific texts include popular science or biographies,

but exclude works like dissertations that aim at discipline specific communication. The

category of literary texts consists primarily of shorter texts from different genres, with

the exception of poetry. The journalistic texts, aside from daily and weekly newspapers,

also contain specialized periodicals that are also aimed at an audience outside of the

specific field (Bickel et al. 2009: 12-13).5

4See Elspaß (2012) for a critical discussion of how corpus design influences the subsequent results
using examples from Modern High German.

5Bickel et al. (2009) concede a degree of uncertainty in the distinction between scientific and journalis-
tic texts. They point to the primacy of content criteria for the definition of scientific texts, whereas the
journalistic texts are defined primarily by formal aspects.
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4.2 Text type and standard language

Despite the fuzziness of the assigned text categories, it seems appropriate to consider at

least in passing some implications of the circumstance that a standard language, beyond

its existence in different in written and spoken modalities, also encompasses a number

of different text types with different functions and conventions. These considerations

cannot take the form of a comprehensive review of existing research. Instead, this

section provides a brief description of the text types as understood by the composers

of the corpus, as well as considerations as to what extent these text types constitute

a standard language and the place they have been assigned in the development of

standard language.

Across the linguistic literature, there are a number of different statements re-

garding the role of certain text types in the shaping of standard language. Historically,

literary texts have been assigned a crucial role in the determination of the standard,

e.g. when Gottsched (1749: 1) defines the scope of his Sprachkunst as an instruction as

to “wie man die Sprache eines Volkes, nach der besten Mundart desselben, und nach

der Einstimmung seiner besten Schriftsteller, richtig und zierlich, sowohl reden, als

schreiben sollte.”6 In the 20th century, this primacy of literary texts increasingly seems

to wane, e.g. Kaiser (1969, 1970) bases his observations of peculiarities in Swiss Standard

German in both literary and journalistic texts.

However, this primacy of literary texts has not remained unchallenged. In his

discussion of Ausbau, Kloss (1978: 28) briefly considers the importance of text forms

6“How the language of a people should be spoken as well as written correctly and adequately in
accordance with its best dialect and the best writers.”
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for this process and finds that Sachprosa is more important than literature.7 At least

in the research on German pluricentricity, more recent work in accordance with this

assessment seems to favor newspapers as source material, e.g. the Variantenwörterbuch

(Ammon, Bickel, and Lenz 2016: XIV-XV) or the Variantengrammatik (Dürscheid and

Elspaß 2015: 566-569).

Already Moser (1985: 1688) comments that the differences between the standard

varieties are connected to text types. He comments that in particular official language

and newspaper language, including to some extent language used in broadcasting,

differs between the different varieties, while scientific and literary language show the

least amount of variation. In what appears to be the only study that addresses this

question explicitly up to this date, Schmidlin (2011: 144-179) appears to generally

confirm this impression. for different text types seems justified. Schmidlin investigates

the use of lexical variants in printed texts from Austria, Germany, and Switzerland based

on parts of the corpus used for the compilation of the Variantenwörterbuch (Ammon

et al. 2004) and makes different observations: literary texts feature fewer variants than

texts from newspapers or illustrated magazines. Further, Schmidlin observes differences

in between different groups of newspapers, in that local papers use more variants than

those with a greater circulation. However, there appears to be an overall decline in the

use of variants in newspapers, which Schmidlin interprets as potentially connected to a

growing deregionalization of the media landscape. The results also indicate that there

are differences between the use of variants in broadsheet newspapers in the three states,

with Austria showing a higher concentration than Germany or Switzerland (Schmidlin

2011: 178-179).8

7For Kloss’ considerations on the distinction between Sachprosa and literature see Kloss (1978: 40-45).
Sachprosa as discussed there largely covers the non-literary sections of the Corpus-C4.

8The texts are predominantly from the 1990’s, although some texts date back as far as the 1950’s,
opening up questions regarding the temporal dimension of its findings.
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Going back to the discussion of language management (cf. chapter 2.1.2), it is

also worth considering the possibility that certain text forms receive different editorial

attention. While to my knowledge there are no studies that address this question, it is

conceivable that e.g. literary texts are subject to an editing process that is different from

other text forms.9 Without more insight into the editing process, the possibility that

texts written by Swiss authors and published in Switzerland have undergone editing by

German editors cannot be ruled out. To investigate whether this is indeed the case, I

discuss results that detail the distribution of variants across different text types on a

sample basis.

Additionally, there are cues that might support the assumption that different text

types have experienced specific developments throughout the 20th century. Schmidlin’s

comments on the deregionalization of the press point to a further study on the devel-

opment of language in German newspapers conducted by Betz (2006). Aside from the

observation of differences in the use of oral linguistic elements in different publications

and different rubrics within publications (Betz 2006: 185-186), she observes the use of

such elements in at the beginning of the 21st century, where they had been absent in

the 1960’s (Betz 2006: 197).

Moritz (2009) approaches the innovative potential of contemporary literature

from the perspective of a literary critic. In his view, on the one hand grammatical

experiments have become rare. On the other hand he laments the rise in what he calls

mistakes in published books, caused by rising economic pressure on publishing houses.

Further, he puts forward the hypothesis that the grammatical competence of authors

and editors has declined in the last decades. His disparaging comments, e.g. about the

9The possibility of this happening was raised by Christa Dürscheid at the conference German in Austria
in a response to a presentation of some results of this study on July 9th, 2016.
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use of the phrase “eine Badewanne einlassen” (literally ‘to run a bathtub’), which he

identifies as colloquial German despite finding it in newspapers, instead of “ein Bad

einlassen” (‘to run a bath’) or “Wasser in die Wanne einlassen” (‘to let water into the

tub’) (Moritz 2009: 109), suggest a rather narrow view of correctness and style. Without

taking a stance on Moritz’ assessment, his statements provide anecdotal evidence for

the plausible assumption that literary conventions have been no less static than those

of journalistic writing, as discussed before.

Whether it is literary or rather non-fiction or journalistic texts that lead the

charge in the change of standard language conventions appears insufficiently docu-

mented at this point. However, it does already seem that the conventions of the different

text types used in this study themselves have not been static over the course of the 20th

century. By including a broad range of texts, this study does not prioritize any one text

form. The following chapter discusses the findings from the corpus inquiry.
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Chapter 5

Analysis

5.1 Introductory remarks

This chapter presents the data extracted from the corpora, and is structured according

to grammatical phenomena. In every section, there is first a brief general discussion

of the feature based on the existing literature as described in chapter 3.5. The features

investigated cover adverbial morphology, verb separability and reflexivity, linking el-

ements in N+N compounds, the use of Umlaut, prepositional case assignment, the

use of substantival attributes without genitive, and the placement of bereits in the Vor-

feld. They were selected from the features described in the literature because a) they

cover a wide range of different grammatical phenomena, in order to assess whether

different areas behave differently; b) appeared to appear sufficiently frequent in the

investigated corpora; and c) could be located in the used corpora with relative ease.

Without doubt, these criteria would have applied to a number of different features, too.

The present selection of features therefore is only one of many that would have been
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possible. Where applicable, the initial general discussion of the phenomena is followed

by subsections that treat a number of its different individual instances. The results are

then summarized at the end of each section. The data is reported in two ways. Stacked

column charts display the relative distribution of variants in the German and Swiss

corpus separately. The absolute values that underlie these percentages are reported in

separate tables. As already stated in the discussion of the corpus in chapter 4.1, the

numbers in the subsequent analysis reflect the number of texts that contain a certain

form, not the number of individual tokens. For all instances where two variants are

contrasted, these also contain p-values that are calculated using Fisher’s exact test of

independence and will support the reading of the data.

Applied to the topic at hand, the question underlying this test for independence

is whether there are differences in the preference of variants in the German and the

Swiss corpus (i.e. they are dependent), or not (i.e. they are independent) (Levshina 2015:

199-200). The test calculates the probability of finding the observed distribution of vari-

ants in a setting where the occurrence of variants is independent of the corpus, which

serves as the null hypothesis. The p-value gives the probability of the observed distri-

bution occurring in this setting where variants appear independent of the corpus. The

reported p-value shows the probability of having the observed values or an even more

extreme distribution of variants if the null hypothesis were true. The lower the p-value,

the less likely it is that the observed results occurred if the null hypothesies were true. A

common convention is to consider p-values below 0.05 statistically significant (Hinton

2014: 40). This value of 0.05 will also function as a guideline for the interpretation of the

results. However, it will not be considered as hard and fast proof of difference between

the use of variants between Germany and Switzerland. The uncertainties regarding

regional differences within the states (and particularly within Germany) that have been
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shown in the discussion of the pluricentric framework, and uncertainties whether the

German corpus in particular is regionally representative would render too strong claims

dubious. However, the p-values can provide a guideline for interpretation of the results

when judging whether the found distribution of variants is within the margin of what is

to be expected or not. Each p-value only speaks to the distribution of variants within its

specific segment of the corpora. It does not address the use of variants over the course

of the 20th century. This makes it necessary to interpret the individual p-values in

connection. There are cases where a series of p-values above 0.05 still shows a pattern

of variation that points to a difference in use between Germany and Switzerland, in that

a marginal use of a variant in one corpus stands against its entire absence in the other

corpus. This leads to an interpretation of the individual variants in the context of their

feature-group and the overall patterns of variation found. The p-values thus function

only as a yardstick to judge the distribution and not the sole focus of the analysis.
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5.2 Adverbial morphology

Meyer (2006: 47) describes a number of distinct features in the adverb morphology of

Swiss Standard German. One of these concerns the suffixes of adverbs, for which he

gives two examples, namely the Swiss variants durchwegs ‘consistently’ and jeweilen

Â´respectively’, in contrast to German durchweg and jeweils (Meyer 2006: 47). Second,

there are three adjective-initial morphemes that are represented differently in the Ger-

man and Swiss varieties (Meyer 2006: 52). These are adjectives formed with da-/dar-,

e.g. da-/darnach ‘after that’, hie-/hier, e.g. hie/hierbei ‘while doing so’, and beider/-beid,

e.g. beider-/beidseitig (‘on both sides’). Of the examples provided by Meyer, durchweg,

jeweilen, darnach, darnieder, hiebei, hiedurch, hiefür, hieher, hiemit, hienach, serve

as the foundation for the corpus investigation. Additionally, the productivity of these

morphemes in other forms is tested with the investigation of darnach, darvon, hievon,

and hiezu.

5.2.1 da-/dar-

dabei/darbei

The use of the variants dabei/darbei ‘at that, with’, shown in context in (3) in the corpus

is very unbalanced. Both the German and the Swiss corpus show only two instances

each of the use of darbei, all of which appear in quotes from historic texts, as is the case

with (3b). Dabei, in contrast, appears in 6677 instances in the Swiss corpus, and 7668

instances in the German corpus.1 It thus seems that while this variant is evidenced in

1Note that these numbers are the actual tokens in the corpus, not the number of texts containing the
variant dabei, as is generally the case in the other numbers given in this study.
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older stages of German,2 it had fallen out of use both in Germany and Switzerland by

the beginning of the 20th century.

(3) a. Er

He

ist

is

froh,

happy

daß

that

Roger

Roger

nicht

not

dabei

with

ist.

is

(CHTK)

‘He is happy that Roger is not present.’

b. Wan

When

einer

one

eine

a

Melche

with-milk

Gaiß

she-goat

bis

until

Jakobs

jacob’s

Tag

day

bey

with

der

the

hirte

pasture

hat,

has

so

then

soll

shall

er

he

den

the

halben

half

lohn

reward

zahlen,

pay

hat

has

er

he

Sie

her

aber

however

Länger

longer

darbei

there

so

then

soll

shall

er

he

den

the

Ganzen

whole

lohn

wage

zahlen

pay

(CHTK)

‘If someone has a goat with milk one his pasture until St. Jacob’s day he shall

pay half the rent, but if he has it there for longer he shall pay the whole rent.’

danach/darnach

There are 1574 instances of danach and darnach ‘afterwards’ in the corpora, with 792 in

the Swiss corpus and 782 in the German corpus. Examples of both variants are given

in (4). The relative distribution of variants is shown in figures 5.1 and 5.2, the absolute

number of occurrences is given in table 5.1.

2See also the entry for dabei in Grimm’s Dictionary, http://woerterbuchnetz.de/DWB/?sigle=
DWB&mode=Vernetzung&lemid=GD00005#XGD00005 (accessed 09/15/2016).
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Figure 5.1 – Percentages of danach and darnach in the CHTK

Figure 5.2 – Percentages of danach and darnach in the DWDS
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

danach CHTK 61 99 133 230
darnach CHTK 88 78 52 21

danach DWDS 146 170 186 250
darnach DWDS 18 9 2 1

p-value <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16 1.163e-15 7.372e-06

Table 5.1 – Occurrences of danach and darnach in the CHTK and the DWDS

(4) a. Ich

I

hoffte,

wish

er

he

würde

would

danach

after that

in

in

seiner

his

wirklichen

real

Gestalt

shape

wiedererstehen

resurge

(CHTK)

‘I wish he would rise again in his real shape after that.’

b. Wenige

few

Jahre

years

darnach

after-that

lag

lay

Lelia

lelia

im

in

Sarg,

coffin

[...] (CHTK))

‘A few years later Lelia lay in the coffin.’

In the German corpus, both variants are evidenced for the period between 1900

and 1925, but danach seems to be very much dominant with 146 (89%) of the 164

instances. This dominance of danach grows, taking 170 of the 179 instances between

1925 and 1949, and 186 of the 188 instances between 1950 and 1974. One of the two

texts in this period is incidentally written by a German author, but printed in the Swiss

city Olten, which might have influenced the use of the dar-variant. In the last quarter

of the century, it appears only once, where it is used in a context that adopts a quote

from Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters Wanderjahre, thus essentially disqualifying it from being

counted as an example of contemporary use. From the ground of a much stronger usage
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of danach, darnach thus initially remains a marginal variant but essentially disappears

from the German corpus in the second half of the 20th century. In the Swiss corpus

from 1900 to 1924, both the variants danach and darnach appear frequently in the

Swiss corpus, with darnach being slightly more prevalent, appearing in 88 of the 149

instances (59%). Yet in the period between 1925 and 1949, darnach is already the less

frequent variant with 78 of the 177 instances (44%), and the trend continues through

the period from 1950 to 1975, where it appears in only 52 of the 185 instances (28%).

In the period between 1975 and 1999, it is marginal, appearing in only 21 of the 251

cases (8%). Even including the doubtful cases in the German corpus, the p-values for

all periods are < 0.05 (1900-1924 p < 2.2e-16, 1925-1949 p < 2.2e-16, 1950-1974 p =

1.163e-15, 1975-1999 p = 7.372e-06), supporting the reading that the use of the variant

darnach is more prevalent in the Swiss corpus than in the German corpus and that the

distribution is not due to chance.

While the variant darnach is still employed in Switzerland at the end of the

20th century, it appears that the use in the German corpus leads the way for the use

in the Swiss corpus. With some delay, its use here follows a general trend towards

the abandonment of darnach that was already advanced in the German corpus at the

beginning of the investigated period and reaches completion in the second half of the

century. However, while having become comparatively rare, the variant darnach has

not entirely fallen out of use in the Swiss corpus at the end of the 20th century.

danieder/darnieder

Danieder and darnieder ‘down’ appear 30 times in the corpora, with 14 instances in

the Swiss corpus and 16 in the German corpus. Examples of both are given in (5).
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Figure 5.3 – Percentages of danieder and darnieder in the CHTK

Figure 5.4 – Percentages of danieder and darnieder in the DWDS
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

danieder CHTK 1 0 0 0
darnieder CHTK 5 3 3 2

danieder DWDS 6 3 1 0
darnieder DWDS 4 1 0 1

p-value 0.1451 0.1429 0.25 1

Table 5.2 – Occurrences of danieder and darnieder in the CHTK and the DWDS

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the relative distribution of variants in the corpora, table 5.2

the absolute number of occurrences.

(5) a. Heute

Today

liegt

lies

die

the

südkoreanische

South Korean

Landwirtschaft

agriculture

so

so

danieder,

down

daß

that

aus

from

Amerika

America

Brotgetreide

bread-grain

eingeführt

imported

werden

get

muß,

must

[...] (DWDS)

‘The South Korean agriculture is so down that bread cereals have to be im-

ported from America.’

b. Der

The

Katholicismus

Catholicism

als

as

Weltanschauung

worldview

befriedigt

satisfies

vor

before

allem

all

ungebildete

uneducated

Völker,

peoples

bei

at

welchen

whom

das

that

Schulwesen

school system

darnieder

down

liegt

lies

und

and

denen

who

die

the

Resultate

results

der

the

Naturwissenschaften

sciences

ein

a

unbekanntes

unknown

Land

land

sind.

are

(CHTK)

‘Catholicism as a worldview satisfies first and foremost uneducated peoples

whose schools systems are dysfunctional and for whom the insights of the

sciences are unknown territory.’
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Both variants of danieder and darnieder are scarce in the corpus, and they

appear to lose frequency over the course of the 20th century, dropping from a combined

number of 16 occurrences in the period from 1900 to 1924 to only 3 occurrences in

the last quarter of the century. This makes any assessment of the development of their

use speculative. The Swiss corpus notably shows an occurrence of the form danieder

only in the first section of the corpus, in contrast to 5 occurrences of darnieder. The

following periods each show 3 or 2 instances of darnieder. The data from the German

corpus is more mixed. In the first period, 6 of the 10 occurrences show the variant

danieder, and in the second period, 3 instances of danieder stand opposed to a single

instance of darnieder. Yet in the second half of the twentieth century, both periods

show only one instance of an according variant, being danieder in the period from

1950 to 1974, and darnieder in the period from 1974 to 1999, despite the previously

more frequent occurrence of danieder. This scarce and contradictory data make in

particular the German corpus hard to interpret. To the naked eye, the use of both

variants appears to be more prevalent in the German corpus. However, the p-values

for all periods are > 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 0.1451, 1925-1949 p = 0.1429, 1950-1974 p =

0.25, 1975-1999 p = 1), and thus suggest that the distribution in both corpora might not

be distinct. The reasons for this could lie in the specific use of danieder. The Duden

online3 lists only danieder with a separate entry, and does not point to darnieder as a

spelling variant. However, there is an entry for darniederliegen4 ‘to have fallen ill’ (often

used metaphorically). Both danieder and darniederliegen are marked as “elevated,” and

their their connotations arguably border on the archaic. The use of both danieder and

darnieder in combination with liegen Â´lie’ is by far the most common context of the

use of either variant in the corpora. This limited use of the adverb in almost only this

3http://www.duden.de/rechtschreibung/danieder (accessed 12/22/2016)
4http://www.duden.de/rechtschreibung/darniederliegen (accessed 12/22/2016)
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

CHTK 278 343 433 436
CHTK 3 1 1 1

DWDS 216 265 324 358
DWDS 0 0 0 0

Table 5.3 – Occurrences of davon and darvon in the CHTK and the DWDS

context might have contributed to a fossilization of the form darnieder, when other

adverbs in Germany have tended much more strongly to the use of the da-form.

davon/darvon

The use of the variants davon and darvon ‘thereof’ is shown in context in (6). Of the

2658 occurrences, 1495 occur in the Swiss corpus, and 1163 in the German. In the

German corpus, darvon is consistently absent, while davon appears between 216 and

358 times.

(6) a. Fünfzehn

Fifteen

Autominuten

minutes in a car

davon

thereof

entfernt

distant

die

the

Stadt.

city

(CHTK)

‘The city is fifteen minutes away by car.’

b. Die

The

wurtzen

roots

darvon

thereof

ist

is

besser

better

und

and

ist

is

allzyt

alltime

zefinden.

to find

(CHTK)

‘Its root is better and can be found at all times.’

In the Swiss corpus, darvon occurs, although only as a very rare exception. It

appears in 3 of the 281 instances between 1900 and 1925, 1 of the 344 between, and 1

of the 434 between 1950 and 1974 accounting for less than 1% in each of the section.
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Figure 5.5 – Percentages of davon and darvon in the CHTK

Figure 5.6 – Percentages of davon and darvon in the DWDS
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Between 1975 and 1999, davon occurs 436 times, whereas darvon is absent. All cases

of darvon appear as quotations from historical Swiss texts, and therefore there is no

evidence of contemporary use in the 20th century. Therefore, there it is unnecessary to

report p-values. The results however point to an older use in Switzerland that in light of

the abundant evidence for davon appears to have been abandoned by the beginning

of the 20th century. Following the entry in Grimm’s dictionary, darvon appears to have

been spread beyond Switzerland historically: “LUTHER schreibt davon, selten einmal

darvon.”5 However, the apparent equal use after 1900 does not mean that the use of

variants does not develop differently in Germany and Switzerland in the 19th century.

Summary

The analysis showed different patterns for adverbs with the da-/dar- morpheme. In the

case of dabei/darbei and davon/darvon, the dar- form was not evidenced as used in

either corpus. In the case of danach/darnach, both forms are used in both corpora at

the beginning of the 20th century, albeit to different degrees - whereas the dar- form

is slightly dominant, it is already rare in the German corpus during this period. The

Swiss use continuously adapts to the use of the da-form dominant in Germany. Yet

while the dar-variant at this point only is evidenced in a quote in the German corpus,

it still appears to be in use in Switzerland, although it is very much in the shadow of

davon. For danieder/darnieder, data is too scarce to give a clear picture, but the German

corpus indicated a greater variability in use than the Swiss corpus, and the only variant

evidenced in either corpus in the last section of the corpus is darnieder. This is contrary

to what appears as a general trend towards the use of the da-variant and might be

5“Luther writes davon, sometimes darvon,” http://www.woerterbuchnetz.de/DWB?lemma=davon
(accessed 03/07/2017).
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connected to its connotation as elevated. Further, in the move towards the use of the

da-variant, danach generally appears to lag behind dabei and davon, and in particular

in Switzerland the wide ranging adoption of danach appears to be a product of the 20th

century.

5.2.2 -weg/-wegs

durchweg/durchwegs

The variants durchweg and durchwegs ‘ throughout, consistently’ occur in 445 cases in

both corpora, with 290 appearances in the Swiss corpus and 155 in the German corpus.

Examples of its use in context are given in (7). Table 5.4 gives the absolute number

occurrences in the corpus, figure 5.7 and 5.8 show their relative distribution.

(7) a. Ihre

their

Pariser,

Parisian

Londoner

Londonish

und

and

Petersburger

Petersburgian

Meldungen

reports

tragen

carry

durchweg

consistently

den

the

Charakter

character

von

of

Tendenzmeldungen.

tendency-reports

(CHTK)

‘Their Parisian, Londonish and Petersburgian reports consistently have a bi-

ased character.’

b. Die

The

durchwegs

consistently

kleinen

small

Buchstaben

letters

stießen

struck

auch

too

nicht

not

auf

on

einmütige

unaninmous

Begeisterung.

enthusiasm

(CHTK)

‘The consistently small letters were not received with unanimous enthusiasm.’
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

durchwegs CHTK 34 53 66 54
durchweg CHTK 31 30 13 9

durchwegs DWDS 4 7 1 3
durchweg DWDS 40 47 22 31

p-value 1.806e-06 2.363e-09 2.399e-12 4.944e-14

Table 5.4 – Occurrences of durchwegs and durchweg in the CHTK and the DWDS

In the beginning of the period investigated here, both corpora show different

distributions of the variants durchweg and durchwegs. The German corpus shows a

strong dominance of the form durchweg, with 40 of the 44 (91%) occurrences using

this form. In the Swiss corpus, on the other hand, there is almost an equilibrium

between both forms (durchweg 48%, durchwegs 52%). In the German corpus, durchwegs

remains rare, occurring in 7 of the 54 instances (13%) between 1925 and 1949, once in

23 instances (4%) between 1950, and 1974, and 3 out of 34 times (9%) from 1975 to 1999.

Although durchwegs thus has only enjoyed marginal use in Germany, it has nonetheless

not entirely disappeared from the corpus.

In the Swiss corpus, the initial equilibrium changes over time. The variant

durchwegs continually increases its presence, with 53 of 83 (64%) instances in the time

from 1925 to 1949, 66 out of 79 instances (84%) from 1950 to 1974, and 54 out 63

instances (86%) in the period from 1975 to 1999. This constitutes a development away

from the dominant use of durchweg that seems to be in place in the German corpus

already in the beginning of the 20th century, and continues to be so. The p-values are

are < 0.05 for all periods (1900-1924 p = 1.806e-06, 1925-1949 p = 2.363e-09, 1950-1974

p = 2.399e-12, 1975-1999 p = 4.944e-14), supporting the reading that there is a distinct

use of variants in the corpora.
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Figure 5.7 – Percentages of durchweg and durchwegs in the CHTK

Figure 5.8 – Percentages of durchweg and durchwegs in the DWDS
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Figure 5.9 – Percentages of hierbei and hiebei in the CHTK

5.2.3 Hier-/Hie-

hierbei/hiebei

The variants hierbei and hiebei ‘at this, in doing so’, shown in (8), appear 558 times in

the two corpora, with 208 instances in the Swiss corpus, and 350 in the German corpus.

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the relative distribution of variants in the corpora, table 5.5

the absolute number of occurrences.
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Figure 5.10 – Percentages of hierbei and hiebei in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

hierbei CHTK 49 44 34 28
hiebei CHTK 37 8 7 1

hierbei DWDS 132 100 80 28
hiebei DWDS 6 4 0 0

p-value 1.035e-12 0.02117 0.0003561 1

Table 5.5 – Occurrences of hierbei and hiebei in the CHTK and the DWDS
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(8) a. Auch

Also

hierbei

in-doing-so

noch

still

wird

becomes

die

the

Taktik

tactic

des

the

unentschiedenen

undecided

Entscheidens

deciding

weiter

further

gepflegt

maintained

und

and

verfeinert.

refined

(DWDS)

‘Also in doing so is the tactic of undecided deciding further maintained and

refined.’

b. Bei

at

richtiger

correct

Durchführung

implementation

kommt

comes

hiebei

in-doing-so

mehr

more

heraus,

out

als

than

bei

at

einer

a

Woche

week

Schulunterricht.

school-instruction

(CHTK)

‘If done correctly, one gains more than from a week of teaching at school.’

In the period from 1900 to 1924, the two corpora already show distinct distribu-

tions of hierbei and hiebei. In the German corpus, hiebei occurs only marginally in 6 of

the 138 occurrences (4%), while in the Swiss corpus, it accounts for almost half (43%) of

the 86 instances of either variant. The second period again shows hiebei in 4 of the 100

instances in the German corpus, yet in the second half of the 20th century, there are

no more recorded instances. In the Swiss corpus, the initial presence of hiebei reduces

to 8 out of 52 instances (15%) in the second quarter of the century, remains largely

unchanged at 7 out of 41 instances (17%) in the period from 1950 to 1975, and then

drops to a single occurrence (3%) in the last quarter of the 20th century. The p-values

are < 0.05 in the first three periods (1900-1924 p = 1.035e-12, 1925-1949 p = 0.02117,

1950-1974 p = 0.0003561) but not in the last period (1975-1999 p = 1). This supports

an interpretation that both corpora move from a distinct use of the variants towards
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

hierdurch CHTK 17 9 8 10
hiedurch CHTK 8 1 2 1

hierdurch DWDS 39 30 25 8
hiedurch DWDS 0 2 0 0

p-value 0.0002444 1 0.07563 1

Table 5.6 – Occurrences of hierdurch and hiedurch in the CHTK and the DWDS

a identical use. This use is that of the variant hierbei, that is already very dominant in

the German corpus at the beginning of the 20th century and becomes the only form in

evidence in the second half of the century. The Swiss corpus follows and by the end of

the 20th century shows the form hierbei almost exclusively, suggesting that it follows

the model set by the use in the German corpus.

hierdurch/hiedurch

The variants hierduch and hiedurch ‘through this’ occur 160 times in the corpora, with

56 instances in the Swiss corpus, and 104 in the German corpus. (9) shows examples

of both forms. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the relative distribution of variants in the

corpora, table 5.6 the absolute number of occurrences.
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(9) a. Das

the

Bild,

picture

welches

which

wir

we

hierdurch

through this

von

of

der

the

Natur

nature

unserer

our

Erdrinde

earth crust

erhalten,

get

ist

is

freilich

certainly

ein

a

neues

new

und

and

in

in

mancher

many

Hinsicht

respect

paradoxes.

paradox

(DWDS)

‘The idea of the nature of our earth’s crust that we get through this certainly is

new and in many ways paradox.’

b. Es

it

lohnt

pays

sich,

itself

die

the

Filme

movies

mit

with

einem

a

musikalischen

musical

Rahmen

frame

zu

to

umgeben,

surround

denn

because

das

the

Interesse

interest

des

the

Publikums

audience

wird

is

hiedurch

through this

gesteigert.

increased

(CHTK)

‘It’s worth giving movies a musical frame because the audience’s interest is

increased through this.’

In the first section of the corpus, the Swiss corpus shows both variants, hierdurch

and hiedurch. Hierdurch is already dominant in this period with 68% of the cases and

continues to be so throughout the later sections. Hiedurch in contrast thus occurs in

32% of the cases and subsequently only once in the periods from 1925 to 1949 (10%)

and 1975 to 1999 (9%), and twice in the period from 1950 to 1974 (20%). Although it is

thus appears as the distinctly less preferred variant, it is represented in all four sections

of the corpus. This is different from the German corpus where it appears only in the
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Figure 5.11 – Percentages of hierdurch and hiedurch in the CHTK

Figure 5.12 – Percentages of hierdurch and hiedurch in the DWDS
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

hierfür CHTK 34 46 50 47
hiefür CHTK 67 68 79 20

hierfür DWDS 77 78 62 26
hiefür DWDS 7 2 3 0

p-value < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 6.967e-16 0.0006398

Table 5.7 – Occurrences of hierfür and hiefür in the CHTK and the DWDS

second corpus in 2 cases (6%), and is absent from the other three sections of the corpus.

While this points towards a certain use of this variant in Germany, this appears to have

been very much an exception. The comparatively small number of total occurrences

in the German corpus in subsequent periods, in particular the time between 1975 and

1999 where only 8 instances appear, do not allow for strong claims about the usage. This

is reflected in the p-values > 0.05 (1925-1949 p = 1, 1950-1974 p = 0.07563, 1975-1999

= 1) in all but the first period for all periods 1900-1924 p = 0.0002444 ). Whether the

appearance of the two instance of the two instances of hiedurch in the first half of the

20th is a leftover from older writing conventions or an indication of a regional use of

this variant in Germany can only be speculated. The drop in the variant hiedurch in

the Swiss corpus after the period 1900-1924 indicates that the Swiss use again moves

towards the use that appears dominant in the German corpus already at the beginning

of the 20th century.

hierfür/hiefür

Hierfür and hiefür ‘for this’ appear in 666 cases, with 411 instances in the Swiss corpus

and 255 in the German corpus. Examples for both forms taken from the corpus are

given in (10). The relative distribution of variants is shown in figures 5.13 and 5.13, the

absolute number of occurrences is given in table 5.7.
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Figure 5.13 – Percentages of hierfür and hiefür in the CHTK

Figure 5.14 – Percentages of hierfür and hiefür in the DWDS
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(10) a. Das

that

in

in

unserer

our

Zeit

time

naheliegende

obvious

Mittel

means

hierfür

for-this

ist

is

das

the

Annoncieren

advertising

in

in

den

the

Tageszeitungen

daily-newspaper

(DWDS)

‘In our day and age the obvious way to do this is advertising in daily newspa-

pers’

b. Die

the

Mittel

means

hiefür

for-this

sind

are

mannigfaltig

manifold

‘The means for this are manifold.’

At the beginning of the period under investigation, the German and Swiss corpus

show distinct distributions of the two variants. In the Swiss corpus, hiefür occurs in 67

out of 101 cases (67%), thus appearing more frequently than hierfür. The opposite is the

case in the German corpus, where hiefür occurs in only 7 of 84 cases (8%), thus making

hierfür (92%) clearly dominant. This dominance continues in the German corpus in

the following two sections, with only 2 of 80 (3%) and of 65 instances (5%) of hiefür. In

the final section of the German corpus, hiefür is absent, although the overall amount

of either variant has drastically dropped to only 26. The Swiss corpus shows a slightly

different picture. The variant hiefür remains more frequent in the second (60%) and

third (62%) section of the corpus. In the final section, however, the variant hierfür

appears more frequently with 47 out of 67 instances (70%). The p-values for all periods

are < 0.05 (1900-1924 p < 2.2e-16, 1925-1949 p < 2.2e-16, 1950-1974 p = 6.967e-16, 1975-

1999 = 0.0006398), suggesting that both corpora indeed employ both variants distinctly.

While the distribution thus initially remained largely stable and in favor of the variant
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

hierher CHTK 40 43 33 35
hieher CHTK 51 24 20 5

hierher DWDS 69 53 34 42
hieher DWDS 5 0 1 0

p-value < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 6.967e-16 0.0006398

Table 5.8 – Occurrences of hierher and hieher in the CHTK and the DWDS

hiefür in Switzerland, in the second half of the century, this preference shifts towards

the variant that has been strongly dominant in Germany since the beginning of the

century, yet does not abandon the use of hiefür entirely.

hierher/hieher

The variants hierher and hieher ‘hither, here’ occur 455 times in the two corpora; 251

cases appear in the Swiss corpus and 204 in the German corpus. Examples are given in

(11). Table 5.8 gives the absolute number of occurrences in the corpus, figure 5.15 and

5.16 show their relative distribution.

(11) a. Auch

Also

heute

today

kamen

came

wir

we

nur

now

hierher,

hither

weil

because

dieser

this

Ort

place

uns

us

sicher

safe

dünke

seemed

(DWDS)

‘Today as well, we came here only because this place seemed safe.’
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b. Von

from

Denver

Denver

bis

to

hieher,

here

d.

i.

h.

e.

einige

several

hundert

hundred

englische

English

Meilen,

miles

fährt

drives

der

the

Zug

train

fast

almost

ununterbrochen

uninterrupted

durch

through

Prärien.

prairies

(CHTK)

‘The train drives almost continuously through prairies from Denver to here,

i.e. several hundred miles.’

In the first section of the corpora, the use of the variants hierher and hieher is

distinct. The German corpus shows a strong preference for hierher, occurring in 69 of

74 cases (94%). The Swiss corpus appears more balanced, with hierher appearing in

only 40 of 91 (44%), and thus occurs less frequently than hieher (56%). In the German

corpus, the initial preference for hierher is continued in the following periods. Hieher

only appears once (3%) between 1950 and 1974, opposed to 34 instances (97%) of

Figure 5.15 – Percentages of hierher and hieher in the CHTK
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Figure 5.16 – Percentages of hierher and hieher in the DWDS

hierher. Hierher also appears 53 times from 1925 to 1949 and 42 times between 1975

and 1999, without any occurrences of hieher. The Swiss corpus is more dynamic. The

initial dominance of hieher already gives way to a more frequent occurrence of hierher

in the period between 1925 and 1949, where it occurs in 43 of the 67 cases (64%) found.

In the period from 1950 to 1974, this remains largely stable, and hierher is found in 33

of the 53 recorded cases (62%). In the final section of the corpus, its relative frequency

again rises to 35 of the 40 total occurrences (88%). The p-values for all periods are <

0.05 (1900-1924 p < 2.2e-16, 1925-1949 p < 2.2e-16, 1950-1974 p = 6.967e-16, 1975-1999

= 0.0006398), suggesting that the use of variants in both corpora is distinct, despite the

change of apparent preference in the Swiss corpus. Here it appears that the use changes

away from an initial dominance of the variant hieher rather early in the 20th century.

Nonetheless, this variant still appears to be used rather frequently in the middle of the

century, but to drop in frequency rather sharply in the period between 1975 and 1999.
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Overall, the data suggest that the use in Switzerland moved closer to the use in Germany

over the course of the 20th century.

hiermit/hiemit

There is a total of 341 instances of hiermit and hiemit ‘hereby, with this’ in the corpora,

with 199 in the Swiss corpus, and 142 instances in the German corpus. (12) shows the

variants in context. Table 5.9 gives the absolute number of occurrences, figures 5.17 and

5.18 show the relative distribution of variants.

(12) a. Ich

I

sage

say

Ihnen

you

hiermit

with-this

meinen

my

besten

best

Dank.

thank

(DWDS)

‘With this I thank you very much’

b. Zur

for

Organisierung

organizing

dieser

this

Erhebungen

survey

im

in

Aargau

Argovia

und

and

zur

for

Besprechung

discussion

einiger

some

weiterer

further

wichtiger

important

Fragen

questions

lädt

invites

Sie

you

der

the

Vorstand

board

des

the

Aargauischen

Argovian

Heimatverbandes

homeland-club

hiemit

hereby

herzlich

cordially

zu

to

einer

a

Sitzung

meeting

ein.

in

(CHTK)

‘To organize this survey in Argovia and to discuss some further important

questions, the Argovian homeland-club hereby invites you cordially to a

meeting.’
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

hiermit CHTK 50 28 24 29
hiemit CHTK 35 18 10 5

hiermit DWDS 55 41 22 21
hiemit DWDS 3 0 0 0

p-value 6.417e-07 1.57e-06 0.004176 0.1443

Table 5.9 – Occurrences of hiermit and hiemit in the CHTK and the DWDS

Figure 5.17 – Percentages of hiermit and hiemit in the CHTK
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Figure 5.18 – Percentages of hiermit and hiemit in the DWDS

In the German corpus, hiemit appears only in the first section between 1900 and

1924, yet only in 3 out of 58 occurrences (5%). In all later sections of the German corpus

hiemit is absent and only the variant hiermit occurs in 41 instances between 1925 and

1949, 22 instances between 1950 and 1974, and 21 instances between 1975 and 1999. In

contrast, the Swiss corpus in the period between 1900 and 1924 is relatively mixed, with

50 (59%) cases of hiermit and 35 (41%) cases of hiemit. The variant hiemit becomes less

frequent as the century progresses, appearing in 18 of 46 instances (39%) between 1925

and 1949, 10 of 34 (29%) between 1950 and 1974, and only in 5 out of 34 instances (15%)

between 1975 and 1999. The p-values are < 0.05 in the first three periods (1900-1924 p =

6.417e-07, 1925-1949 p = 1.57e-06, 1950-1974 p = 0.004176) but not in the last period

(1975-1999 = 0.1443), suggesting that the usage of variants in the corpora becomes less

distinct over time, and that the usage in the Swiss corpus moves in the direction of the

use in Germany that was already very much dominated by the variant hiermit at the
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beginning of the 20th century. This pattern again shows the Swiss usage adapting to the

German usage over the course of the century.

hiernach/hienach

The variants hiernach and hienach ‘hereafter, after this’, used as exemplified in (13),

appear a total of 416 times in the two corpora, with 148 instances in the Swiss corpus

and 268 in the German corpus. Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the relative distribution of

variants in the corpora, table 5.10 the absolute number of occurrences.

Figure 5.19 – Percentages of hiernach and hienach in the CHTK
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Figure 5.20 – Percentages of hiernach and hienach in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

hiernach CHTK 37 29 24 25
hienach CHTK 20 7 5 1

hiernach DWDS 87 84 65 24
hienach DWDS 5 3 0 0

p-value 5.393e-06 0.006709 0.002163 1

Table 5.10 – Occurrences of hiernach and hienach in the CHTK and the DWDS
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(13) a. Das

The

Dappental

Dappen-valley

bildete

formed

hiernach

hereafter

eine

a

Quelle

source

von

of

Reibungen

friction

zwischen

between

den

the

beiden

both

Ländern

countries

(CHTK)

‘After this the Dappen valley was a source of tension between both countries.’

b. Die

the

Pensionskasse

pension-fund

des

the

Aargauischen

Argovian

Polizeikorps

police-corps

ist

is

dazu

to

bestimmt,

designed

ihren

its

Mitgliedern

members

und

and

deren

their

Witwen

widows

und

and

Kindern

children

in

in

den

the

hienach

hereafter

bestimmten

determined

Fällen

cases

dauernde

lasting

Pensionen

pensions

oder

or

einmalige

one-time

Unterstützungen

supports

zu

to

gewähren

grant

(CHTK)

‘The pension fund of the Argovian police corps is designed to grant its mem-

bers and their widows and children continuous pensions or one-time support

in the cases specified hereafter.’

The occurrences of hiernach and hienach follow a now familiar pattern. The

German corpus shows evidence of the variant hiebei only in the first two sections, yet

it occurs only rarely in 5 of 92 cases (5%) between 1900 and 1924, and in 3 out of 87

cases (3%) between 1925 and 1949. In the second half of the 20th century, hienach is

not evidenced in the German corpus, in contrast to hienach, which appears 65 times

from 1950 to 1974, and 24 times from 1975 to 1999. The Swiss corpus again shows an
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Figure 5.21 – Percentages of hievon and hiervon in the CHTK

initial coexistence of both variants, with hiernach begin already more frequent with 37

of 57 occurrences (65%) between 1900 and 1924. This preference for hiernach becomes

stronger in the following sections, growing to 29 of 36 occurrences (81%) between

1925 and 1949, 24 of 29 (83%) between 1950 and 1975, and 25 of 26 occurrences (96%)

between 1975 and 1999, making hienach very much an exception by the end of the

century. The p-values are < 0.05 in the first three periods (1900-1924 p = 5.393e-06,

1925-1949 p = 0.006709, 1950-1974 p = 0.002163) but not in the last period (1975-1999

= 1), supporting a reading that the differences between the corpora level out over the

course of the century. Again, Swiss usage seems to have adapted to the preferred usage

in Germany.
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Figure 5.22 – Percentages of hievon and hiervon in the DWDS

hiervon/hievon

Both corpora have a total of 185 instances of hiervon and hievon ‘thereof’. Examples of

use from the corpus are given in (14). Of these, 88 occurrences are in the Swiss corpus,

and 97 in the German corpus. The relative distribution of variants is shown in figures

5.21 and 5.22; the absolute number of occurrences is given in table 5.11.
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

hiervon CHTK 9 14 5 6
hievon CHTK 25 12 13 4

hiervon DWDS 37 28 22 9
hievon DWDS 0 0 1 0

p-value 5.264e-12 2.816e-05 5.679e-06 0.08669

Table 5.11 – Occurrences of hiervon and hievon in the CHTK and the DWDS

(14) a. Ausgenommen

exempt

hiervon

thereof

sind

are

alte

old

Brötchen,

rolls

die

that

unter

under

bestimmten

certain

Kautelen

provisos

einer

a

zentralen

central

Verarbeitung

processing

zu

to

Semmelbrösel

breadcrumbs

zuzuführen

to-bring

sind

are

(DWDS)

‘Exempt are old rolls are that under certain provisos are to be brought to

central processing.’

b. Ganz

entirely

befreit

liberated

hat

has

er

he

sich

himself

freilich

admittedly

hievon

thereof

nicht

not

(CHTK)

‘Admittedly, he has not liberated himself entirely from this.’

The use of hiervon and hievon again shows distinct patterns for the Swiss and

German corpus. In the entire German corpus, there is only a single occurrence of hievon

that appears in the period between 1950 and 1974, and appears as an exception next to

22 (96%) instances of hiervon. Next to this are 37 instances of only hiervon from 1900 to

1924, 28 between 1935 and 1949, and 9 between 1975 and 1999. Hiervon thus stands as

the clearly preferred variant in the German corpus. In contrast, the Swiss corpus shows
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the continuous use of both variants, although their occurrence parallels the decline

found in the German corpus, falling from 34 in the first to 10 in the final section. In

the initial period from 1900 to 1924, hievon appears in 25 of the 34 cases (75%), and

thus appears preferred. Between 1925 and 1949, both variants appear almost equally

frequently, with hievon accounting for 12 (46%)of the 26 instances. This apparent rise

of hiervon regresses in the following period between 1950 and 1975, where hievon is

again dominant, appearing in 13 of the 18 cases (72%) found. In the period between

1975 and 1999, finally, both variants are again distributed more equally; 4 of the 10

instances (40%) between 1975 and 1999 are of the variant hiebei. Overall, the Swiss

corpus gives the impression of continuously using both varieties next to each other,

although with a shift in preference. The p-values are < 0.05 in the first three periods

(1900-1924 p = 5.264e-12, 1925-1949 p = 2.816e-05, 1950-1974 p = 5.679e-06) supporting

the interpretation that the use in Germany and Switzerland differs during these periods.

In the last period with the smallest number of results, the p-value is > 0.05 (1975-1999 =

0.08669), and thus the difference above statistical significance. In light of the constant

presence of the variant hievon in Swiss corpus, and its almost complete absence in the

German corpus, make it plausible that the observed instances are an indication of at

least some continued use in Switzerland, which is contrasted with lack of evidence of

such use in the German corpus. What appears as a preference for hiebei in the Swiss

corpus thus seems to lose ground to the use of hierbei, thus replicating the pattern of

adaptation of the Swiss use towards the German use over the course of the century.

hierzu/hiezu

The corpora have a total of 733 instances of hierzu and hiezu ‘hereto, to this end’, for

which examples are given in (15), 377 in the Swiss corpus and 356 in the German corpus.
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Figure 5.23 – Percentages of hierzu and hiezu in the CHTK

Figure 5.24 – Percentages of hierzu and hiezu in the DWDS
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

hierzu CHTK 42 59 53 49
hiezu CHTK 47 54 59 14

hierzu DWDS 96 84 123 45
hiezu DWDS 4 2 2 0

p-value 4.082e-15 3.224e-14 < 2.2e-16 0.0003017

Table 5.12 – Occurrences of hierzu and hiezu in the CHTK and the DWDS

Table 5.12 gives the absolute number of occurrences, figures 5.23 and 5.24 show the

relative distribution of variants.

(15) a. Auch

also

der

the

zweite

second

Schnitt

cut

von

of

Klee

clover

und

and

Luzerne

alfalfa

kann

can

hierzu

to this end

verwendet

used

werden.

be

(CHTK)

‘The second cut of clover and alfalfa can also be used to this end.’

b. Und

and

eben

just

hiezu

to that end

eignen

qualify

sich

themselves

die

the

Blumen

flowers

in

in

reichem

rich

Maße

degree

‘And just to that end flowers are suitable to a high degree.’

In the section between 1900 and 1924, both corpora show distinct distributions

for the variants hiezu and hierzu. In the Swiss corpus, both variants are represented

almost equally, with 47 (53%) instances of hierzu and 42 (47%) of hiezu. In contrast,

the German corpus shows a strong preference for hierzu, with 96 of the 100 instances

showing this form. This pattern of preference continues in the German corpus, where

84 of 86 instances (98%) are hierbei between 1925 and 1949, and 123 of 125 (98%)
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between 1950 and 1975. In the final section between 1975 and 1999, the German corpus

shows no evidence of hiebei, yet 45 cases of hierbei. In the Swiss corpus, the initial

distribution seems to persist in the two subsequent phases. Between 1925 and 1949, 59

out of 113 instances (48%) are of hiezu, and between 1950 and 1975, this changes to

59 of 112 (53%), thus keeping the equal presence of both variants virtually unchanged.

Yet in the period from 1975 to 1999, the distribution changes. Hiezu sees a substantial

decrease and only occurs in 14 of 63 instances (22%). Despite these marked changes in

distribution in the Swiss corpus, the p-values for all periods are < 0.05 (1900-1924 p =

4.082e-15, 1925-1949 p = 3.224e-14, 1950-1974 p = < 2.2e-16, 1975-1999 = 0.0003017),

thus supporting the interpretation that the use of variants in both corpora remains

distinct. While both variants do seem to coexist for extended periods, in the second half

of the 20th century, the Swiss corpus again seems to move towards the use of the variant

hierzu that is very much dominant in the German corpus already in the beginning of

the investigated period.

Due to the high frequency of both variants in the Swiss corpus, hiezu and hierzu

provide an opportunity to investigate the distribution of variants across different text

types represented in the corpus. Tables 5.14 and 5.13 provide a breakdown of the

occurences of hierzu and hiezu in specific text types. In table 5.13, the most striking

aspect is the relative absence of hiezu in literary texts. Only 5 (3%) of the 174 total

instances in the Swiss corpus appear in this text form. On the other hand, it appears to

occur with a higher than average frequency in scientific texts accounting for 70 (40%)

of the instances, as well as in technical texts with 62 (36%). Journalistic texts fall in

between these poles with 37 (21%).

These numbers raise suspicion that individual text types might undergo different

editing processes. In particular, literary texts might have been edited in greater accor-
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SaT Bel Geb Ztg total
1900-1924 22 0 14 11 47
1925-1949 22 2 21 9 54
1950-1974 18 2 23 16 59
1975-1999 8 1 4 1 14

total 70 5 62 37 174

Table 5.13 – Occurrence of hiezu in Swiss texts

SaT Bel Geb Ztg total
1900-1924 19 1 16 6 42
1925-1949 25 2 16 16 59
1950-1974 22 1 17 13 53
1975-1999 22 0 15 12 49

total 88 4 64 47 203

Table 5.14 – Occurrence of hierzu in Swiss texts

dance with German expectations in Switzerland than texts intended for only national

use. Yet a comparison with the occurrences of hierzu in table 5.14 indicates that this is

not the case. Rather, the specific distribution appears to be a function of the general fre-

quency for both variants hiezu and hierzu in different text types. Just like hiezu, hierzu

appears only very rarely in the corpus of literary texts in 4 of the 203 instances (2%).

Most frequent are again scientific texts with 88 occurrences (43%), followed by technical

texts in 64 instances (32%) and journalistic texts in 47 cases (23%). Both variants thus

show overall very similar distributions across the text types, lowering the concerns for

different editing practices.

In light of the composition of the corpus, which shows differences in the number

of texts and the number of words across the text types, these frequency differences

should be interpreted with caution and not be translated into general claims about the

frequency of variants of hierzu in specific text forms. As discussed in chapter 4.1, the

number of words in the Swiss corpus is higher for scientific than for literary texts.
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Figure 5.25 – Ratio of hie- to hier in the German corpus

Summary

The data gathered on the use of the morphemes hier- and hie- in adverbs allows some

general observations on their occurrence in the two corpora. It is noteworthy that with

the exception of two cases, both corpora evidence both variants in the first section of

the corpus between 1900 and 1924. In the German corpus, already at this point there

is a general preference for the forms with hier-. This is illustrated in figure 5.25, where

the ratio of variants with hie- to those with hier- is at a maximum 1:0.09 in the case of

hierfür. In the period between 1925 and 1975, only hiemit is consistently absent from

the German corpus, and all other forms appear in at least one of the two sections in

the middle of the century. Yet in the final period between 1975 and 1999, there are no

hie-forms evidenced in the German corpus. This gives the impression that an already

well-established tendency towards the use of forms with hier- is reinforced throughout
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the century and apparently becomes finalized in the second half of the century.

The Swiss corpus gives a very different picture. In the first section between

1900 and 1924, the variants with hie- and hier- appear to exist much more parallel

to each other. This is indicated by the circumstance that for all investigated variant-

couplets both variants are evidenced, where some were already absent in the German

corpus. Further, the ratio between the variant is considerably less extreme than in the

German corpus, ranging from 1:0.47 for hiedurch/hierdurch (indicating a preference

for the hier-variant) to 1:2.78 for hievon/hiervon (indicating a preference for the hie-

variant). While both point to a preference for one or the other form, this is different

from the German corpus, where even in the cases with the highest proportion of the less

frequent variant, 1 instance of the less frequent form stood against at least 10 instances

of the more frequent variant. In four of the seven cases, the form hie- is more frequent.

This suggests that the use of hie- is overall still very much in use at the beginning of

the century. Yet this changes over the course of time. In the periods between 1925

and 1974, the hie-forms lose prominence, although they still are more frequent than

the hier-forms in the case of hiefür, hievon, and hiezu between 1950 and 1975. This

changes drastically in the period between 1975 and 1999, where in all cases hier- is more

frequently used than hie-. While all the investigated hie-forms are still in evidence, in

the case of hiedurch and hievon they appear to have become marginal. While hievon still

appears fairly frequently, the low number of only 10 instances in this period makes the

weight of this data point questionable. Generally, Swiss usage seems to have adapted to

the usage in Germany. This change does not appear to be abrupt, but rather continuous.

Not all hie-variants show the same prominence in the early 19th century, and there is

a certain degree of variation in the speed in which the shift progresses. The variant

hienach, e.g. appears with a ratio of only 1:0.24 markedly less frequently than hiernach
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Figure 5.26 – Ratio of hie- to hier in the Swiss corpus

already in the period between 1925 and 1949, whereas the variant hiefür with a ratio of

1.58:1 still appears more frequently than its counterpart hierfür between 1950 and 1974.

Yet in the period between 1975 and 1999, the hie-variant has become the less frequent

of the two in all cases, suggesting that an overall shift towards the hier-variant has taken

place. In this, the Swiss corpus generally appears to adapt to the use that has been very

much dominant in the German corpus already in the beginning of the 20th century

which may be interpreted as an adaptation of the form used in Germany. Notably, the

leveling seems already advanced at the beginning of the German corpus, but does not

appear to be finished until into the second half of the 20th century. At the same time,

the Swiss corpus seems to maintain a certain level of variation into the last period of the

corpus. Whether the traces of the hie-variants found in the German corpus are a result

of regional differences within Germany currently remains an unanswered question.
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Figure 5.27 – Percentages of jeweils and jeweilen in the CHTK

5.2.4 -weils/-weilen

jeweils/jeweilen

The variants jeweils and jeweilen ‘each time, respectively’ have a total of 1234 occur-

rences in the two corpora, with 889 in the Swiss corpus, and 345 in the German corpus.

Examples of their use are shown in (16). The relative distribution of variants is shown in

figures 5.27 and 5.28, the absolute number of occurrences is given in table 5.15.
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Figure 5.28 – Percentages of jeweils and jeweilen in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

jeweils CHTK 39 123 182 306
jeweilen CHTK 94 75 52 18

jeweils DWDS 21 51 125 142
jeweilen DWDS 5 1 0 0

p-value 2.332e-06 1.67e-08 4.354e-11 0.002594

Table 5.15 – Occurrences of jeweils and jeweilen in the CHTK and the DWDS
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(16) a. Die

the

Kinder

children

geben

give

wir

we

jeweils

each time

ins

to

Berner

Bernese

Oberland

Oberland

in

in

ein

a

Heim

home

(CHTK)

‘We send the children to a home in the Bernese Oberland every time.’

b. Ich

I

gebe

give

jeweilen

each time

nur

only

so

so

viel

much

Früchte

fruit

in

in

die

the

Pfanne,

pot

dass

that

es

it

zum

to

Füllen

fill

einer

a

einzelnen

single

Flasche

bottle

reicht.

suffices

‘I only put so many fruits into the pan that suffice to fill a single bottle.’

Both corpora show evidence of both jeweils and jeweilen in the period between

1900 and 1924, yet both indicate a strong preference for one variant. In the German

corpus, jeweils occurs in 21 of 26 (81%) instances, while in the Swiss corpus jeweilen

accounts for 94 of 133 (71%) instances. In the German corpus, this preference for

jeweils persists in the following periods. Between 1925 and 1949, a single (2%) instance

of jeweilen stands next to 51 (98%)instances of jeweils, and in the following sections

jeweilen is not evidenced, while there are 125 instances of jeweils between 1950 and

1974, and 142 between 1975 and 1999. In the Swiss corpus, the initial dominance of

jeweilen gives way to a more frequent use of jeweils already in the period from 1925 to

1949, occurring in 123 of 198 (62%) instances. This preference grows in the period form

1950 to 182 of 234 (78%), and even further to 306 of 324 (94%) cases between 1974 and

1999. The p-values for all periods are < 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 2.332e-06, 1925-1949 p =
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1.67e-08, 1950-1974 p = 4.354e-11, 1975-1999 = 0.002594), supporting an interpretation

that both corpora continuously show a distinct use of both variants. The form jeweilen

that appeared to still be very prominent in Switzerland in the beginning of the century

thus seems to have been replaced by the form jeweils, that was already more frequent

in the German corpus at this time, and subsequently becomes the only form evidenced.

The use in the Swiss corpus thus again appears to adapt to the use in the German corpus

with residual use of the variant jeweilen remaining at the end of the 20th century.

5.2.5 Summary

For the morphemes hie-/hier-, there appears to have been a rather consistent pattern.

In the German corpus, the hie-variants generally appeared as exceptions already in the

beginning of the 20th century, and subsequently disappeared from the corpus. In the

Swiss corpus, they initially appeared as common or even dominant, but subsequently

gave way to the hier-variant that is predominant in the German corpus. The pattern for

da-/dar- is less clear. While darnach in Switzerland follows this trend towards the use of

the variant dominant in Germany, danach, the data from darnieder/danieder is more

ambiguous. While patchy, it suggests that the dar-form remained in use over the 20th

century both in Germany and Switzerland, and might even be the more frequent form.

The two other dar- variants investigated here, darvon and darbei, do not appear in

contemporary usage in either corpus and thus have probably gone out of use by the be-

ginning of the 20th century in both Germany and Switzerland. For durchweg/durchwegs,

the German corpus shows the consistent preference for the variant durchweg, although

all sections show isolated instances of durchwegs. The Swiss corpus, in contrast, ap-

pears to move away from what initially appears to be a balanced occurrence of both

variants over time towards a distinct preference of the variant durchwegs. Lastly, for jew-
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eils/jeweilen there appears to be a distinct preference for one of the variants in Germany

and Switzerland. This appears to lead to the disappearance of jeweilen in Germany,

and the Swiss usage seems to follow this development clearly, abandoning this initially

prominent form.

The German usage thus in many cases seems to reduce the use of the less

frequent variants to such an extent that it is no longer represented in the corpus. The

Swiss use in most instances seems to adapt to this usage, although the process does not

necessarily appear to be finished by the end of the 20th century. Here it would be fruitful

to follow up on this study with data from the beginning of the 21st century. However, it

is imporant to note the exceptions to this pattern: the case of darnieder, where the dar-

variant appears to remain in use, and that of durchwegs where the Swiss corpus appears

to develop a preference for the variant that is less frequent in the German corpus only

over the course of the 20th century.
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5.3 Particle/prefix verbs

Differences in the separability of prefix/particle verbs have been observed by Zibrowa

(1995: 124), Meyer (2006: 47), Dürscheid and Sutter (2014), and Niehaus 2015. The

examples in (17), taken from the corpora used for this study, illustrate the phenomenon.

In (17a), there is an example for “widerhallen” from the CHTK where the prefix “wider”

‘re’ is not separated from the verb “hallen” ‘sound, echo,’ appearing as one unit in the

second position. This is different in (17b) from the DWDS corpus, where the verb is in

the second position, but the particle “wider” has moved to the end.

(17) a. In

in

allen

all

Tonarten

keys

widerhallte

re-sounded

es

it

von

from

dem

the

felsigen

craggy

Hügel

hills

her

from

(CHTK)

‘it resounded in all keys from the craggy hills’

b. Ihr

her

Stöhnen

moaning

und

and

Ächzen

groaning

hallte

sounded

im

in

Raum

the

wider.

room

(DWDS)

re-

‘her moaning and groaning resounded in the room’

The cited literature describes this difference in verb movement is characteris-

tic for a number of verbs between German and Swiss Standard German. These are

aberkennen, abverdienen, anerbieten, anerkennen, anvertrauen, auferlegen, fernsehen,

obliegen, obsiegen, stillsitzen, überfließen, überführen, überlaufen, überquellen, unterord-

nen, widerhallen, and widerspiegeln. Of these, anerkennen, anvertrauen, auferlegen,

fernsehen, überfließen, überlaufen, widerhallen, and widerspiegeln were selected under

the assumption that they would appear sufficiently frequent and are discussed.
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The differences in separability can be connected to differences in the pronuncia-

tion. With particle verbs, the stress is generally placed on the prefix, whereas in the case

of prefix verbs, the main stress is on the verbal root. The Duden Aussprachewörterbuch

(Kleiner and Knöbl 2015) considers variation for some of these verbs, although it is not

always described as regional. It notes a different use, at least in part, in Switzerland

for anerkennen (Kleiner and Knöbl 2015: 902), widerhallen (Kleiner and Knöbl 2015:

188), and widerspiegeln (Kleiner and Knöbl 2015: 902). Alternative pronunciations that

are not marked as regional are given for anerkennen (rarely Kleiner and Knöbl 2015:

162), anvertrauen (rarer Kleiner and Knöbl 2015: 194), auferlegen (rarer Kleiner and

Knöbl 2015: 207). For fernsehen (Kleiner and Knöbl 2015: 366), there is no mention

of pronunciation variants, while überfließen and überlaufen are not mentioned in the

dictionary.

5.3.1 Anerkennen

The data for anerkennen ‘to acknowledge’ shows rather strong consistency in both

corpora that is in accordance with the description in the literature. (18) shows both

variants in context. Table 5.16 gives the absolute number of occurrences, figures 5.29

and 5.29 show the relative distribution of variants. In the Swiss corpus, the period

between 1900 and 1924 shows a dominance of the separable form, occurring in 35 of

the 43 (81%) instances. This continues in the following period, with 42 of 43 (98%) cases

between 1925 and 1949, 35 of 36 (97%) between 1950 and 1974, and 46 of 48 (96%)

cases between 1975 and 1999. The German corpus shows a similar preference for the

separable variant. This variant occurs in 59 of 62 (95%) cases from 1900 to 1924, in 31 of

37 (84%) cases between 1925 and 1949, in 29 of 44 (66%) cases between 1950 and 1974,

and in 21 of 26 (81%) cases between 1975 and 1999. The numbers point to a slightly
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greater variation in the German corpus, yet overall both corpora seem to speak to a

consistent preference for one of the variants that does not change over the course of

the 20th century. This is supported by the p-values that are < 0.05 in all sections of

the corpus (1900-1924 p < 2.2e-16, 1925-1949 p = 4.582e-15, 1950-1974 p = 1.09e-09,

1975-1999 = 9.082e-12).

(18) a. Wir

We

erkennen

cognize

an,

-re

daß

that

die

the

Vorlage

template

einige

some

Vorteile

advantages

bringt.

brings

(DWDS)

‘We recognize that the template has some advantages.’

b. Die

The

Zeugen Jehovas,

Jehovah’s Witnesses

früher

earlier

Ernste

serious

Bibelforscher

bible researchers

genannt,

called

lesen

read

die

the

Bibel

Bible

durch

through

die

the

Brille

glasses

des

the

Amerikaners

American

Russel

Russel

und

and

anerkennen

re-cognize

dessen

his

Schriftauslegung

Scriptual Interpretation

als

as

endgültig

final

und

and

einzig

only

massgebend;

authoritative

(CHTK)

‘The Jehovah’s Witnesses, formerly called Bible Students, read the Bible through

the glasses of the American Russel and recognize his Scriptural Interpretation

as exclusively authoritative.’

A recent study by Niehaus (2015: 148ff.) allows for the comparison of this data

with the contemporary use. His findings indicate that the inseparable form is indeed

dominant in Switzerland. However, his findings from the German corpus indicate
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Figure 5.29 – Percentages of anerkennen as an inseparable and separable verb in the CHTK

that there is considerable regional variation in the use of the forms. While there are

regions like western or southeastern Germany, where the separable variant is strongly

dominant, in other regions like south-west or central eastern Germany both variants

are used frequently. From this perspective, it can be asked whether the rising tendency

of the inseparable variant in this corpus is an indication of a rise of regional variants in

the German corpus, or whether the spike in the period between 1950 and 1974 is the

result of a stronger representation of regions that employ the inseparable form more

frequently in the corpus.

5.3.2 Anvertrauen

With a total of only 82 instances, anvertrauen ‘to confide’ is a comparatively infrequent

verb in the corpus. (19) shows both variants in context. Nonetheless, the corpus data

paints a consistent picture of its occurrence. Table 5.17 gives the absolute number
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Figure 5.30 – Percentages of anerkennen as an inseparable and separable verb in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

separable CHTK 8 1 1 2
inseparable CHTK 35 42 35 46

separable DWDS 59 31 29 21
inseparable DWDS 3 6 15 5

p-value < 2.2e-16 4.582e-15 1.09e-09 9.082e-12

Table 5.16 – Occurrences of anerkennen as separable and inseparable verb in the CHTK and the DWDS
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occurrences in the corpus, figures 5.31 and 5.32 show their relative distribution. Be-

tween 1900 and 1924, the German corpus shows 10 instances of only the separable

variant, the inseparable remaining absent. This continues throughout the subsequent

periods, where the separable variant occurs 9, 8 and 16 times without any evidence

of its inseparable counterpart. The Swiss corpus shows more variation. Between 1900

and 1924, the separable form occurs in 6 of the 8 (75%) cases. This remains almost

unchanged in the following two periods, where it appears in 7 of 10 (70%) cases. From

1975 to 1999, 9 of 11 (81%) instances are in the separable form. While this suggests a

growing preference, the small number of occurrences calls for caution in this assess-

ment. This call for caution is underscored by the p-values, that for all periods are > 0.05

(1900-1924 p = 0.183, 1925-1949 p = 0.2105, 1950-1974 p = 0.2157, 1975-1999 = 0.1567).

The consistency in the parallel existence of both forms, however, combined with the

consistent absence of the inseparable form in the German corpus, gives a certain degree

of credibility to a reading that sees both forms occurring in Switzerland parallel to each

other throughout the 20th century, with the separable form being more common. In

light of the small number of occurrences, this reading has to be advocated cautiously.

(19) a. Diesem

this one

anvertraut

to-confides

die

the

Landsgemeinde

cantonal assembly

das

the

Polizei-

police

und

and

Justizwesen

judicial system

(CHTK)

‘The cantonal assembly entrusts the police and judicial system to this one.’
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Figure 5.31 – Percentages of anvertrauen as an inseparable and separable verb in the CHTK

b. Als

when

er

he

keinen

no

anderen

other

Ausweg

way out

mehr

more

wusste,

knew

vertraute

confided

er

he

sich

himself

ihrem

her

Vater

father

an.

-to

(CHTK)

‘When he didn’t know any other way out he confided in her father.’

5.3.3 Auferlegen

For auferlegen ‘to impose,’ the corpora yield very little data. (20) shows examples of

both variants from the corpora. Figures 5.33 and 5.34 show the relative distribution

of variants in the corpora, table 5.18 the absolute number of occurrences. Neither the

German nor the Swiss corpus shows any evidence of either form between 1900 and
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Figure 5.32 – Percentages of anvertrauen as an inseparable and separable verb in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

separable CHTK 6 7 7 9
inseparable CHTK 2 3 3 2

separable DWDS 10 9 8 16
inseparable DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 0.183 0.2105 0.2157 0.1567

Table 5.17 – Occurrences of anvertrauen as separable and inseparable verb in the CHTK and the DWDS
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1949. This changes in the period between 1950 and 1974, where the Swiss corpus shows

seven occurrences of the inseparable form, but no instances of the inseparable form.

Yet in the period between 1975 and 1999, the number falls again to 4 total instances, 3

of which are of the inseparable variant, and one being the separable form. This suggests

a overall preference for the inseparable form, yet the scarce findings call for a cautious

interpretation. The data in the German corpus is even scarcer, with only one instance

of either variant occurring in the period between 1950 and 1974, and between 1975

and 1999, the separable variant occurring twice. The p-values for all periods are >

0.05 (1900-1924 p = 1, 1925-1949 p = 1, 1950-1974 p = 0.2222, 1975-1999 = 0.4), thus

reinforcing doubt about the interpretation of the results. This makes statements about

the underlying usage virtually impossible, and the corpora consequently cannot be

compared.

(20) a. Der

the

verheirateten

married

Frau

woman

nämlich

specifically

auferlegt

on-imposes

das

the

Gesetz,

law

meist

most often

das

the

Privatrecht,

civil law

in

in

der

the

freien

free

Ausübung

exertion

ihrer

her

Persönlichkeitsrechte

personal rights

gewisse

certain

Einschränkungen.

constraints

(CHTK)

‘The law, most often civil law, imposes certain constraints to the free exertion

of personal rights of married women .’
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Figure 5.33 – Percentages of auferlegen as an inseparable and separable verb in the CHTK

b. Allerdings

but

erlegten

imposed

sie

she

sich

herself

noch

even

größere

greater

Sparsamkeit

frugality

auf,

-on

als

than

die

the

ohnehin

anyhow

schon

already

bei

with

ihnen

them

übliche.

common

(CHTK)

‘But she imposed even greater frugality on herself than is already common

with them.’

5.3.4 Fernsehen

As can bee seen in table 5.19, fernsehen ‘to watch TV’ appears only as a separable verb

in both corpora. An example is shown in (21). The first evidence in the German corpus

in the period between 1925 and 1949 is the form of a single occurrence of the separable
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Figure 5.34 – Percentages of auferlegen as an inseparable and separable verb in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

separable CHTK 0 0 0 1
inseparable CHTK 0 0 7 3

separable DWDS 0 0 1 2
inseparable DWDS 0 0 1 0

p-value 1 1 0.2222 0.4

Table 5.18 – Occurrences of auferlegen as separable and inseparable verb in the CHTK and the DWDS
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

CHTK separable 0 0 0 2
CHTK inseparable 0 0 0 0

DWDS separable 0 1 2 11
DWDS inseparable 0 0 0 0

Table 5.19 – Occurrences of fernsehen as separable and inseparable verb in the CHTK and the DWDS

variant. The absence in the first section of the corpus is not surprising, considering that

TV-broadcasting in Germany began only in the 1930’s. In the following sections, there

are 2 further instances of the separable variant between 1950 and 1974, and 11 between

1975 and 1999. In the Swiss corpus, only 2 instances of the verb appear, both of which

are separated and occur between 1975 and 1999. There is thus no evidence of the use

of the inseparable form in either corpus, making it impossible to compare the corpora.

Accordingly, no p-values are given.

(21) Er

he

sah

watched

fern

TV

in

in

seinem

his

leeren

empty

Haus.

house

(CHTK)

‘He watched TV in his empty house.’

5.3.5 Überfließen

With 26 occurrences, überfließen ‘to overflow’ is another less frequent verb in the corpus.

Examples are given in (22). Table 5.20 gives the absolute number occurrences in the

corpus, figures 5.35 and 5.36 show their relative distribution. Based on the limited

data, the use in the German and Swiss corpus nonetheless seem distinct. In the Swiss

corpus, both variants occur in almost all of the sections, with the exception of the

period between 1975 and 1999. Between 1900 and 1949, both variants appear equally
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frequently - twice between 1900 and 1924, and 3 times in the period from 1925 to

1949. Between 1950 and 1975, this remains almost unchanged, with 2 separable and 3

inseparable occurrences. Between 1975 and 1999, there is no evidence of the inseparable

variant, while the separable occurs twice. While the small number of occurrences do

not allow for any strong conclusions, the equal or nearly equal occurrence of both

variants in all but one section of the corpus suggests that both variants have been

employed continuously in Switzerland. With only 9 occurrences the German corpus

gives even less data to interpret. Yet all of the recorded instances are of the separable

variant, of which 4 occur between 1900 and 1924, 3 between 1925 and 1949, and 2

between 1950 and 1974. No occurrences are found between 1975 and 1999. With the

small number of total occurrences, the p-values for all periods are > 0.05 (1900-1924

p = 0.4286, 1925-1949 p = 0.4643, 1950-1974 p = 0.1667, 1975-1999 = 1), and suggest

indicate that the distribution of the individual periods is well within the margins of

chance. Looking at the development over time, however, the complete absence of the

inseparable form in the entire German corpus, contrasted with the variation in the

Swiss corpus, may cautiously be read as suggesting that the inseparable variant is less

preferred in Germany during the period, and that the Swiss corpus is more open to the

use of both variants.
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

separable CHTK 2 3 2 2
inseparable CHTK 2 3 3 0

separable DWDS 4 3 2 0
inseparable DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 0.4286 0.4643 0.1667 1

Table 5.20 – Occurrences of überfließen as separable and inseparable verb in the CHTK and the DWDS

(22) a. Ein

a

Puppengesicht

doll face

kann

can

überfließen

over-flow

von

from

Ausdruck,

expression

wenn

if

das

the

Wichtige

important

darin

therin

überbetont,

overemphasized

das

the

Unwichtige

unimportant

hingegen

in contrast

weggelassen

left out

wird.

becomes

(CHTK)

‘A doll’s face can overflow with expression if the important parts in it are

overemphasized, and in turn the unimportant ones are left out.’

b. Mein

My

Herz

heart

floß

flowed

fast

almost

über.

-over

(DWDS)

‘My heart almost overflowed.’

5.3.6 Überlaufen

There are only 16 instances of überlaufen ‘to overspill’ in the corpus. Even at this small

number, both corpora appear distinct. (23) gives examples of both variants. Table 5.21

gives the absolute number occurrences in the corpus, figures 5.37 and 5.38 show their
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Figure 5.35 – Percentages of überfließen as an inseparable and separable verb in the CHTK

Figure 5.36 – Percentages of überfließen as an inseparable and separable verb in the DWDS
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relative distribution. In the Swiss corpus, both variants appear in all but the section

between 1900 and 1924, where there is only a single instance of the separable form.

Between 1925 and 1949, there is one instance of both forms. Between 1950 and 1974,

there are 4 instances of the separable form, but only one instance of the inseparable

form, and between 1975 and 1999, both variants appear once again. In the German

corpus, the inseparable variant is again absent, while the separable variant occurs 6

times, spread over all four periods, divided up into 2 occurrences each from 1900 to

1924 and 1975 to 1999, and 1 occurrence from 1925 to 1949 and from 1950 to 1974.

Again, the p-values of the distribution shown is well > 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 1, 1925-1949

p = 0.33, 1950-1974 p = 1, 1975-1999 = 1), and thus suggest that the distribution in the

individual sections of the corpus is not significant. Looking at it beyond the individual

cuts, however, the consistence of the absence of the inseparable form in the German

corpus stands against the continuous presence of both forms in the Swiss corpus, thus

suggesting that the use of both variants might again be cautiously read as support for

an interpretation that both variants are used in Switzerland, whereas there is nothing to

suggest that this is the case in Germany. The image is thus similar to that found with

überfließen, along with the necessary caution in putting forward the findings.

(23) a. Das

the

Wasser

water

überläuft

over-flows

lange

long

nicht,

not

es

it

können

can

sehr

very

viele

many

Münzen

coins

hineingeworfen

tossed

werden.

in

(CHTK)

be

‘The water does not spill over for a long time, very many coins can be tossed

in it.’
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Figure 5.37 – Percentages of überlaufen as an inseparable and separable verb in the CHTK

b. Wenn

When

zuviel

too

gegessen

much

und

eaten

getrunken

and

wird,

drunk

ist

is

die

is

Körperhöhle

the

überfüllt

body cavity

und

overfilled

läuft

and

über

spills

beim

over

Erbrechen.

while

(CHTK)

vomiting

‘When too much is eaten or drunk, the body cavity is overfilled and spills

over while vomiting.’

5.3.7 Unterordnen

Unterordnen ‘to subordinate’ appears in 22 instances in the corpora, 10 of which are

in the Swiss corpus and 12 in the German. (24) shows examples of the variants in

context. The relative distribution of variants is shown in figures 5.39 and 5.40, the
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Figure 5.38 – Percentages of überlaufen as an inseparable and separable verb in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

separable CHTK 1 1 1 1
inseparable CHTK 0 1 4 1

separable DWDS 2 1 1 2
inseparable DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 1 1 0.3333 1

Table 5.21 – Occurrences of überlaufen as separable and inseparable verb in the CHTK and the DWDS
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absolute number of occurrences is given in table 5.22. In the Swiss corpus, both variants

appear in all but the last section of the corpus, where there is no evidence of either

form. With 2 out of three occurrences in the period between 1900 and 1924, and 3

out of 5 occurrences between 1925 and 1949, the separable variant appears slightly

more frequently in the first half of the 20th century, yet because of the small number

of instances, this might not be indicative of actual language use. Between 1950 and

1974, both variants occur only once. In the German corpus, only the separable variant

appears. With 4 instances in the periods from 1900 to 1924 and 1925 to 1949, 3 instances

from 1950 to 1975, and 1 occurrence between 1975 and 1999, this small number of

occurrences again raises doubt about this apparent absence of the inseparable form,

which is represented in the p-values of > 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 0.4286, 1925-1949 p =

0.4444, 1950-1974 p = 0.4, 1975-1999 = 1). Yet as before, contrasted with the almost

consistent parallel appearance of both forms in the Swiss corpus, it gives a certain

credibility to a reading that assumes the separable form as the norm in German usage,

while the Swiss usage featured both forms, at least up into the second half of the

20th century. The absence of data from the last section of the Swiss corpus makes it

impossible to make any claims about the further development of the form.

(24) a. Wir

We

unterordneten

sub-ordinate

sie

her

jedenfalls

at any rate

der

the

Solidarität

soldarity

der

the

internationalen

international

Arbeiterklasse.

working class

(CHTK)

‘At any rate, we subordinate her to the soliradity of the international working

class.’
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Figure 5.39 – Percentages of unterordnen as an inseparable and separable verb in the CHTK

b. Der

the

Mensch

human

ordnet

ordinates

sich

himself

nie

never

länger

longer

unter,

sub-

als

than

er

he

muß.

must

(CHTK)

‘Humans never subordinate themselves any longer than they have to.’

5.3.8 Widerhallen

Widerhallen has already been used in the beginning of this section as an example of the

general phenomenon of verb separability in German in (17). There are 36 instances of

widerhallen ‘resound’ in the corpora, 22 of which appear in the Swiss corpus, and 14 in

the German. Table 5.23 gives the absolute number of occurrences, figures 5.41 and 5.42

show the relative distribution of variants. In the Swiss corpus, between 1900 and 1924, 6

(86%) of the 7 instances are of the inseparable form. This dominance continues between
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Figure 5.40 – Percentages of unterordnen as an inseparable and separable verb in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

separable CHTK 2 3 1 0
inseparable CHTK 1 2 1 0

separable DWDS 4 4 3 1
inseparable DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 0.4286 0.4444 0.4 1

Table 5.22 – Occurrences of unterordnen as separable and inseparable verb in the CHTK and the DWDS
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1925 and 1949, where there are 10 instances of only the inseparable variant. From 1950

to 1974, 3 (75%) of the 4 occurrences are of the inseparable variant, as is the sole

occurrence in the corpus between 1975 and 1999. This points to a general preference

for the inseparable variant in Switzerland, although this reading is questionable in the

second half of the century, based on the small overall number of occurrences. The

German corpus provides the reverse picture. Between 1900 and 1924, 3 (75%) of 4

instances are of the separable variant, as are all four appearances between 1925 and

1949. Between 1950 and 1975, again 3 (75%) out of 4 instances, and the 2 instances

found between 1975 and 1999, are separable.

In isolation, the p-values derived from these numbers give a mixed picture. They

are > 0.05 three of the periods (1900-1924 p = 0.08788, 1950-1974 p = 0.4857, 1975-1999

p = 0.3333) but < 0.05 in the second period (1925-1949 = 0.000999). Except for the

second period, the apparent preference of the Swiss corpus for the inseparable and the

German corpus for the separable form is within the margins of chance. However, the

consistence that shines through in the corpora over the course of the century again

gives some credibility to a reading that assumes that the variants enjoy different use in

either country. Notably, the inseparable form occurs in the German corpus even at this

low number, and does so even in the second half of the 20th century. Thus, the German

corpus gives a more varied impression than has been the case with previously discussed

verbs. As with other forms discussed previously, the Swiss corpus shows the parallel

occurrence of both forms, with a preference seemingly different from Germany.6

6Again, the question remains whether the variation found in in the German corpus can be attributed
to regional variation, which unfortunately cannot be investigated here.
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Figure 5.41 – Percentages of widerhallen as an inseparable and separable verb in the CHTK

Figure 5.42 – Percentages of widerhallen as an inseparable and separable verb in the DWDS
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

separable CHTK 1 0 1 0
inseparable CHTK 6 10 3 1

separable DWDS 3 4 3 2
inseparable DWDS 1 0 1 0

p-value 0.08788 0.000999 0.4857 0.3333

Table 5.23 – Occurrences of widerhallen as separable and inseparable verb in the CHTK and the DWDS

5.3.9 Widerspiegeln

The 186 instances of widerspiegeln ‘to reflect, to mirror’ allow a more confident reading

of the corpus data than was possible for most other particle and prefix verbs discussed

in this section. Table 5.24 gives the absolute number occurrences in the corpus, figures

5.43 and 5.44 show their relative distribution, (25) their use in context. In the Swiss

corpus, the period between 1900 and 1924 shows a preference for the separable form,

with 10 of 11 (91%) instances showing this form. This persists in the following section,

where 20 of the 21 (95%) instances are separable. Yet the period from 1950 to 1974

shows an increased presence of the inseparable form, accounting now for 8 of the 30

(27%) instances, leaving 22 (73%) to the separable form. In the period between 1975

and 1999, this increase of the inseparable form continues, occurring in 28 of the 42

(66%) instances, and thus taking over the role of dominant form. This suggests that

in Switzerland a change of preferred form has taken place. In the German corpus, 10

instances of the separable form are the only variant encountered during the period

from 1900 to 1924. The absence of the inseparable form continues between 1925 and

1949, where 15 instances of the separable form occur. The section from 1950 to 1975

features 1 (4%) instance of the inseparable form, yet it stands against 22 instances of

its separable counterpart. Finally, between 1975 and 1999, there are 32 instances of the

separable form. This suggests a strong preference for the separable form in Germany,
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with the isolated instance of the inseparable form appearing as an exception to the rule.

(25) a. Ihr

Her

Gesicht

face

und

and

ihre

her

Gestalt

figure

widerspiegeln

reflect

dieses

this

Leben,

life

es

it

kann

can

nicht

not

anders

different

sein.

be

(CHTK)

‘Her face and figure reflect this life; it can’t be any other way.’

b. Unsere

Our

Gesetze

laws

spiegeln

flect

nur

only

wider,

re-

was

what

der

the

Staatsbürger

citizen

heute

today

von

from

seinem

his

Staat

state

verlangt.

demans

(DWDS)

‘Our laws reflect only what today’s citizen demands from their state.’

The p-values for the first two sections of the corpus are are > 0.05 (1900-1924

p = 1, 1925-1949 p = 1, 1950-1974), indicating that the differences in distribution are

not significant. However, in the second of the 20th century, the p-values are < 0.05 (p =

0.03351, 1975-1999 = 4.681e-10), supporting a reading that the distribution changes in

this period and that the difference between the German and Swiss corpus in this period

grow. It thus appears like for widerspiegeln, the Swiss preference of usage has moved

away from a use of the separable form that, based on the present data, seems to have

been shared by Germany and Switzerland at the beginning of the 20th century.

The almost complete absence of the inseparable form in the first half of the 20th

century complicates an analysis of the use of variants. Nonetheless, it is attempted here

for the latter part of the century. Tables 5.25 and 5.26 break down the occurrences of
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Figure 5.43 – Percentages of widerspiegeln as an inseparable and separable verb in the CHTK

Figure 5.44 – Percentages of widerspiegeln as an inseparable and separable verb in the DWDS
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

separable CHTK 10 20 22 14
inseparable CHTK 1 1 8 27

separable DWDS 10 15 22 32
inseparable DWDS 0 0 1 0

p-value 1 1 0.03351 4.681e-10

Table 5.24 – Occurrences of widerspiegeln as separable and inseparable verb in the CHTK and the DWDS

widerspiegeln into the text forms they ocurr in. The numbers indicate that except for

the period between 1900 and 1924, either variant of widerspiegeln is vanishingly rare

in literary texts. The inseparable form is absent all but the period between 1975 and

1999, where it occurs twice. In contrast, the separable form occurs 4 times between

1900 and 1925, but only once in each subsequent period. Against the background of

a stronger normative pressure against literary texts, the absence of the inseparable

form in literary texts in the period between 1950 and 1974, while at the same time 6

of the 8 occurrences during this period appear in non-fiction texts, raises suspicion. It

is conceivable that literary texts (through the hands of their writers or editors) apply

German conventions or resist an ongoing change in the Swiss norms longer than other

text forms (or their respective writers and editors). However, in the subsequent period,

this seems normalized. One (7%) of the 14 separable and 2 (8%) of the 26 inseparable

forms appear in literary texts, whereas 3 (21%) separable and 7 (27%) inseparable

forms appear in non-fiction texts. While the absence of inseparable forms in literary

texts between 1950 and 1974 remains suspicious, in light of the small number of total

occurrences, it might be the result of chance.

This data can be further compared to two previous studies. Dürscheid and Sutter

(2014) investigated the use in a newspaper corpus. They find that while the inseparable

variant appears very dominant in Switzerland (88 of 89 instances, 99%), in it also appears
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SaT Bel Geb Ztg total
1900-1924 3 4 2 1 10
1925-1949 10 1 3 6 20
1950-1974 10 1 4 7 22
1975-1999 3 1 3 7 14

total 26 7 12 21 66

Table 5.25 – Occurrence of widerspiegeln as a separable verb in Swiss texts

SaT Bel Geb Ztg total
1900-1924 1 0 0 0 1
1925-1949 0 0 0 1 1
1950-1974 6 0 0 2 8
1975-1999 7 2 11 6 26

total 14 2 11 9 26

Table 5.26 – Occurrence of widerspiegeln as an inseparable verb in Swiss texts

with relevant frequency in the German corpus (48 of 198, 24%). This data is compatible

with the findings from the Swiss corpus, yet not with those from the German corpus.

The data can further be compared to the findings by Niehaus (2015) who found that the

inseparable use of widerspiegeln is dominant in Switzerland (87%), and is nearly absent

or rare in the rest of the German-speaking area.7 The comparison with the data found

here raises questions. The separable variant appears more dominant in Niehaus’ data

than at the end of the 20th century in the data from the Korpus C4. Considering the

growing tendency, this could be an indication of a continuation of this trend.

The three different data points appear to conflict with each other. The rea-

sons are not evident, and are unexpected particularly for the studies by Niehaus and

Dürscheid and Sutter, because both rely on recent newspaper corpora. Because Dürscheid

and Sutter do not distinguish for region, their findings for the inseparable variant should

be expected not to be more frequent than in those regions with the highest frequency in

7With the exception of northern and central-eastern Germany, which largely corresponds to the area
of the former GDR. Here the inseparable variant appears in 17% and 18% of the instances, respectively.
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Niehaus’ study. At this point, the conflict can only be noted, not explained. An attempt

will be made in the final discussion of the findings.

5.3.10 Summary

Investigating the use of complex verbs in their separable and inseparable variants

yielded different results. In the case of auferlegen, fernsehen, überfließen, überlaufen,

unterordnen, and widerhallen the scarcity of findings complicated the interpretation

of the findings. The distribution of variants remained largely under the threshold of

statistical significane. For fernsehen,the limited data did not point to any differences

between the German and Swiss corpus, both showing only the separable variant. Taking

into account the lack of variation between different sections of the corpus, however, for

überfließen, überlaufen, and unterordnen, the data allowed a cautious reading in the

direction that there was a stronger degree of variation in the Swiss corpus than in the

German corpus: In the Swiss corpus, both forms appeared largely consistently through-

out the century, wheres the German corpus did not show such variation. Because of the

small number of occurrences, it was not possible to assess whether one or the other

form appeared preferred over the other in Switzerland. However, the observation of this

variation in itself may be a relevant observation, although its fragility due to the small

number of total occurrences has to be stressed.

While the scarcity of findings makes it impossible to rule out the limited use of

these verbs in Germany, the consistent absence of these forms in the corpus suggests

that they are exceptions. Aberkennen provides a counterexample for this pattern, as

both corpora showed a continued preference for one of the forms, yet at the same time

provided evidence of exceptions to this preference. In this case, the German corpus
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seemed to show a higher degree of variation for most of the 20th century. A similar

pattern of continuous distinct preference appeared with widerhallen, although the

smaller number of occurrences here again casts uncertainty over the interpretation.

Widerspiegeln is unique among the verbs investigated here, in that the data suggests that

a change of preference has taken place in the second half of the 20th century, moving

the Swiss Standard away from a previous preference from the separable form that was

shared by Switzerland and Germany. The investigation of the use of the separable and

inseparable form across text types raised a certain suspicion that there is a preference

for the separable form in literary texts during the period between 1950 and 1974, yet

this suspicion is not confirmed in the subsequent period.

The comparison with other studies by Niehaus (2015) and Dürscheid and Sutter

(2014) for anerkennen and widerspiegeln gave different results. For anerkennen, the data

from the Swiss corpus was generally compatible, but Niehaus’ findings also indicated

considerable regional variation in Germany that was not represented in the present

corpus. For widerspiegeln, the data provided by Niehaus and Dürscheid and Sutter

appeared to show a stronger preference for the inseparable variant in Switzerland

than in the present study. A possible explanation was found in reading this as the

continuation of a trend towards the use of the inseparable variant that happened in

the second half of the 20th century that was observed in this study. For the German

corpus, however, the results appeared to some extent incompatible, which could not be

resolved here. An attempt at this will be made in the final discussion of the findings in

chapter 5.10.
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5.4 Linking elements

Linking elements are units that appear in word formation of compound nouns in

between the compounded elements or in between a stem and a derivational suffix (e.g.

Danish stat-s-lig, German ‘staatlich’, English ‘statist’). They are not unique to German

but occur in all of the Germanic languages, although only as remnants in English

(Kürschner 2010). In the following, only their occurrence in N+N-compound nouns will

be considered, although they also appear in other compound nouns (Fuhrhop 1996).

Linking elements have been discussed in linguistic discourse outside of the ques-

tion of pluricentricity. Reviewing studies by other researchers, Nübling and Szczepaniak

(2009: 196-197) find that 60-70% of compound nouns do not show a linking element.

The remaining 30-40% make use of different forms. Nübling and Szczepaniak (2009:

198) distinguish the following ten forms although they state that they can be reduced to

as few as six:

1) -s- Anfahrt+s+weg (‘access route’)

2) -es- Kind+es+wohl (‘child’s well-being’)

3) -er- Kind+er+wagen (‘stroller’, lit. ‘child wagon’)

4) -e- Wert+e+vermittlung (‘value conveyance’)

5) -n- Blume+n+stängel (‘flower stalk’)

6) -en- Schrift+en+verzeichnis (‘works index’)

7) -ens- Schmerz+ens+geld (‘compensation for injuries suffered’,

lit. ‘pain money’)

8) -ns- Name+ns+schild (‘name tag’)

9) -ø Bein+ø+kleid (‘legwear’)

10) subtractive Woll+kleid (‘wool dress’)
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As they continue to explain, of these 9) is often not counted because of the

absence of the element. Additionally 5) -n- and 6) -en- as well as 8) -ns- and 7) -ens-

can also be condensed to -(e)n- and -(e)ns-. This is not the case with 1) -s- and 2)

-es-. Of these forms, they describe only the -s- and -(e)n- forms as productive, with -s-

being the most frequent form. Inquiring into the function of the elements, they argue

that for -s-, the appearance is strongly dependent on the phonological structure of the

first element of the compound: The more the first element deviates from a trochee

as the most common structure of German nouns (cf. Eisenberg 1991), the stronger

the tendency to use the -s- as a linking element. Overall, it thus servers as a marker

that supports the segmentation of the compound noun and marks the right boundary

of the word (Nübling and Szczepaniak 2009: 220). However, they also point to many

instances where there use of linking elements shows considerable variation and more

than one form is in use. In other work, Nübling and Szczepaniak (2008, 2013) point to

two different sources for the historical development of linking elements.8 They argue

that some instances of only the linking -e- can be attributed to Germanic primary

suffixes in proper compounds, i.e. compounds that do not contain any inflectional

morphology. However, this was already unproductive in MHG and accounts for less than

1% of all compounds in NHG (Nübling and Szczepaniak 2013: 70, 84). Historically later,

a new group of linking elements emerged that originates from inflectional morphology

of so-called improper compounds where, i.e. compounds that involve inflectional

morphology (Nübling and Szczepaniak 2013: 72-74). With the rise of determiners

and the marking of definitenes of head nouns through prenominal genitives in the

ENHG period, the genitive endings in compound nouns could be reanalyzed as linking

8The historical origin of linking lements has been discussed in the literature repeatedly. Nübling and
Szczepaniak (2013) provide a summary of this discussion in which two sources have been proposed: the
development from inflectional suffixes and that from primary (i.e. stem-forming) suffixes.
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elements.

Nübling and Szczepaniak (2009) already point to variation in the use of linking

elements. Although they do not connect this variation to the idea of pluricentricity, this

research into history and function of linking elements provides interesting points of

connection. If e.g. the use of -s- is indeed phonologically motivated, and research were

to show regional variation in the use of this linking element, this could be investigated

in the context of differences in pronunciation in the German speaking world. In this

context, it also worth considering the typological distinction between syllable and word

languages (Szczepaniak 2012: 86ff.). Notably for the present phenomenon, Szczepaniak

(2012: 99-101) argues that Swiss German to this day has maintained its tendency towards

being a syllable language, which may be influenced by the contact with romance syllable

languages. Nübling and Schrambke (2004) provide a more detailed study of Alemannic

and other Germanic languages that investigates this distinction. While they describe the

difference between the two classes as a continuum, and not as definite categories, their

account supports this distinction. They list 16 criteria that can be used to typologically

distinguish the two groups (Nübling and Schrambke 2004: 284-285). While these cannot

be discussed in their entirety here, some important differences should be pointed out.

Fundamentally, syllable languages use the syllable as the fundamental prosodic unit,

whereas word languages (also called accent languages) use the word. This fundamental

distinction is followed by a preference for open syllables with CV-structure of equal

length in syllable languages, contrasted with variable syllables of different complexity

in dependence of accent in word languages. Syllable languages may show ephenthesis

motivated by an optimization of syllable structure, whereas word languages may do so

for the optimization of morphological structures. An example for this is provided by

the epenthesis of -n- in Swiss German in cases like Swiss German wo-n-i, StdG. wo ich
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‘where I’ Nübling and Schrambke (2004: 300-301). In line with their later work cited

above, Nübling and Schrambke (2004: 292-293) point to the the linking element -s- as

an element that increases the transparency of morphemic structures, while at the same

time increasing the complexity of syllables, thus moving away from the CV-structure

preferred in syllable languages. While I am not aware of any studies that apply this

typological distinction to Swiss Standard German, it is conceivable that this difference

in the dialect would extend into the standard language and thus influence the use of

linking elements if their use is indeed (at least in part) conditioned by phonological

factors.

The influence of these typological differences should not be stressed without

further investigation. This is particularly important, because Kopf (2017: 186-190)

has recently called the results by Nübling and Szczepaniak (2008) that pertain to the

use of the linking -s- into question. Resolving the factors that influence the use of

linking elements is ultimately beyond the scope of this study and therefore will not

be attempted. Even if the marking of word boundaries as proposed by Nübling and

Szczepaniak is not the decisive factor for the use of linking -s- in German Standard

German, it does not necessarily follow that a typological difference between Alemannic

dialects and (German) Standard German cannot account for differences in

Differences in the use of linking elements in compound nouns have been de-

scribed by Meyer (2006: 48) and to a lesser extent by Bickel and Landolt (2012: 92).

Additionally, the lemmata collected in the Duden Schweizerhochdeutsch (Bickel and

Landolt 2012) as well as the Variantenwörterbuch (Ammon et al. 2004) give additional

examples of this feature.Meyer states that generally there is a stronger tendency in SStdG

than in other southern varieties of German to compound nouns without any linking

elements. This is illustrated by compounds involving Bad-, e.g. Badanstalt ‘bathouse,’
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Badgelegenheit ‘swimming spot,’ Badkleidung ‘swimmwear,’ Badmeister ‘lifeguard,’ and

Badzimmer ‘bathroom’. The corresponding GStdG variants of these compound words

are linked through the linking element -e-, i. e. Badeanstalt, Badegelegenheit, Badek-

leidung, Bademeister, and Badezimmer. However, there are also examples where the

Swiss variant of a lexeme shows linking elements that are not present in other varieties

of StdG, e.g. Uhrenmacher ‘watchmaker,’ where the GStdG counterpart is Uhrmacher

(Meyer 2006: 49). For the following analysis, 24 pairs of words were picked from the

literature.

5.4.1 Ausrufezeichen/Ausrufzeichen

The corpora show a total of 22 instances of Ausrufezeichen and Ausrufzeichen ‘exclama-

tion mark.’ Examples for both variants in context are given in (26). The relative distribu-

tion of variants is shown in figures 5.45 and 5.46, the absolute number of occurrences

is given in table 5.27. In the German corpus, there is only evidence of Ausrufezeichen,

occurring once from 1900 to 1924, twice from 1925 to 1949, 5 times from 1950 to 1974,

and 3 times from 1975 to 1999. The Swiss corpus shows evidence of both forms in all

but the period from 1950 to 1974, where no form occurs. Between 1900 and 1924, 2 of 3

instances (67%) are Ausrufezeichen, between 1925 and 1949 1 of 3 (33%), and between

1975 and 1999 3 out of 5 (60%). The p-values for all periods are > 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 1,

1925-1949 p = 0.4, 1950-1974 p = 1, 1975-1999 = 0.4643), indicating that the distribution

might be the result of chance. The occurrence of variants in the Swiss corpus thus do

not indicate a strong preference for either form. Yet the continued appearance of both

forms gains potential relevance if contrasted to the absence of Ausrufzeichen in the

German corpus, which can be read as suggesting that Ausrufezeichen is at the very least

preferred.
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Ausrufezeichen CHTK 2 1 0 3
Ausrufzeichen CHTK 1 2 0 2

Ausrufezeichen DWDS 1 2 5 3
Ausrufzeichen DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 1 0.4 1 0.4643

Table 5.27 – Occurrences of Ausrufezeichen and Ausrufzeichen in the CHTK and the DWDS

(26) a. Nach

after

der

the

Anrede

address

kann

can

man

one

im

in

Brief

letter

ein

a

Ausrufezeichen

exclamation mark

setzen.

put

(DWDS)

‘One can put an exclamation mark in letters after the address.’

b. Nach

after

einem

a

Satz

sentence

mit

with

Imperativ

imperative

wird

gets

häufig

often

ein

a

Ausrufzeichen

exclamation mark

gesetzt.

put

(CHTK)

‘An exclamation mark is frequently put after sentences including an impera-

tive.’

5.4.2 Badezimmer/Badzimmer

The corpus revealed a total of 134 instances of Badezimmer and Badzimmer ‘bathroom,’

48 of which appeared in the German, 86 in the Swiss corpus. Context for both variants

is given in examples (27). Figures 5.47 and 5.48 show the relative distribution of variants
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Figure 5.45 – Percentages of Ausrufezeichen and Ausrufzeichen in the CHTK

Figure 5.46 – Percentages of Ausrufezeichen and Ausrufzeichen in the DWDS
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in the corpora, table 5.28 the absolute number of occurrences. All instances in the

German corpus are only of the variant Badezimmer, appearing in 4 instances between

1900 and 1924, 11 between 1925 and 1949, 17 between 1950 and 1974, and 16 instances

between 1975 and 1999. In the Swiss corpus, both variants appear in all sections of the

corpus, although there is a strong preference for the variant Badzimmer (which was the

only form found in the German corpus). It accounts for 8 of the 10 (80%) occurrences

between 1900 and 1924, 24 of the 27 occurrences (89%) between 1925 and 1949, 20 of

the 22 cases (92%) between 1950 and 1974, and 26 of the 27 cases (96%) found from 1974

to 1999. Badzimmer thus appears as an exception in the Swiss corpus. The p-values

for all periods are > 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 1, 1925-1949 p = 0.5423, 1950-1974 p = 0.4953,

1975-1999 = 1), and thus indicates that the occurrence of the variant Badzimmer in the

Swiss corpus is not statistically significant. At the same time, it is worth considering that

this variant appears consistently only in the Swiss corpus and despite falling frequency

does not disappear entirely, which suggests its continued, albeit less prominent use in

Switzerland, while there is nothing to suggest this use in the German corpus.

(27) a. Allerdings

however

war

was

sie

she

nun

now

gezwungen,

forced

das

the

Badezimmer

bathroom

des

the

untern

lower

Stockwerks

floor

zu

to

benutzen.

use

(CHTK)

‘However, she was forced to use the bathroom of the lower floor now.’
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Figure 5.47 – Percentages of Badezimmer and Badzimmer in the CHTK

b. Und

and

schau

look

dir

you

einmal

once

die

the

Küche

kitchen

an:

at

weiss

white

gekachelt,

tiled

mit

with

Boiler

boiler

und

and

Eisschrank,

freezer

so

as

gross

tall

wie

as

ein

a

Kleiderkasten,

wardrobe

und

and

das

the

Badzimmer

bathroom

voller

full

Sachen,

things

die

that

uns

us

nichts

nothing

angehen.

concern

‘And look at the kitchen: tiled white, with boiler and freezer, as tall as a

wardrobe, and the bathroom full of things that don’t concern us.’
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Figure 5.48 – Percentages of Badezimmer and Badzimmer in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Badezimmer CHTK 8 24 20 26
Badzimmer CHTK 2 3 2 1

Badezimmer DWDS 4 11 17 16
Badzimmer DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 1 0.5423 0.4953 1

Table 5.28 – Occurrences of Badezimmer and Badzimmer in the CHTK and the DWDS
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5.4.3 Fegefeuer/Fegfeuer

The two variants of Fegefeuer ‘purgatory’ appear in 32 cases in both corpora, 20 of

which appear in the Swiss, 12 in the German corpus. Table 5.29 gives the absolute

number occurrences in the corpus, figures 5.49 and 5.50 show their relative distribution.

In the period between 1900 and 1924, both copora show evidence of both variants,

instances of which are shown in (28). In the Swiss corpus, Fegfeuer appears in 3 out

of 5 cases (60%), where in the German corpus, it accounts for 1 of the 4 instances

(25%). This is suggestive of different preferences in Germany and Switzerland at the

beginning of the century, although the small number of occurrences leaves a high

degree of uncertainty to this interpretation. However, it is backed to some extent by the

subsequent periods. In the German corpus, only Fegefeuer occurs in the later sections,

appearing twice between 1925 and 1949, once between 1950 and 1974, and in 5 cases

from 1975 to 1999. In the Swiss corpus, between 1925 and 1949, 4 cases of both variants

appear. Between 1950 and 1974, of the 5 total occurrences 4 (80%) are of the variant

Fegefeuer, which is the only variant that appears between 1975 and 1999 in 2 cases.

Comparing the distribution of variants in the corpora, the p-values for all periods are

> 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 0.5238, 1925-1949 p = 0.3189, 1950-1974 p = 1, 1975-1999 = 1)

and thus not statistically significant. Looking at the trajectory of the numbers, however,

these numbers could indicate a that the Swiss corpus follows the German trend in

the adoption of the variant Fegefeuer - a variant is already dominant in Germany at

the beginning of the century, and then becomes the only variant. Because of the very

limited number of occurrences, however, this reading can only be adopted cautiously.
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Fegefeuer CHTK 2 4 4 2
Fegfeuer CHTK 3 4 1 0

Fegefeuer DWDS 3 2 1 5
Fegfeuer DWDS 1 0 0 0

p-value 0.5238 0.3189 1 1

Table 5.29 – Occurrences of Fegefeuer and Fegfeuer in the CHTK and the DWDS

(28) a. Als

when

nun

now

viele

many

Leute

people

Ablaßbriefe

indulgence

kauften,

letters

um

baught

damit

to

sich

therewith

oder

themselves

ihre

or

schon

their

verstorbenen

deceased

Angehörigen

relatives

vom

from

Fegefeuer

purgatory

zu

to

befreien,

liberate

trat

stepped

Luther

Luther

öffentlich

publicly

dagegen

against

auf.

up

(CHTK)

‘Now, when many people bought indulgences in order to liberate themselves

or their relatives from purgatory, Luther stood up against this in public.’

b. Dadurch

through-that

hatten

had

sie,

they,

wie

as

sie

they

glaubten,

thought,

zweifellos

undoubtedly

eine

a

bangende

trembling

Seele

soul

aus

from

dem

the

Fegfeuer

purgatory

erlöst

saved

(CHTK)

‘By doing so they had, as they thought, without doubt saved a trembling soul

from purgatory.’
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Figure 5.49 – Percentages of Fegefeuer and Fegfeuer in the CHTK

Figure 5.50 – Percentages of Fegefeuer and Fegfeuer in the DWDS
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5.4.4 Gesetzentwurf/Gesetzesentwurf

There are 262 instances of Gesetzentwurf and Gesetzesentwurf ‘draft law’ in the corpus.

Examples are given in (29). Table 5.30 gives the absolute number of occurrences, figures

5.51 and 5.52 show the relative distribution of variants. Of these instances, only 57

appear in the Swiss corpus against 205 in the German. The German corpus between

1900 and 1924 shows 69 cases of only Gesetzentwurf, and this variant appears exclusively

as well between 1925 and 1949 71 times. Yet in the following sections, the other variant

appears. Between 1950 and 1974, it appears in 5 out of 37 instances (12%), and between

1975 and 1999 in 3 out of 20 (13%). In the Swiss corpus, both variants appear already in

the initial section, with an apparent preference for the variant Gesetzesenwurf, which

appears in 12 of 17 (71%) instances. This continues between 1925 and 1949, where it

appears in 7 of the 9 cases (78%), and further between 1950 and 1974, where it is in

11 out of 12 instances (92%). Still between 1975 and 1999, Gesetzesentwurf remains

dominant and appears in 16 out of 19 instances (84%). The p-values for all periods

are < 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 4.047e-11, 1925-1949 p = 1.133e-08, 1950-1974 p = 4.119e-10,

1975-1999 = 7.776e-07) supporting the interpretation that either corpus has a distinct

preferred variant throughout the century. Yet the data further suggests that the variant

Gesetzesentwurf gains broader usage only in the second half of the 20th century in

Germany, whereas the Swiss corpus evidences both forms throughout the entire corpus

despite its preference for this form.
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Gesetzentwurf CHTK 5 2 1 3
Gesetzesentwurf CHTK 12 7 11 16

Gesetzentwurf DWDS 69 71 37 20
Gesetzesentwurf DWDS 0 0 5 3

p-value 4.047e-11 1.133e-08 4.119e-10 7.776e-07

Table 5.30 – Occurrences of Gesetzentwurf and Gesetzesentwurf in the CHTK and the DWDS

(29) a. Zuletzt

last

legte

laid

1979

1979

der

the

konservative

conservative

Premierminister

prime-minister

Raymond

Raymond

Barre

Barre

einen

a

entsprechenden

according

Gesetzentwurf

law-draft

vor

fore

(DWDS)

‘Most recently prime minister Raymond Barre proposed an appropriate draft

law.’

b. Der

the

Gesetzesentwurf

draft law

einer

a

neuen

new

Verfassung

constitution

der

the

waadtländischen

Vaudian

Staatskirche

state church

sieht

sees

das

the

Frauenstimmrecht

woman’s suffraget

vor,

for

das

that

die

the

dortige

there

Freikirche

free church

schon

already

besitzt.

possesses

(CHTK)

‘The draft law of a new constitution for the state church of the Canton of

Vaudt provides for women’s voting rights which the local free church already

possesses.’
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Figure 5.51 – Percentages of Gesetzentwurf and Gesetzesentwurf in the CHTK

Figure 5.52 – Percentages of Gesetzentwurf and Gesetzesentwurf in the DWDS
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5.4.5 Hemdsärmel/Hemdärmel

Variants of Hemdsärmel ‘shirt sleeve’ appear in 54 instances in the corpus. Their use

in context is shown in (30). Table 5.31 gives the absolute number occurrences in the

corpus, figures 5.53 and 5.54 show their relative distribution. Both the German and the

Swiss corpus show both variants in the first section of the corpus.

(30) a. Ein

a

alter

old

Arbeiter

worker

krempelt

hitch

die

the

Hemdsärmel

shirt sleeves

hoch

up

und

and

zeigt

shows

dem

the

Ersten

first

seine

his

dick

thick

geschwollenen

swollen

Gelenke

joints

(DWDS)

‘An old worker rolls up his shirt sleeves and shows the first his thick swollen

joints’

b. Diese

these

weiblichen

female

Klettgauertrachten

Klettgau garbs

seien

were

unendlich

undefinitely

unpraktisch

impractical

und

and

mühsam

tedious

zu

to

tragen,

wear

insbesonders

particularly

diese

these

gestärkten

starched

Hemdärmel

shirt sleeves

(CHTK)

‘This traditional Klettgau clothing was indefinitely impractial and tedious to

wear, in particular these starched shirt sleeves.’

In the Swiss corpus, the variant Hemdärmel appears in 15 (94%) out of 16 instances, and

thus seems preferred. This continues between 1925 and 1949, where 8 out of 12 (67%),

and between 1950 and 1975, where all 4 occurrences are of this variant. Yet between

1975 and 1999, only the variant Hemdsärmel occurs in 4 cases. These findings suggest

a change in the preference, although in light of the small number of occurrences the
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Figure 5.53 – Percentages of Hemdärmel and Hemdsärmel in the CHTK

abrupt reversal in the second half of the century might be misleading. In the German

corpus, both variants appear continuously throughout the whole period. With two

instances of either variants, the distribution is even between 1900 and 1924. Between

1925 and 1949, 3 out of 7 instances (43%) are of Hemdsärmel, between 1950 and 1975

2 out of 3 (67%), and between 1975 3 out of 4 (75%). This data might indicate an

increasing popularity of the form Hemdsärmel. However, the scarcity of findings means

that this interpretation is perhaps not entirely reliable. Overall, from the data found it

does not seem evident that a clear preference for one form has developed in Germany

at the end of the investigated period. The p-values for all periods are > 0.05 (1900-1924

p = 0.08772, 1925-1949 p = 1, 1950-1974 p = 0.1429, 1975-1999 = 1), furthering the doubt

whether there is or has been a distinct use of variants at any point in time.
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Figure 5.54 – Percentages of Hemdärmel and Hemdsärmel in the CHTK

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Hemdsärmel CHTK 1 4 0 4
Hemdärmel CHTK 15 8 4 0

Hemdsärmel DWDS 2 3 2 3
Hemdärmel DWDS 2 4 1 1

p-value 0.08772 1 0.1429 1

Table 5.31 – Occurrences of Hemdsärmel and Hemdärmel in the CHTK and the DWDS
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5.4.6 Jahreszahl/Jahrzahl

The variants Jahreszahl and Jahrzahl ‘year’ occurred in 117 cases. (31) shows both

variants in context. Figures 5.55 and 5.56 show the relative distribution of variants in

the corpora, table 5.32 the absolute number of occurrences.

(31) a. Er

He

macht

takes

einen

a

Schritt

step

auf

to

die

the

erste

first

Vitrine

showcase

zu

to

und

and

liest

reads

den

the

Namen

name

und

and

die

the

Jahreszahl

year-number

auf

on

dem

the

Pappkärtchen:

cardboard notelet

1979.

1979

(DWDS)

‘He makes a step toward the first showcase and reads the name and year on

the little piece of cardboard: 1979’

b. Eine

A

Jahrzahl

year

fehlt

lacks

der

the

Zeichnung.

drawing.

(CHTK)

‘The drawing does not have a year.’

Of these, the majority of 88 cases appeared in the Swiss and 29 in the German corpus.

The latter appears to feature the variant Jahreszahl consistently, which occurs in 8

instances in the period from 1900 to 1924, and in 7 instances in all following periods. In

the Swiss corpus, both variants continuously co-occur. In the the first three sections,

Jahreszahl appears slightly more frequent, in 12 of 22 cases (55%) between 1900 and

1924, 17 out of 24 (71%) between 1925 and 1949, and 13 out of 25 (52%) between

1950 and 1974. Between 1975 and 1999, Jahrzahl appears in 10 of 17 cases (59%), and

thus more frequently. The Swiss corpus thus might indicate a shift in preference from

Jahreszahl to Jahrzahl, yet this might be the result of chance, in light of the relatively
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Figure 5.55 – Percentages of Jahreszahl and Jahrzahl in the CHTK

balanced distribution at both ends of the period investigated. More significantly, the

data shows the lasting and relatively equal use of both variants in Switzerland, while

it only evidences the use of Jahreszahl in Germany. This difference is supported by

the p-values < 0.05 in three periods (1900-1924 p = 0.02876, 1950-1974 p = 0.02876,

1950-1974 p = 0.01876), with p = 0.1608 in the period from 1925-1949. While this last

p-value does not reach statistical significance, the continued presence of both variants

in the Swiss corpus and the absence of Jahrzahl in the German corpus gives credibility

to a reading that sees both variants in broad use in Switzerland but not in Germany.

5.4.7 Kirchengemeinde/Kirchgemeinde

The variants of Kirchengemeinde ‘congregation’ occurred in 133 cases in the corpus. Of

these 122 occurred in the Swiss corpus, and only 11 in the German corpus. Examples for
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Figure 5.56 – Percentages of Jahreszahl and Jahrzahl in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Jahreszahl CHTK 12 17 13 7
Jahrzahl CHTK 10 7 12 10

Jahreszahl DWDS 8 7 7 7
Jahrzahl DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 0.02876 0.1608 0.02876 0.01876

Table 5.32 – Occurrences of Jahreszahl and Jahreszahl in the CHTK and the DWDS
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both variants are given in (32). The relative distribution of variants is shown in figures

5.57 and 5.58, the absolute number of occurrences is given in table 5.33.

(32) a. Und

And

wir

we

müssen

must

in

in

den

the

Kirchengemeinden

church community

offen

open

sein

be

auch

also

für

for

multiple

multiple

Nutzungskonzepte

usage-concepts

(DWDS)

‘And we need to be open to multiple concepts of use in the congregations.’

b. Die

The

meisten

most

Ortsnamen

place-names

unserer

our

Kirchgemeinde

church community

scheinen

seem

alemannisch

alemannic

zu

to

sein,

be

wie

like

die

the

Leute

people

selber.

themselves.

(CHTK)

‘Most place names in our congregation seem to be Alemannic, like the people

themselves.’

The Swiss corpus reveals a strong preference for the variant Kirchgemeinde. It is the

only variant that appears from 1900 to 1924 (17 instances) and between 1975 and 1999

(52 instances). Between 1925 and 1949, it appears in 20 of 21 (95%) cases, between 1950

and 1974 in 31 of 32 (97%), leaving Kirchengemeinde as a very exceptional variant in

these periods. The German corpus shows only 2 instances of Kirchgemeinde, which

occur in the section between 1900 and 1924, where Kirchengemeinde is not present.

Between 1925 and 1949, there is no evidence of either form. The period from 1950 to

1974 shows one instance of Kirchengemeinde, and the section from 1975 to 1999 has

8 further instances, suggesting that this is the preferred form in the latter half of the

20th century, with the previous distribution of the variants uncertain. Thus, unlike
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Figure 5.57 – Percentages of Kirchengemeinde and Kirchgemeinde in the CHTK

the history of this word in Germany, the history of its use in Switzerland appears to

be dominated by Kirchengemeinde - a form that seems to be absent or at least less

common in Germany at the end of the 20th century, although the relatively sparse

data from the German corpus leaves uncertainties about the use. This is reflected in

the p-values at p = 1 in the periods 1900-1924 and 1925 and 1949. At p = 0.06061, the

difference between the German and Swiss corpus in the period 1950-1974 might still

be the product of chance. Only in the period 1975-1999, p = 3.908e-10 underscores the

differences in distribution between the two corpora. This leaves the development of the

use of the variants in the German corpus uncertain.

5.4.8 Klebeband/Klebband

The variants Klebeband and Klebband ‘adhesive tape’ appear in only 13 instances, all

but one of which occur in the period between 1975 and 1999. Both variants are shown
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Figure 5.58 – Percentages of Kirchengemeinde and Kirchgemeinde in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Kirchengemeinde CHTK 0 1 1 0
Kirchgemeinde CHTK 17 20 31 52

Kirchengemeinde DWDS 0 0 1 8
Kirchgemeinde DWDS 2 0 0 0

p-value 1 1 0.06061 3.908e-10

Table 5.33 – Occurrences of Kirchengemeinde and Kirchgemeinde in the CHTK and the DWDS
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in context in (33).Table 5.34 gives the absolute number of occurrences, figures 5.59 and

5.60 show the relative distribution of variants.

(33) a. Die

The

drei

three

Spiegel

mirrors

dreieckförmig

triangle shaped

zusammenstellen

arrange

(wie

like

eine

a

“Toblerone”)

Toblerone

und

and

mit

with

Klebband

tape

umwickeln.

wrap

(CHTK)

‘Arrange the three mirrors like in a triangle (like a Toblerone) and wrap with

tape.’

b. Tesa

Tesa

hieß

called

das

the

Klebeband

tape

nun.

now

‘The tape was now called Tesa.’

In the German corpus, all 5 instances are in this section and of the variant Klebeband.

In the Swiss corpus during the same period, 5 instances of Klebeband stand beside

2 instances of Klebband. The difference between the two corpora is not statistically

significant (p = 0.4697). A single additional instance of Klebeband appears between

1950 and 1974. Based on this data, the historical development of the use of the variants

cannot be determined. Because of the small number of occurrences in the period 1975-

1999, there is also no strong evidence of different uses in Germany and Switzerland, yet

it is worth pointing out that both variants are present in the Swiss corpus, while only

Klebband appears in the German corpus.
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Figure 5.59 – Percentages of Klebeband and Klebband in the CHTK

Figure 5.60 – Percentages of Klebeband and Klebband in the DWDS
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Klebeband CHTK 0 0 1 5
Klebband CHTK 0 0 0 2

Klebeband DWDS 0 0 0 5
Klebband DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 1 1 1 0.4697

Table 5.34 – Occurrences of Klebeband and Klebband in the CHTK and the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Klebestreifen CHTK 0 0 0 0
Klebstreifen CHTK 0 0 0 0

Klebestreifen DWDS 0 1 0 1
Klebstreifen DWDS 0 0 0 0

Table 5.35 – Occurrences of Klebestreifen and Klebstreifen in the CHTK and the DWDS

5.4.9 Klebestreifen/Klebstreifen

As can be gleaned from table 5.35, the corpora only featured 2 instances of Klebestreifen

‘adhesive tape’ in the German and one instance of Klebstreifen in the Swiss corpus. This

does not allow for any interpretation. Examples are therefore omitted, as are p-values.

5.4.10 Lastzug/Lastenzug

There are 16 instances of Lastzug and Lastenzug ‘tractor trailer’ in both corpora. Exam-

ples are shown in (34)

(34) a. Auf

On

der

the

Dollendorfer

Dollendorfer

Straße

street

rumpelt

rumbles

ein

a

Lastzug

tractor trailer

vorüber

by

(DWDS)

‘A tractor trailer rumbles by on Dollendorfer Street.’
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Lastzug CHTK 0 1 0 0
Lastenzug CHTK 0 0 0 1

Lastzug DWDS 3 4 2 4
Lastenzug DWDS 1 0 0 0

p-value 1 1 1 0.2

Table 5.36 – Occurrences of Lastzug and Lastenzug in the CHTK and the DWDS

b. Den

The

heranrollenden

approaching

Lastenzug

tractor trailer

bemerkte

noticed

sie

she

nicht.

not

(CHTK)

‘She did not notice the tractor trailer approaching.’

In the Swiss corpus, only one instance of either variant appears, with Lastzug appearing

between 1925 and 1949, and Lastenzug between 1975 and 1999. Apart from the obser-

vation that both variants appear to have been used in Switzerland at some point, this

does not allow for any specific interpretation. The German corpus showed 15 instances

of the variants. A single instance of Lastenzug appears between 1900 and 1924, next

to 3 instances of Lastzug. Four instances of Lastenzug occur from 1925 to 1949, 2 be-

tween 1950 and 1974, and 4 further instances between 1985 and 1999. The low absolute

number of occurrences and in particular in the Swiss corpus makes a comparison of

preference essentially impossible. This is reflected in the p-values > 0.05 (1900-1924 p =

1, 1925-1949 p = 1, 1950-1974 p = 1, 1975-1999 = 0.2).

5.4.11 Mitgliedsbeitrag/Mitgliederbeitrag

Mitgliederbeitrag and Mitgliedsbeitrag ‘membership fee’ appear with different frequen-

cies in the two corpora, with 59 instances in the Swiss corpus, and only 17 in the Ger-
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Figure 5.61 – Percentages of Lastzug and Lastenzug in the CHTK

Figure 5.62 – Percentages of Lastzug and Lastenzug in the DWDS
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man. Both variants are shown in context in (35). Figures 5.63 and 5.64 show the relative

distribution of variants in the corpora, table 5.37 the absolute number of occurrences.

(35) a. Sie

They

zahlen

pay

jeden

every

Monat

month

ihren

their

Mitgliedsbeitrag.

dues

(DWDS)

‘They pay their month every month.’

b. Ihr

Her

Mitgliederbeitrag

dues

war

were

in

in

der

the

Stadt

city

sehr

very

geringfügig,

minor

auf

on

dem

the

Lande

countryside

war

was

die

the

Mitgliedschaft

membership

oft

often

ganz

entirely

umsonst.

free

(DWDS)

‘The dues were minor in the city, in the countryside membership was often

entirely free.’

The Swiss corpus shows an overall preference for the form Mitgliederbeitrag. This

variant appears in all of the 5 instances in the period between 1900 and 1924, and in

9 of the 11 instances (82%) between 1925 and 1949. From 1950 to 1974, again all 15

occurrences are of Mitgliederbeitrag, as well as all but 1 of the 28 instances (4%) between

1975 and 1999. This indicates a strong preference for Mitgliederbeitrag throughout the

century, with the data supporting this in particular in the second half of the century.

Because of the lower number of instances, the data from the German corpus is less

clear. Overall, the form Mitgliedsbeitrag appears more frequently. Yet in the first section

of the corpus, it appears only once, with 2 instances of Mitgliederbeitrag. However, in

the period between 1925 and 1949, all 4 instances are of Mitgliedsbeitrag. From 1950

to 1974, it again appears more frequently, in 3 of the 4 instances (75%), and between

1975 and 1999 it is the only variant and appears 6 times. While the data thus paints
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Figure 5.63 – Percentages of Mitgliedsbeitrag and Mitgliederbeitrag in the CHTK

an unclear picture of the use of the variants in Germany in the beginning of the 20th

century, it nonetheless suggests that Mitgliedsbeitrag emerged as the preferred variant

over the course of the century. The p-values are < 0.05 in all but the first period (1900-

1924 p = 0.375, 1925-1949 p = 0.01099, 1950-1974 p = 0.004128, 1975-1999 = 5.205e-06),

suggesting that the differences between the corpora are indeed distinct in the later

part of the century. Since the number of occurrences in the Swiss corpus during the

beginning of the century is also comparatively low, it is not evident whether the use

of Mitgliederbeitrag is representative, or whether a higher degree of variation should

be assumed here. Notably, in light of the small number of overall occurrences in the

German corpus, the isolated instances of Mitgliederbeitrag point to the potential for

considerable variation in the German corpus as well.
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Figure 5.64 – Percentages of Mitgliedsbeitrag and Mitgliederbeitrag in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Mitgliedsbeitrag CHTK 0 2 0 1
Mitgliederbeitrag CHTK 5 9 15 27

Mitgliedsbeitrag DWDS 1 4 3 6
Mitgliederbeitrag DWDS 2 0 1 0

p-value 0.375 0.01099 0.004128 5.205e-06

Table 5.37 – Occurrences of Mitgliedsbeitrag and Mitgliederbeitrag in the CHTK and the DWDS
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5.4.12 Modenschau/Modeschau

There are a total of 26 occurrences of both variants of Modenschau ‘fashion show’ in

the corpora. Both are shown in context in (36). Table 5.38 gives the absolute number of

occurrences in the corpus, while figures 5.65 and 5.66 show their relative distribution.

(36) a. Ihre

her

besten

best

Stücke

pieces

aber

but

sind

are

unverkäuflich,

insalable

die

them

zeigt

shows

sie

she

auf

at

Modenschauen.

fashion shows

(DWDS)

‘But her best pieces are not for sale, she shows them on fashion shows.’

b. Doch

but

in

in

den

the

frühen

early

Stunden

hours

des

the

Nachmittags

afternoon’s

schon

already

konnte

could

man

one

ganze

whole

Frauenpilgerzüge

trails of women’s pilgrims

beobachten,

watch

die

that

dem

the

verlockenden

tempting

Ziel

goal

der

the

Modeschau

fashion-show

entgegenwanderten.

against-wandered

(CHTK)

‘But already in the early hours of the afternoon one could see entire pil-

grimages of women that wandered towards the tempting goal, the fashion

show.’

14 fall into the Swiss, 12 into the German corpus. In the Swiss corpus, both forms

are absent in the period from 1900 to 1924. Between 1925 and 1939, 5 instances of

Modeschau appear, while Modenschau remains absent. This is also the case between

1950 and 1974, where Modeschau appears 3 times. Only between 1975 and 1999 both
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Figure 5.65 – Percentages of Modeschau and Modenschau in the CHTK

forms appear, with Modenschau occurring twice (33%) and Modeschau occurring 4

(67%) times. The German corpus shows one instance of Modenschau already in the

period between 1900 and 1924. Between 1925 and 1949, both forms appear twice each.

Between 1950 and 1974, there is again a single occurrence of Modenschau. For the

period from 1975 and 1999, both forms are present again, Modenschau appearing in

4 instances (67%), and Modeschau appearing twice (33%). Because the variants are

comparatively rare in both corpora, all conclusions drawn from this data have to remain

tentative, which is underscored by the p-values are > 0.05 for all periods (1900-1924 p =

1, 1925-1949 p = 0.1667, 1950-1974 p = 0.25, 1975-1999 = 0.5671). As they stand, they

suggest that in Switzerland, there may have been an initial preference for Modeschau,

yet subsequently, the variant Modenschau also gained popularity. In the German corpus,

on the other hand, there appears to be a more continuous presence for both forms,

which seem to have coexisted.
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Figure 5.66 – Percentages of Modeschau and Modenschau in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Modenschau CHTK 0 0 0 2
Modeschau CHTK 0 5 3 4

Modenschau DWDS 1 2 1 4
Modeschau DWDS 0 2 0 2

p-value 1 0.1667 0.25 0.5671

Table 5.38 – Occurrences of Modenschau and Modeschau in the CHTK and the DWDS
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5.4.13 Pressefreiheit/Pressfreiheit

There are 76 instances of Pressfreiheit and Pressefreiheit ‘freedom of press’ in the corpus,

of which 46 appear in the Swiss, 30 in the German corpus. Both forms are shown in

context in (37). Figures 5.67 and 5.68 show the relative distribution of variants in the

corpora, table 5.39 the absolute number of occurrences.

(37) a. Das

the

Recht

right

auf

on

Pressefreiheit

press-freedom

schließt

includes

in

in

sich

itself

auch

also

strenge

strict

Pflichten

duties

gegenüber

towards

dem

the

Gemeinwohl.

common welfare

(CHTK)

‘The right to freedom of press includes strict duties towards the common

welfarel as well.’

b. Ferner

further

verdanken

owe

wir

we

dem

the

Liberalismus

liberalism

die

the

riesige

giant

Entwicklung

development

der

the

Presse

press

und

and

die

the

Preßfreiheit.

press-freedom

(CHTK)

‘Further we owe to liberalism the immense development of the press and

freedom of press.’

In the Swiss corpus, the period between 1900 and 1924 shows only the form Pressfreiheit,

appearing in 7 instances. In the period between 1925 and 1949, however, the form

Pressefreiheit already appears more frequently, in 8 out of 11 instances (73%). The

dominance of this form continues between 1950 and 1974, where it accounts for 14 of

the 15 instances (93%). Between 1975 and 1999, finally, Pressefreiheit is the only form,
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Pressefreiheit CHTK 0 8 14 13
Pressfreiheit CHTK 7 3 1 0

Pressefreiheit DWDS 1 4 11 9
Pressfreiheit DWDS 3 1 0 1

p-value 0.3636 1 1 0.4348

Table 5.39 – Occurrences of Pressefreiheit and Pressfreiheit in the CHTK and the DWDS

appearing 13 times. The German corpus seems to show a similar trend. Between 1900

and 1924, 3 of the 4 occurrences are of Pressfreiheit. Between 1925 and 1949, Presse-

freiheit appears in 4 out of 5 instances (80%), and between 1950 and 1974, there are 11

instances of only Pressefreiheit. From 1975 to 1999 there is one instance (10%) of Press-

freiheit against 9 (90%) instances of Pressefreiheit. Because this isolated case appears

in a historiographic text, it seems reasonable to assume that it is not representative of

a broader usage, but rather used because of the historical nature of the text. Both the

Swiss and the German corpus thus show a very similar pattern, where it appears that

the form Pressfreiheit was still common and even dominant in the beginning of the 20th

century, yet this preference changed over the course of the century. By the end of the

20th century, Pressefreiheit seems to be the only variant in use. This development may

have been lead by Germany, but the small number of occurrences does not allow to

claim this conclusively, which is also indicated by the p-values > 0.05 (1900-1924 p =

0.3636, 1925-1949 p = 1, 1950-1974 p = 1, 1975-1999 = 0.4348).

5.4.14 Rinderbraten/Rindsbraten

Because there are only 7 total instances of Rinderbraten and Rindsbraten ‘roast beef,’

little can be said about their distribution. However, both corpora only feature one

distinct variant, as is shown in table 5.40. The Swiss corpus shows 3 instances of Rinds-
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Figure 5.67 – Percentages of Pressefreiheit and Pressfreiheit in the CHTK

Figure 5.68 – Percentages of Pressefreiheit and Pressfreiheit in the DWDS
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Rinderbraten CHTK 0 0 0 0
Rindsbraten CHTK 0 2 1 0

Rinderbraten DWDS 1 1 1 0
Rindsbraten DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 1 0.3333 1 1

Table 5.40 – Occurrences of Rinderbraten and Rindsbraten in the CHTK and the DWDS

braten, whereas the German corpus contains 4 cases of Rinderbraten. This confirms the

description found in the literature, yet because of the small number of instances cannot

be considered reliable.

5.4.15 Schattenseite/Schattseite

Schattenseite and its variant Schattseite ‘shady side’ appear in 119 instances in the

corpus, of which 83 appear in the Swiss corpus, 36 in the German corpus. Examples in

context are given in (38). Figures 5.69 and 5.70 show the relative distribution of variants

in the corpora, table 5.41 the absolute number of occurrences.

(38) a. Eine

a

Schattenseite

shady side

zentralistischer

centralistic

Macht

power

wurde

became

erwähnt,

mentioned

aber

but

blicken

look

wir

we

jetzt

now

auf

on

die

the

Vorteile.

advantages

(DWDS)

‘A downside of centralistic power was mentioned, but let us now look at the

advantages.’
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b. Langwierige

lengthy

Laborarbeiten:

lab works

das

that

gehört

belongs

für

for

mich

me

zu

to

den

the

Schattseiten

shady sides

meines

my

Berufes

job

(CHTK)

‘Lenghtly lab work - that is among the downsides of my job.’

In the German corpus, only the variant Schattenseite is present. it appears 13 times

between 1900 and 1924, and 11 times between 1925 and 1949. The frequency appears

to drop in the second half of the corpus, where it appears only 6 times each from 1950

to 1974 and from 1975 to 1999. In the Swiss corpus, the variant Schattenseite appears as

preferred as well. Yet both variants are present in all but the period between 1950 and

1974, where it occurs 19 times. In the other periods, it appears in 15 of the 18 instances

(83%) between 1900 and 1924, 25 of the 26 (96%) instances between 1925 and 1949,

and 18 of the 20 instances (90%) between 1975 and 1999. The p-values for all periods

are > 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 0.2452, 1925-1949 p = 1, 1950-1974 p = 1, 1975-1999 = 1),

thus calling for caution in making claims about the distribution. However, because the

variant Schattseite only appears in the Swiss corpus throughout all sections, its absence

in the German corpus gains a certain degree of credibility. It thus appears that although

Schattenseite seems to have been preferred already at the beginning of the 20th century,

the less popular Schattseite remained in use.

5.4.16 Schweinebraten/Schweinsbraten

With only 23 instances, Schweinsbraten and Schweinebraten ‘roast pork’ occur compara-

tively rarely in the corpora. Examples are shown in (39). Table 5.42 gives the absolute
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Figure 5.69 – Percentages of Schattenseite and Schattseite in the CHTK

Figure 5.70 – Percentages of Schattenseite and Schattseite in the DWDS
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Schattenseite CHTK 15 25 19 18
Schattseite CHTK 3 1 0 2

Schattenseite DWDS 13 11 6 6
Schattseite DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 0.2452 1 1 1

Table 5.41 – Occurrences of Schattenseite and Schattseite in the CHTK and the DWDS

number occurrences in the corpus, figures 5.71 and 5.72 show their relative distribution.

(39) a. Aus

from

Höflichkeit

courtesy

für

for

den

the

Wirt

landlord

hatte

had

er

he

von

from

dem

the

bestellten

ordered

Schweinebraten

pork roast

heruntergewürgt;

choked down

weiter

further

nun

now

konnte

could

er

he

nicht

not

mehr.

more

(DWDS)

‘He had choked pork roast down out of courtesy to the landlord: now he

could not continue.’

b. Das

the

Fleisch

meat

wird

is

gewaschen,

washed

mit

with

Salz

salt

und

and

Pfeffer

pepper

eingerieben

rubbed

und

and

zubereitet

prepared

wie

like

Schweinsbraten.

pork roast

(CHTK)

‘The meat is cleaned, rubbed with salt and pepper, and prepared like a pork

roast.’

Nine instances occur in the Swiss corpus, 14 in the German corpus. Between 1900 and

1924, neither form is found in either corpus. Schweinsbraten continues to be absent in
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Figure 5.71 – Percentages of Schweinebraten and Schweinsbraten in the CHTk

the German corpus through the following periods. Yet Schweinebraten occurs 5 times

between 1925 and 1949, 3 times between 1950 and 1974, and 6 times between 1975 and

1999. From what can be gleaned from the scarce data, it appears that Schweinebraten is

the dominant form in Germany throughout the century, although some doubt about

this has to remain. In the Swiss corpus, between both forms occur once between 1925

and 1949, and 4 times between 1950 and 1974. Between 1975 and 1999, there is a single

occurrence of Schweinsbraten. The lack of data on both ends of the century does not

allow the assessment of a trajectory of the development, yet the data from the middle

of the century suggests that both forms were in use use without a clear dominance

of either. The p-values > 0.05 in all periods (1900-1924 p = 1, 1925-1949 p = 0.2857,

1950-1974 p = 0.4643, 1975-1999 = 0.1429) support a cautious interpretation of the

difference between the corpora.
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Figure 5.72 – Percentages of Schweinebraten and Schweinsbraten in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Schweinebraten CHTK 0 1 3 0
Schweinsbraten CHTK 0 1 3 1

Schweinebraten DWDS 0 5 3 6
Schweinsbraten DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 1 0.2857 0.4643 0.1429

Table 5.42 – Occurrences of Schweinebraten and Schweinsbraten in the CHTK and the DWDS
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5.4.17 Störenfried/Störefried

The corpora contain 56 instances of Störenfried ‘troublemaker,’ with 33 occurring in

the Swiss corpus and 23 in the German. (39) shows examples of both variants. Table

5.43 gives the absolute number of occurrences, figures 5.73 and 5.74 show the relative

distribution of variants.

(40) a. Allerdings

however

konnte

could

die

the

oppositionelle

oppositional

Literatur

literature

seit

since

dem

the

Naturalismus

naturalism

nicht

not

mehr

more

wie

like

einst

once

das

the

Junge

young

Deutschland

Germany

auf

on

die

the

Sympathie

sympathy

des

the

Bürgertums

bourgeoisie

hoffen,

hope

sondern

but

galt

weighed

nur

only

als

as

Störenfried.

troublemaker

(DWDS)

‘However, unlike once the “Junge Deutschland’, since naturalism the oppo-

sitional literature could no longer hope for the sympathy of the bourgeoisie

and was perceived only as troublemaker.
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b. Hannes

Hannes

erinnerte

remembered

sich

himself

auch,

too

wie

how

sein

his

kleiner

smaller

Bruder

brother

an

to

das

the

Tischbein

table leg

gebunden

tied

wurde

became

-

-

denn

because

man

one

konnte

could

den

the

Störefried

troublemaker

nicht

not

in

in

der

the

Stube

parlor

herumkrabbelnd

crawl around

brauchen,

need

Kinder

children

waren

were

überhaupt

generally

lästig.

bothersome

‘Hannes also remembered how his smaller brother was tied to the table leg

- because no one had use for the troublemaker in the parlor; children in

general were bothersome.’

In the German corpus, Störfried is not evidenced. However, the variant Störenfried

occurs 3 times between 1900 and 1924, 7 times between 1925 and 1949, 5 times between

1950 and 1974, and 8 times between 1975 and 1999.

In the Swiss corpus,both variants are present in all periods. The variant Stören-

fried occurs in 7 of the 11 (64%) instances between 1900 and 1924, in 6 of the 8 instances

(75%) between 1925 and 1949, and in 6 of the 7 instances (86%) between both 1950

and 1974 and 1975 and 1999. The frequency of Störefried thus seems to decrease over

the course of the century, although the small number of occurrences does not allow a

strong claim about this to be made. Caution is also called for in the interpretation of the

difference between the Swiss and the German corpus. The p-values for all periods are >

0.05 (1900-1924 p = 0.5055, 1925-1949 p = 0.4667, 1950-1974 p = 1, 1975-1999 = 0.4667),

and thus not statistically significant. At the same time, the continued absence of the

variant Störefried in the German corpus, while it is constantly represented in the Swiss
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Figure 5.73 – Percentages of Störenfried and Störefried in the CHTK

corpus, gives some support for reading it as a variant that appears only in Switzerland,

albeit less frequent than the variant Störenfried.

5.4.18 Tagebau/Tagbau

The corpora feature 16 instances of Tagebau and Tagbau ‘strip mining.’ Examples for

both variants are given in (41). The relative distribution of variants is shown in figures

5.75 and 5.76, the absolute number of occurrences is given in table 5.44.
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Figure 5.74 – Percentages of Störenfried and Störefried in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Störenfried CHTK 7 6 6 6
Störefried CHTK 4 2 1 1

Störenfried DWDS 3 7 5 8
Störefried DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 0.5055 0.4667 1 0.4667

Table 5.43 – Occurrences of Störenfried and Störefried in the CHTK and the DWDS
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(41) a. Wir

we

beherrschen

control

jetzt

now

beispielsweise

for-example

im

in

Tagebau

strip mine

die

the

Kohleförderung

coal-extraction

bei

at

großer

great

Kälte,

cold

aber

but

noch

yet

nicht

not

bei

at

lang

long

anhaltenden

lasting

Regenfällen.

rainfalls

(DWDS)

‘For example, we now can conduct strip mining in extreme cold, but not yet

in extended rainfall.’

b. In

in

der

the

Bundesrepublik

federal republic

gibt

gives

es

it

Orte,

places

wo

where

man

one

meint,

means

Landschaften

landscapes

künstlich

artificially

schaffen

create

zu

to

müssen,

must

weil

because

dort

there

vorher

before

im

in

Tagbau

strip mining

Braunkohle

brown-coal

gef"ordert

mined

wurde.

was

(CHTK)

‘There are places in the FRG where one deems it necessary to create land-

scapes artificially because brown coal was once extracted there in strip mines.’

Of these, 5 occur in the Swiss and 11 in the German corpus. The Swiss corpus only

shows the variant Tagbau, yet it does not appear in the period between 1900 and 1949.

Between 1950 and 1974, there are 4 instances, and 1 further instance appears between

1975 and 1999. This suggests that Tagbau is the preferred variant, but doubt remains

due to the very small number of instances. In the German corpus, neither variant is

present between 1900 and 1924. Between 1925 and 1949, there are 2 instances of only

Tagbau. Between 1950 and 1974, Tagbau appears once, while Tagebau appears 3 times.
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Figure 5.75 – Percentages of Tagebau and Tagbau in the CHTK

Between 1974 and 1999, Tagebau is the only present variant, appearing 5 times. This

data, like that of the Swiss corpus, is rather scarce and ambiguous. It hints at the use of

both forms in Germany throughout the century, yet it does not give a clear impression

of the use of the variants. The p-values > 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 1, 1925-1949 p = 1, 1950-

1974 p = 0.1429, 1975-1999 = 0.1667) caution not to overstress the apparent difference

between the two corpora.

5.4.19 Tagesreise/Tagreise

With only 14 total instances, Tagesreise and Tagreise ‘a day’s journey’ are also rare in the

corpora, of which the Swiss corpus contains 11, the German 3. Examples are shown

in (42). Figures 5.77 and 5.78 show the relative distribution of variants in the corpora,

table 5.45 the absolute number of occurrences.
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Figure 5.76 – Percentages of Tagebau and Tagbau in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Tagebau CHTK 0 0 0 0
Tagbau CHTK 0 0 4 1

Tagebau DWDS 0 0 3 5
Tagbau DWDS 0 2 1 0

p-value 1 1 0.1429 0.1667

Table 5.44 – Occurrences of Tagebau and Tagbau in the CHTK and the DWDS
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(42) a. Schon

already

nach

after

einer

a

Tagesreise

day’s journey

befanden

located

wir

we

uns

us

in

in

einem

a

Distrikt,

district

wo

where

es

it

viele

many

wilde

wild

Büffel

buffaloes

gab.

gave

(DWDS)

‘Already after a day’s journey we found ourselves in a district where there

were many wild buffaloes.’

b. Gern

glady

hätten

had

uns

us

unsere

our

Gastgeber

hosts

länger

longer

beherbergt,

housed

aber

but

wer

who

ließe

let

sich

themselves

zurückhalten,

back-hold

wenn

when

die

the

Eltern

parents

nur

only

eine

a

Tagreise

day’s journey

entfernt

remote

warten.

wait

(CHTK)

‘Our hosts would have gladly housed us longer, but who would let themselves

be held back when their parents wait only a day’s journey away.’

In the Swiss corpus both variants appear in almost all segments. Between 1900 and

1924, Tagesreise appears once, Tagreise twice. Between 1925 and 1949, there is 1 instance

of only Tagesreise. From 1950 to 1974, Tagesreise appears once more, with 2 instances of

Tagreise, and between 1975 and 1999, Tagesreise appears in 3 instances, Tagreise appears

once. This data suggests suggests that both variants have enjoyed continuous use in

Switzerland throughout the century. Because of the small number of instances, they

do not allow to draw any conclusions for a potential development of preference. In

the German corpus, both variants appear once in the period between 1900 and 1924.

Between 1925 and 1974, neither variant appears, and between 1975 and 1999, there is
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Figure 5.77 – Percentages of Tagesreise and Tagreise in the CHTK

one instance of Tagesreise. While this suggests that both variants might have enjoyed

use at the beginning of the century, the following period shows almost no data. There is

only one isolated occurrence of Tagesreise in the period between 1975 and 1999. This

lack of data does not allow for any statements as to the subsequent development in

Germany. A comparison of both corpora based on the data appears impossible, which

is supported by the p-value of p = 1 in all periods.

5.4.20 Tannenzapfen/Tannzapfen

Of the 40 instances of Tannzapfen and Tannenzapfen ‘fir cone,’ 33 occur in the Swiss

corpus, and only 7 in the German corpus. Both variants are shown in (43). Table 5.46

gives the absolute number occurrences in the corpus, figures 5.79 and 5.80 show their

relative distribution.
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Figure 5.78 – Percentages of Tagesreise and Tagreise in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Tagesreise CHTK 1 1 1 3
Tagreise CHTK 2 0 2 1

Tagesreise DWDS 1 0 0 1
Tagreise DWDS 1 0 0 0

p-value 1 1 1 1

Table 5.45 – Occurrences of Tagesreise and Tagreise in the CHTK and the DWDS
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(43) a. Sie

they

habe

have

viele

many

Tannenzapfen

fir-cones

im

in

Walde

forest

liegen

lying

gesehen,

seen

mit

with

denen

which

sich

itself

trefflich

splendidly

heizen

heat

lasse,

let

und

and

vielleicht

maybe

sei

be

dort

there

gar

even

noch

also

zu

to

einem

a

Schläfchen

nap

Zeit.

time

(CHTK)

‘They had seen many fir cones lying in the forest which would be excellent

for heating and maybe there would even be time for a nap.’

b. Hie

Here

und

and

da

there

fiel

fell

ein

a

Tannzapfen

fir-cone

raschelnd

rustling

durch

through

die

the

befransten

fringed

Äste.

branches

(CHTK)

‘A fir cone rustled as it fell through the fringed branches.’

In the Swiss corpus, the variant Tannzapfen appears in 3 out of 5 (60%) instances

between 1900 and 1924, 8 out of 12 instances (67%) between 1925 and 1949, 10 out

of 13 instances (77%) between 1950 and 1974, and 2 out of 3 instances (67%) between

1975 and 1999. While the data is not abundant, it appears that Tannzapfen remains the

preferred variant throughout the whole period, although the only 3 instances in the last

section of the corpus are a slim foundation for this assessment. In the German corpus,

Tannzapfen appears only once, in the period between 1900 and 1924, next to 2 instances

of Tannenzapfen. Tannenzapfen then appears again once both between 1925 and 1949

and 1950 and 1974, and twice between 1975 and 1999. The small number of occurrences

does not provide a clear image of the usage. It suggests that Tannenzapfen was the
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Figure 5.79 – Percentages of Tannenzapfen and Tannzapfen in the CHTK

preferred form throughout the century, yet the small number of occurrences casts doubt

on this assessment. The p-values of > 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 0.4643, 1925-1949 p = 0.3846,

1950-1974 p = 0.2857, 1975-1999 = 0.4) suggest that the differences between the corpora

might not be distinct, and the evidence of the form Tannzapfen in the German corpus

indicates that this variant was used in Germany at least in the beginning of the century,

too. The small number of occurrences in the German corpus might hide its continued

use.

5.4.21 Uhrmacher/Uhrenmacher

Variants of Uhrmacher ‘watchmaker’ appear 65 times in the corpora. Examples are

shown in (44). Figures 5.81 and 5.82 show the relative distribution of variants in the

corpora, table 5.47 the absolute number of occurrences.
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Figure 5.80 – Percentages of Tannenzapfen and Tannzapfen in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Tannenzapfen CHTK 1 4 3 1
Tannzapfen CHTK 4 8 10 2

Tannenzapfen DWDS 2 1 1 2
Tannzapfen DWDS 1 0 0 0

p-value 0.4643 0.3846 0.2857 0.4

Table 5.46 – Occurrences of Tannenzapfen and Tannzapfen in the CHTK and the DWDS
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(44) a. Mächtige

Mighty

Fabriken

factories

dominieren

dominate

die

the

niedrigen

low

Jurahäuser

Jura-houses

und

and

haben

have

fast

almost

völlig

completely

den

the

kleinen

small

Uhrmacher

watchmaker

des

the

vorigen

last

Jahrhunderts

century

verdrängt

displaced

(CHTK)

‘Mighty factories dominate the small houses of the Jura and have displaced

the small watchmaker of the last century almost entirely’

b. Die

The

Reparatur

repair

wird

will

für

for

einen

a

heutigen

todays

Uhrenmacher

watchmaker

ganz

entirely

neue

new

Fachkenntnisse

expertise

verlangen,

and

und

he

er

will

wird

thereto

dazu

special

besondere

meters

Messgeräte

need

benötigen. (CHTK)

‘The repair will require entirely new skills from today’s watchmaker and he

will need specific measuring devices for it.’

20 of these occur in the German corpus, all of which are the variant Uhrmacher, which

appears 3 times between 1900 and 1924, 8 times between 1925 and 1949, 4 times

between 1950 and 1974, and 5 times between 1975 and 1999. In the Swiss corpus, all

variants appear in all but the last section. Between 1900 and 1924, Uhrenmacher occurs

more frequently, in 8 of the 13 instances (62%). This changes between 1925 and 1949,

where Uhrenmacher appears in 11 of 16 cases (69%). This apparent dominance grows

in the period from 1950 to 1974, where it accounts for 9 of the 11 cases found (81%).
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Figure 5.81 – Percentages of Uhrmacher and Uhrenmacher in the CHTK

Between 1975 and 1999, only 5 instances of Uhrmacher appear, and Uhrenmacher is not

in evidence. The comparatively small number of findings leaves a degree of uncertainty,

which is underscored by the p-values > 0.05 in all periods (1900-1924 p = 0.2, 1925-

1949 p = 0.1304, 1950-1974 p = 1, 1975-1999 = 1). However, taking into account the

development in Switzerland and the complete absence of the variant Uhrenmacher

in the German corpus, these numbers suggest that the preferred variant underwent a

change in Switzerland. Where Uhrenmacher might have been preferred initially, by the

end of the 20th century the variant Uhrmacher, which appears to have been dominant

in Germany throughout the entire period, has taken over.

5.4.22 Wartesaal/Wartsaal

There are 29 instances of Wartesaal and Wartsaal ‘waiting room’ in the corpora, of which

15 fall into the Swiss corpus, 14 in the German. (45) gives examples of both variants. The
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Figure 5.82 – Percentages of Uhrmacher and Uhrenmacher in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Uhrenmacher CHTK 5 11 9 5
Uhrmacher CHTK 8 5 2 0

Uhrenmacher DWDS 3 8 4 5
Uhrmacher DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 0.2 0.1304 1 1

Table 5.47 – Occurrences of Uhrmacher and Uhrenmacher in the CHTK and the DWDS
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relative distribution of variants is shown in figures 5.83 and 5.84, the absolute number

of occurrences is given in table 5.48.

(45) a. Auf

on

den

the

Stufen

steps

des

the

Bahnhofes

train station

Saint-Lazare

Saint-Lazare

oder

or

oben

up

im

in

Wartesaal

waiting-room

sitzen

sit

Gruppen

groups

von

of

Europamüden

tired of Europes

aus

from

der

the

Slowakei

Slovakia

(DWDS)

‘Groups of people from Slovakia who are tired of Europe are sitting on the

stairs of the train station Saint-Lazare or up in the waiting room.’

b. Im

in

Wartsaal,

waiting-room

wenn

when

zwei

two

aufs

on

Zügli

train

warten,

wait

die

who

sich

each other

auch

also

nicht

not

kennen,

know

dann

then

setzen

sit

sie

they

sich

themselves

möglichst

as possible

weit

far

weg

away

voneinander,

each other

einer

one

an

on

die

the

linke,

left

der

the

andere

other

an

on

die

the

rechte

right

Wand.

wall

(CHTK)

‘When two people who don’t know each other wait on the train in the waiting

room they sit down as far away from each other as possible, one on the left

wall, the other one on the right.’

Although this is a rather small number of occurrences, both corpora seem to show

distinct patterns. In the German corpus, only Wartesaal appears in 4, 3, 5, and 2

instances over the four sections. In contrast to this, the Swiss corpus shows both
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Figure 5.83 – Percentages of Wartsaal and Wartesaal in the CHTK

variants in all sections with changing distributions. Between 1900 and 1924, 2 out of

3 instances (67%) are of Wartesaal, between 1925 and 1949 1 out of 5 (20%), between

1950 and 1974 again 2 out of 3 (67%), and between 1975 and 1999 1 out of 4 (25%).

These numbers do not allow for a full interpretation of the use of either variant, but do

indicate that both variants have been used consistently in Switzerland. This variation

is in contrast with what appears to be the use of only Wartesaal in Germany. While

the p-values for all periods are > 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 0.4286, 1925-1949 p = 0.1429,

1950-1974 p = 0.375, 1975-1999 = 0.4), and thus place the distribution in the two corpora

within the margins of chance, the longitudinal absence of the Wartsall in the German

corpus gives a certain support to a reading of continued coexistence of both variants

only in Switzerland.
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Figure 5.84 – Percentages of Wartsaal and Wartesaal in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Wartesaal CHTK 2 1 2 1
Wartsaal CHTK 1 4 1 3

Wartesaal DWDS 4 3 5 2
Wartsaal DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 0.4286 0.1429 0.375 0.4

Table 5.48 – Occurrences of Wartesaal and Wartsaal in the CHTK and the DWDS
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Wartezeit CHTK 4 13 17 23
Wartzeit CHTK 0 0 0 0

Wartezeit DWDS 11 12 22 15
Wartzeit DWDS 0 0 0 0

Table 5.49 – Occurrences of Wartezeit and Wartezeit in the CHTK and the DWDS

5.4.23 Wartezeit/Wartzeit

The corpus contains 117 instances of Wartezeit ‘waiting period,’ but not a single instance

of Wartzeit, as table 5.49 shows. An example in context is given in (46).

(46) a. Die

the

Wartezeit

waiting-period

für

for

einen

a

Telephonanschluß

telephone connection

wird

will

weiterhin

still

im

in

Schnitt

average

neun

nine

Monate

months

betragen.

amount

(DWDS)

‘The waiting period for a telephone connection will still remain at an average

of nine months.’

57 of these fall into the Swiss corpus, 60 into the German, with all periods showing

evidence of the variant. This absence of the variant described in the literature suggests

that it is only an exception and did not enjoy widespread use in Switzerland at any point

of the 20th century.

5.4.24 Zeigefinger/Zeigfinger

The corpus contains a total of 213 instances of Zeigefinger and Zeigfinger ‘index finger.’

(47) shows examples of both variants, and the relative distribution of variants is shown
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in figures 5.85 and 5.86, the absolute number of occurrences is given in table 5.50.

(47) a. Die

the

Bereitschaft,

readiness

nicht

not

zu

to

erhobenem

raised

Zeigefinger,

index finger

sondern

but

zur

to

Solidarität,

solidarity

zum

to

Ausgleich,

compensation

zum

to

neuen

new

Beginn,

beginning

wird

becomes

auf

on

die

the

Probe

trial

gestellt.

put

(DWDS)

‘The readiness not to raise the index finger, but for solidarity, for compensa-

tion, for a new beginning is being tested.’

b. Mit

with

Daumen

thumb

und

and

Zeigfinger

index finger

ergriff

seized

er

he

die

the

Krone

crown

und

and

zog

pulled

daran,

thereon

bis

until

es

it

klickte.

clicked

(CHTK)

‘He seized the crown with thumb and index finger and pulled on it until it

clicked.’

Of these, 87 appear in the German corpus, 126 in the Swiss. The German occurrences

are limited to the variant Zeigefinger, which occurs 18 times between 1900 and 1924, 17

times between 1925 and 1949, 25 times between 1950 and 1974, and 27 times between

1975 and 1999. In the Swiss corpus, both variants appear in all sections of the corpus,

yet Zeigefinger is also dominant. between 1900 and 1924, it appears in 19 of 23 (83%),

between 1925 and 1949 in 23 of 26 (88%), between 1950 and 1974 in 26 of 34 (77%),

and between 1975 and 1999 in 40 of 43 (93%) instances. This makes leaves Zeigfinger

appear as an exception even in the Swiss corpus. However, it is an exception that does
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Figure 5.85 – Percentages of Zeigefinger and Zeigfinger in the CHTK

not disappear. The p-values are > 0.05 in all periods except for 1950-1974 (1900-1924 p

= 0.1177, 1925-1949 p = 0.2658, 1950-1974 p = 0.01605, 1975-1999 = 0.2789), and thus

do not give strong support for a reading that emphasizes the difference between the

two corpora. However, because of the continued presence of Zeigfinger only in the

Swiss corpus, an interpretation that sees it used continuously next to Zeigefinger only in

Switzerland against a use of only Zeigefinger in Germany nonetheless appears plausible.

5.4.25 Summary

The analysis of 24 linking elements revealed no universal patterns, but rather a number

of individual developments of the different lexical items. The interpretation of the

results is complicated by the in many instances very small number of total occurrences

of the variants in the corpora. While an interpretation is attempted nonetheless, it

should be emphasized that the results of this would benefit from verification by further
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Figure 5.86 – Percentages of Zeigefinger and Zeigfinger in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Zeigefinger CHTK 19 23 26 40
Zeigefinger CHTK 4 3 8 3

Zeigfinger DWDS 18 17 25 27
Zeigfinger DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 0.1177 0.2658 0.01605 0.2789

Table 5.50 – Occurrences of Zeigefinger and Zeigfinger in the CHTK and the DWDS
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work. The following list groups the individual cases into eight classes with a brief review

of the results of the according variants.

1. Insufficient data

In eight cases, the corpus contained only very few instances of the forms described

in the literature, making it impossible to draw specific conclusions. This was the

case with Klebband, Klebstreifen, Lastenzug, Rindsbraten, Schweinsbraten, Tagbau,

and Tagreise.

2. Descriptions from the literature not reflected in the corpus

In the case of Wartezeit, the corpora did not evidence any use of the variants

described as Swiss in the literature, while the according German variants were

indicated. It therefore stands to question, whether the descriptions are accurate.

3. Continuity in the use of national variants

In the case of Gesetzesentwurf and Mitgliederbeitrag, it appears that both corpora

show a strong preference for a distinct variant, although sporadic instances of the

competing variant appear as well. In the case of Kirchgemeinde, this can only be

said for the Swiss corpus, because the German corpus shows far less data.

4. Parallel developments in both corpora

For Pressfreiheit and Fegfeuer, both corpora indicate a progressive development

towards the use of only one variant, which in both instances is the one identified

as German in the literature.

5. Disappearance of the Swiss variant

The findings for Uhrenmacher suggest that the initially prominent Swiss variant

disappears from the corpus over the course of the 20th century, and the use thus
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adapts to that of the German corpus. Hemdärmel suggests the disappearance

of the Swiss variant in Switzerland, although the comparatively low number of

occurrences casts doubt on this observation. The German corpus, however, shows

a more balanced use of both variants.

6. Continuous presence of the Swiss variant in the Swiss corpus as an exception

The investigation of Badzimmer, Schattseite, and Zeigfinger showed that they

appeared as a less frequent variant in only the Swiss corpus, but not the German

corpus. However, their presence was continuous, suggesting that they remained

in use despite their less frequent occurrence. This also appeared to be the case

for Störefried, although it appears that this variant was used more frequently in

the beginning of the 20th century than in the end.

7. Mostly balanced presence of both forms in the Swiss corpus

For Ausrufzeichen, Jahrzahl, Tannzapfen, and Wartsaal, the Swiss corpus showed a

mostly balanced presence of the German and the Swiss variant in the Swiss corpus,

with the German corpus appearing very consistently using only the German

variant (an exception being the occurrence of one instance of Tannzapfen in

the first section of the German corpus). While the sometimes low number of

occurrences left a certain doubt on the representiveness of the findings, they

generally suggest a more varied use of both variants in Switzerland.

8. Variation in the German corpus

The German corpus showed variation in only 11 cases Fegfeuer, Gesetzesentwurf,

Hemdärmel, Kirchgemeinde, Lastenzug, Mitgliederbeitrag, Modenschau, Pressfrei-

heit, Tagebau, Tagreise, and Tannzapfen. In the case of Fegfeuer, Kirchgemeinde,

Lastenzug, Tagreise (very little data), and Tannzapfen, the variant described as
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Swiss in the literature only occurs in the beginning of the 20th century, which sug-

gests that they have fallen out of use. This is also the case with Tagbau, although

the data shows neither form in the two periods in middle of the 20th century, thus

making an interpretation virtually impossible. The data from Mitgliederbeitrag

and Modenschau is patchy, but suggests that the form described as Swiss has seen

at least limited use in Germany, too. For Gesetzentwurf, variation appears in the

German corpus only after 1950. Finally, for Hemdärmel, variation persists in the

German corpus throughout the 20th century and might indicate the only case

investigated here where the German corpus shows more variation that the Swiss.

This overview shows that there is no single pattern of development in the use of

variants with different linking elements between Germany and Switzerland. However,

the data does suggest that for those variants that are described as particular to Switzer-

land in the literature, there is a higher degree of variance in Switzerland than there is

in Germany, and that this variation has persisted in Switzerland throughout the 20th

century in many cases.
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5.5 Absolute vs. reflexive verbs

Meyer (2006: 35) and Zibrowa (1995: 94-95) give some instances where verbs that are

generally considered reflexive in German Standard German are used without a reflexive

pronoun, i.e. absolute, in Swiss Standard German. Rentieren, which according to Meyer

is rarely used without a reflexive pronoun in German Standard German, is only used

without the pronoun in SStdG. Further, the verbs ändern ‘change,’ bessern ‘better,’

einhängen ‘hook in,’ and lehnen ‘lean’ can be used intransitively in Swiss Standard

German without a reflexive pronoun, while this is not accepted in German Standard

German.

5.5.1 Ändern

In (48), there are examples of both a reflexive and absolute use of äendern. Table 5.51

gives the absolute number of occurrences in the corpus, while figures 5.87 and 5.88

show their relative distribution.

(48) a. War

Was

es

it

bei

at

der

the

Abfahrt

departure

in

in

Brig

Brig

noch

still

verhältnismässig

relatively

gutes

good

Wetter,

weather

so

so

änderte

changed

sich

itself

dasselbe,

same

wie

as

höher

high

wir

we

stiegen,

climbed

gründlich.

thoroughly

(CHTK)

‘While the weather at the time of departure in Brig was still rather good, it

changed entirely the higher we climbed.’
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

ändern absolute CHTK 5 14 9 8
ändern reflexive CHTK 49 64 67 121

ändern absolute DWDS 0 0 0 0
ändern reflexive DWDS 52 47 53 85

p-value 0.05685 0.000973 0.01046 0.02312

Table 5.51 – Occurrences of and ändern as an absolute and reflexive verb in the CHTK and the DWDS

b. Nach

After

fünf

five

trüben,

dim

kalten,

cold

stürmischen

stormy

Tagen

days

- man

one

war

was

schon

already

auf

on

der

the

Rückfahrt

return

von

from

Istanbul

Istanbul

durchs

through

Ägäische

Aegean

Meer

Sea

- änderte

changed

das

the

Wetter

weather

plötzlich.

suddenly

(CHTK)

‘After five dim, cold, and stormy days - already on the return journey from

Istanbul through the Agean Sea - the weather suddenly changed.’

The corpus shows distinct differences for the use of ändern as an absolute or

reflexive verb. There is a total of 574 instances, of which 237 appear in the German

corpus, and 337 in the Swiss corpus. The German corpus does not give any indication

of any use as an absolute form. At the same time, the verb appears in its reflexive form

52 times between 1900 and 1924, 47 times between 1925 and 1949, 53 times between

1950 and 1974, and 85 times between 1975 and 1999. In the Swiss corpus, both forms

appear. The absolute form appears in 5 of the 54 instances (9%) between 1900 and

1924, in 14 out of 78 instances (18%) between 1925 and 1949, in 9 out of 78 cases (12%)

between 1950 and 1974, and in 8 out of 129 instances (6%) between 1975 and 1999.

The p-values are < 0.05 in all but the first period (1900-1924 p = 0.05685, 1925-1949 p =
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Figure 5.87 – Percentages of ändern as a reflexive and absolute verb in the CHTK

0.000973, 1950-1974 p = 0.01046, 1975-1999 = 0.02312), underscoring the distinctness

of the distributions. Overall, this suggests that ändern has been used continuously

in Switzerland, and it seems not to have been replaced by the reflexive form, which

appears as the only form used in Germany.

5.5.2 Bessern

In combination of absolute and reflexive forms, bessern appears in 120 cases in the

corpus, of which 56 appear in the German corpus and 64 in the Swiss. (50) shows

examples of both variants. Table 5.52 gives the absolute number of occurrences, figures

5.89 and 5.90 show the relative distribution of variants.
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Figure 5.88 – Percentages of ändern as a reflexive and absolute verb in the DWDS

(49) a. Denn

because

Tanja

Tanja

wollte

wanted

sich

herself

bessern,

better

o,

o

ganz

very

furchtbar

tremendously

bessern.

better

(CHTK)

‘Because Tanja wanted to better herself, better herself tremendously.’

b. Wenn

if

doch

only

nur

only

endlich

finally

das

the

Wetter

weather

wieder

again

bessern

better

wollte.

wanted

(CHTK)

‘If only the weather would improve again.’

The German corpus shows only the reflexive form, which appears 20 times between

1900 and 1924, 15 times between 1925 and 1949, 11 times between 1950 and 1974, and

10 between 1975 and 1999. This suggests that the absolute form did not enjoy use
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

bessern absolute CHTK 1 5 2 2
bessern reflexive CHTK 9 15 17 13

bessern absolute DWDS 0 0 0 0
bessern reflexive DWDS 20 15 11 10

p-value 0.3333 0.05701 0.5195 0.5

Table 5.52 – Occurrences of and bessern as an absolute and reflexive verb in the CHTK and the DWDS

during the 20th century in Germany. In the Swiss corpus, the absolute form appears

consistently, albeit in a smaller number of cases. Between 1900 and 1924, it appears

in 1 out of 10 cases (10%), between 1925 and 1949 in 5 out of 20 (25%), between

1950 and 1974 in 2 out of 19 (11%) and between 1975 and 1999 in 2 out of 15 cases

(13%). For all periods, the p-values are > 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 0.3333, 1925-1949 p =

0.05701, 1950-1974 p = 0.5195, 1975-1999 = 0.5), cautioning against a overemphasis

of the differences between the corpora. However, the consistency in the use of both

variants in Switzerland, and the absence of the absolute variant in Germany, give a

certain degree of weight to a reading that the absolute use is and has been restricted

to Switzerland. Overall, this mirrors the data found for ändern, although the smaller

number of occurrences makes the findings less robust and shows a slightly greater

variation between the periods.

5.5.3 Rentieren

With only 63 occurrences in the corpus, rentieren is the least frequent of the three verbs

that show variation in their use as absolute or reflexive variants. Both uses are shown

in (50). Figures 5.91 and 5.92 show the relative distribution of variants in the corpora,

table 5.53 the absolute number of occurrences.
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Figure 5.89 – Percentages of bessern as a reflexive and absolute verb in the CHTK

(50) a. Eine

a

bescheidene

modest

Mühle

mill

oder

or

Brauerei

brewery

auf

on

dem

the

Lande

countryside

kann

can

sich

itself

glänzend

splendidly

rentieren,

pay off

auch

also

eine

a

Schuhfabrik

show factory

mit

with

primitiver

primitive

Einrichtung

interior

hat

has

noch

still

Erfolgsmöglichkeiten.

success chances

(DWDS)

‘A modest mill or brewery in the countryside can pay off handsomely, even a

primitive shoe factory still has chances for success.’
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Figure 5.90 – Percentages of bessern as a reflexive and absolute verb in the DWDS

b. Das

The

Ziel

goal

eines

a

Geschäfts

business

liegt

lie

jedoch

though

in

in

seiner

its

Rentabilität;

profitability

ein

a

Geschäft

business

zu

to

führen,

run

das

that

nicht

not

rentiert,

pays off

ist

is

sinnlos.

pointless

(CHTK)

‘But the goal of a business is its profitability; having a business that does not

pay off is pointless.’

37 of the occurrences appear in the Swiss corpus, and 26 in the German corpus.

In the German corpus, there seems to be a strong preference for the reflexive form,

where it appears as the exclusive form in all but one section. There are 6 instances

each in the sections between 1900 and 1924, 1925 and 1949, and 1950 and 1974, with 3

(33%) instances of the absolute form appearing between 1925 and 1949. Between 1975

and 1999, there are 5 instances of the reflexive form. The 3 instances of the absolute
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

rentieren absolute CHTK 6 2 13 7
rentieren reflexive CHTK 3 5 1 0

rentieren absolute DWDS 0 3 0 0
rentieren reflexive DWDS 6 6 6 5

p-value 0.02777 1 0.0001806 0.001263

Table 5.53 – Occurrences of and rentieren as an absolute and reflexive verb in the CHTK and the DWDS

Figure 5.91 – Percentages of rentieren as a reflexive and absolute verb in the CHTK
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Figure 5.92 – Percentages of rentieren as a reflexive and absolute verb in the DWDS

form that appear between 1925 and 1949 points towards a certain use of this form

in Germany during the 20th century.In the Swiss corpus, 6 of the 9 instances (67%)

between 1900 and 1924 are of the absolute form. Between 1925 and 1949, the absolute

form appears less frequent in 2 of the 7 instances (29%). This is again different between

1950 and 1974, where 13 out of 14 instances (93%) are absolute. Between 1975 and 1999,

finally, there are 7 instances of only the absolute form. The p-values are < 0.05 in three

of the periods three periods (1900-1924 p = 0.02777, 1950-1974 p = 0.0001806, 1975-1999

p = 0.0005828) but not in the period 1925-1949 (p = 1), complicating the reading of

the results. Considering the patterns of use encountered in the Swiss corpus up to this

point, a shift in usage with a subsequent reversal would constitute an exception, and its

plausibility stands to questions. Considering the small number of occurrences, and the

use of both forms in all but one section of the Swiss corpus, it seems more appropriate

to attribute the changing distribution in the first part of the corpus to chance, and to
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assume a rather similar use of both variants in Switzerland during this period. While

speculative, the low number of occurrences seems to allow for such a reading. While

the number of occurrences remains low in the second half of the century, the almost

complete absence of the reflexive variant here suggests that the absolute variant is

indeed preferred, although this reading has to remain cautious.

The development thus points towards an increasingly distinct use of variants

between the German and the Swiss use. However, the appearance of the absolute variant

only in the second section of the German corpus begs for an explanation. It might be

that it is an indication of a regional use that becomes visible only in this section of

the corpus. Alternatively, it might be an indication of a general use in Germany that

had become uncommon already in the early 20th century, yet flared up again briefly.

Without further inquiry, an these explanations have to remain speculative.

5.5.4 Summary

Ändern and bessern appeared to be very much limited to the reflexive form in the

German corpus. This form was dominant in the Swiss corpus as well, yet for both verbs,

the corpora showed a small but continuous presence of the absolute form. Rentieren

provides a different impression, in that the absolute form here seems more present

than its reflexive counterpart in the Swiss corpus. The small number of occurrences

complicated the reading of the data, but potentially indicates a growing dominance of

the absolute form in Switzerland. Further, the German corpus showed the sporadic use

of the absolute variant, although the reflexive variant appears to be overall dominant.

Further research must be conducted to learn details of the regional or historical use of

the absolute variant in Germany.
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5.6 Umlaut

Meyer (2006: 47) describes a generally stronger tendency towards the use of umlaut

in Switzerland. Among others, he gives the example of verbs ending on -[e]n, e.g aus-

nutzen/ausnützen ‘exploit’, benutzen/benützen ‘use’ or entlohne/entlöhnen ‘remunerate’.

Meier gives examples for verbs, nouns, and adjectives, but also points out that there

are cases in which the Swiss form of a word lacks umlaut, where the German form does

show it, e.g. Sülze/Sulz[e] ‘headcheese” or Schätzung/Schatzung ‘estimate’. While all

would provide interesting objects of investigation, this section is limited to two sets of

three verbs involving -nutzen/-nützen and -lohnen/-löhnen.

It seems important to distinguish the different forms of umlaut that occur in

nouns, adjectives and verbs and have different historical backgrounds. In regard to

verbs, Nübling (2013: 33-45) discusses the phenomenon for the so-called Wechselflektion

(‘changing inflection’), e.g. ‘fahren - fährst/fährst’, for the Konjunktiv II, and for the

preterite present verbs können ‘can’, mögen ‘like, may’, dürfen ‘be allowed to’, and

müssen ‘must’, which show umlaut only in their plural forms. Nübling argues that a

key to explaining the occurrence of umlaut in this context is that of transcategorical

uniformity: as in other languages like Arabic or Turkish, the use of umlaut serves as

a marker of grammatical category, in this case plural. Of particular interest for this

investigation, Nübling further refers to the use of plural umlaut in verbs beyond these

preterite present verbs in Swiss German dialects, where a group of so-called Kurzverben

’short verbs’ exhibits the exact same pattern. Whether number plays a role in the use

of umlaut in the verbs investigated here is a question that will not be followed up at

this point with the data collected here. It might, however, be worth considering in the

future in light of the so-called umlautfeindlichkeit des Oberdeutschen (Antonsen 1969).
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As Nübling (2013: 36-39) states, this aversion to umlaut holds up for phonologically

induced umlaut, visible e.g. in the absence of Wechselumlaut (e.g. Alem. ‘fahren - du

fahrsch’). At the same time, morphological umlaut (e.g German Hund - Hunde, Alem.

Hund - Hünd ‘dog - dogs’) is more productive. Further work could reveal more about

how the investigated forms fits into the use of umlaut in the context of German and

other Germanic languages as a whole.

5.6.1 -nutzen/-nützen

As explained above, Meyer (2006: 47) describes differences in the use of umlaut in the

verbs ausnutzen/ausnützen and benutzen/benützen. In the following, in addition to

these two verbs the simplex verb nutzen/nützen is analyzed in order to assess if there

are parallel developments between these three verbs with a shared root, or whether they

appear to be used independently.

Ausnutzen/ausnützen

The examples in (51) illustrate the use of both ausnutzen and ausnützen in context. In

total, the corpora show 523 instances of the two variants. Of these, the Swiss corpus fea-

tures 297, the German corpus 226. Figures 5.93 and 5.94 show the details of the relative

distribution of variants in the corpora, table 5.54 the absolute number of occurrences.
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(51) a. Nur

Only

eines

one

lernte

learned

er:

he

er

he

lernte

learned

dieses

this

Vorgehen

course of action

mit

with

einer

a

grossen

great

Virtuosität

virtuosity

ausnutzen.

exploit

(DWDS)

‘He learned only one thing: He learned to exploit this course of action with

great virtuosity.’

b. Durch

Through

Pflanzung

planting

von

of

Zwergbäumen

dwarf trees

läßt

lets

sich

itself

der

the

Raum

space

weitgehendst

mostly

ausnützen,

use

und

and

günstige

advantagous

Sortenwahl

choice of breed

sichert

ensures

im

in

Liebhabergarten

garden of aficionado

zu

to

jeder

every

Zeit

time

frisches

fresh

Obst.

fruit

(DWDS)

‘By planting small trees most of the space can be used and an advantageous

choice of breeds makes certain that the garden of the aficionado has fresh

fruit at every time.’

Both corpora show both variants throughout all four periods. Already between

1900 and 1924, the German corpus shows a stronger presence of the variant ausnutzen,

appearing in 41 (68%) of 60 cases. Between 1925 and 1949, it accounts for 50 of the

66 instances (76%), for 42 out of 58 instances (72%) between 1950 and 1974, and for

33 out of 42 instances (79%) between 1975 and 1999. The variant ausnutzen thus

appears constantly preferred, accounting for roughly three quarters of the instances, yet

ausnützen also shows considerable presence. In the Swiss corpus, the period between

1900 and 1924 shows a preference for the variant ausnützen which appears in 29 of
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Figure 5.93 – Percentages of ausnutzen and ausnützen in the CHTK

Figure 5.94 – Percentages of ausnutzen and ausnützen in the DWDS
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

ausnutzen CHTK 10 15 14 22
ausnützen CHTK 29 77 87 43

ausnutzen DWDS 41 50 42 33
ausnützen DWDS 19 16 16 9

p-value 3.745e-05 5.796e-14 1.068e-13 9.184e-06

Table 5.54 – Occurrences of ausnutzen and ausnützen in the CHTK and the DWDS

39 instances (75%). This trend appears to intensify between 1925 and 1949, where

ausnützen is the variant of 77 out of 92 (84%) cases, as well as between 1950 and 1974,

where it appears in 87 of 101 instances (86%). Yet between 1975 and 1999, this trend

appears to turn, and only 22 (34%) out of 65 instances are of ausnützen. Nonetheless,

the umlauted variant remains more frequent. Despite the changes in the distributions,

in all periods the p-values are < 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 3.745e-05, 1925-1949 p = 5.796e-

14, 1950-1974 p = 1.068e-13, 1975-1999 = 9.184e-06), supporting the assumption of

differences in use in Germany and Switzerland. The data in the Swiss corpus suggests

that the already existing preference for the form ausnützen intensifies around the middle

of the century, with a potential reverse in trend in the second half of the century, making

ausnutzen more common. This potentially indicates the adaptation of the form that

is preferred (although far from universal) in Germany. Overall, both corpora indicate

a distinct preference for one of the variants, while maintaining an internal variation.

Whether the presence of the umlauted form in Germany is regional, and potentially

prevails in regions adjacent to Switzerland, or spread across the whole of Germany is a

question that further research would need to address.
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Benutzen/benützen

With 1696 occurrences in the corpora, benutzen and benützen offer considerable data.

1087 instances appear in the Swiss corpus, 609 in the German corpus. (52) shows exam-

ples of both variants used in context. Table 5.55 gives the absolute number occurrences

in the corpus, figures 5.95 and 5.96 show their relative distribution.

(52) a. Hilfreich

helpful

kann

can

sein,

be

immer

always

den

the

gleichen

same

Ort

place

für

for

die

the

Entspannung

relaxation

zu

to

benutzen.

use

(CHTK)

‘It can be helpful to always use the same place for relaxation’

b. Wenn

when

Sie

you

einen

a

Kopfhörer

headphones

benützen,

use

sollten

should

Sie

you

auf

on

die

the

Warnsignale

warning signs

des

the

Gehörs

sense of hearing

besonders

especially

achten.

heed

(CHTK)

‘If you use headphones, you should particularly heed the warning signs of

your sense of hearing.’

The German corpus already shows a strong preference for the variant benutzen

between 1900 and 1925, when it appears in 115 of the 147 (78%) cases. This intensifies

in the following periods: it appears in 148 (84%) of the 175 instances between 1925

and 1949, in 135 of the 154 instances (88%) between 1950 and 1974, and in 123 of the

133 instances (92%) between 1975 and 1999. The Swiss corpus shows more variation.
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Between 1900 and 1925, both variants appear with almost the same frequency, benützen

with 113 of the 241 instances (47%) being slightly less frequent. Yet between 1925 and

1949, benützen shows a considerable rise, appearing in 195 of the 308 cases (63%). This

pattern holds between 1950 and 1974, where benützen appears in 185 (70%) of the

264 instances. Yet between 1975 and 1999, benützen again is the less frequent variant,

appearing in 126 of the 274 instances (46%). This suggests an initial trend towards the

umlauted variant, which then reverts towards the use of the non-umlauted variant that

is dominant in the German corpus throughout the entire period towards the end of the

century. The p-values underscore the difference between the German and the Swiss

use, remaining < 0.05 in all periods (1900-1924 p = 5.639e-07, 1925-1949 p < 2.2e-16,

1950-1974 p < 2.2e-16, 1975-1999 = 2.293e-16). Whether the rare use of the umlauted

variant in the German corpus is a product of regional variation remains unclear at this

point.

Figure 5.95 – Percentages of benutzen and benützen in the CHTK
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Figure 5.96 – Percentages of benutzen and benützen in the DWDS

Table 5.56 shows a breakdown of the total occurrences of benutzen and benützen

in texts of the Swiss corpus according to their text type. The table shows that only 112

(10%) of the 1087 texts that show either form are literary, and that SaT (340 texts, 31%),

Geb (312 texts, 29%), and newspapers (323 texts, 30%) are almost equally represented.

This distribution reflects the relatively small number of literary texts (456) contained in

the corpus if compared to the other text forms (SaT 4893, Geb 1680, newspapers 4862).

Tables 5.57 and 5.57 provide a further breakdown of the variants as they occur

in the different text types in the four periods. They provide the data for figure 5.97,

which graphs the ratio of occurrences of benutzen in a given text form and period to

that of benützen. The ratio of the combined number of occurrences provides a point of

reference for the comparison of the different text types. In the periods betwenn 1900

and 1924 and even more so between 1925 and 1949, there is an apparent tendency

for literary texts to use the non-umlauted form (1:1.31 at an 1:1.13 average / 1:1 at a
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

benutzen CHTK 128 113 79 148
benützen CHTK 113 195 185 126

benutzen DWDS 115 148 135 123
benützen DWDS 32 27 19 10

p-value 5.639e-07 < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 2.293e-16

Table 5.55 – Occurrences of benutzen and benützen in the CHTK and the DWDS

SaT Bel Geb Ztg total
benutzen 141 54 130 143 468
benützen 199 58 182 180 619

total 340 112 312 323 1087

Table 5.56 – Occurrences of benutzen and benützen in the Swiss corpus

SaT Bel Geb Ztg total
1900-1924 35 17 42 34 128
1925-1949 47 13 26 27 113
1950-1974 26 9 23 21 79
1975-1999 33 15 39 61 148

total 141 54 130 143 468

Table 5.57 – Occurrences of benutzen in different text forms in the Swiss corpus
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Figure 5.97 – Ratio of benutzen to benützen in different text types in the Swiss corpus

1:0.57 average). Journalistic texts, on the other hand, appear to use the non-umlaut

form slightly less (1:1.06 at an 1.13 average / 1:0.45 at an 1:0.57 average) in this period.

However, it is worth taking into account the relative number of occurrences of benutzen

and benützen in the different text forms. As discussed above, literary texts contribute

the least to the overall number of occurrences. This makes them more vulnerable to

random variation, and thus the apparent tendency for the use of the non-umlaut form

should not be overemphasized. Additionally, between 1950 and 1974, the difference

between literary texts (1:0.47) and journalistic texts (1:0.47) only appears in the third

decimal place, and in both cases lies above the overall average (1:0.43). In the period

between 1975 and 1999, the initial distribution switches, and journalistic texts (1:1.42)

use the umlauted form more frequently than the total average and than literary texts

(1:1.15), who use it below the average (1:1.17). Overall, the distribution appears strikingly

balanced.
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SaT Bel Geb Ztg Sum
1900-1924 30 13 38 32 113
1925-1949 66 13 56 60 195
1950-1974 71 19 50 45 185
1975-1999 32 13 38 43 126

total 199 58 182 180 619

Table 5.58 – Occurrence of benützen in different text forms in the Swiss corpus

Nutzen/nützen

Although nutzen is not described in the literature as having distinct usage preferences

in Switzerland and Germany, the patterns observed for the two complex verbs using

nutzen raise the question whether the simplex verb shows a different behavior. (53)

shows both variants used in context.

(53) a. Dagegen

against this

nutzen

serve

alle

all

Predigten

sermons

und

and

Gebete

prayers

in

in

den

the

Herbergen

hostels

nichts.

nothing

(DWDS)

‘All sermons and prayers in the hostels are no use against this.’

b. Dagegen

against this

nützen

use

keine

no

Spritzungen,

sprayings

sondern

but

nur

only

Fruchtfolgemassnahmen.

crop rotation measures

(CHTK)

‘Spraying against this is no use but only measures of crop rotation.’
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Data from the Atlas zur deutschen Alltagssprache (AdA), shown in figure 5.98,9

suggests that there are regional differences in the use of both forms, and only shows the

use of nützen in Switzerland. However, it also shows that in Germany both forms are

used, and that there is no clear north/south gradient in the use.

Figure 5.98 – The use of nutzen and nützen in the AdA

There are 1293 occurrences of nutzen and nützen in the corpus. 671 appear in

the Swiss corpus, 622 in the Swiss corpus. Figures 5.99 and 5.100 show the details of

the relative distribution of variants in the corpora, table 5.59 the absolute number of

occurrences.

In the German corpus, nützen appears in 71 of the 98 instances (72%) between

9http://www.atlas-alltagssprache.de/runde-3/f03a/ (accessed 03/05/2017)
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Figure 5.99 – Percentages of nutzen and nützen in the CHTK

1900 and 1924. It remains more frequent between 1925 and 1949, where it appears in

69 of the 113 cases (61%). This changes between 1950 and 1974, where nützen only

accounts for 61 of the 152 instances (40%), and intensifies between 1975 and 1999, were

only 67 out of 259 instances (26%) are of nützen. It thus appears that nutzen was used

markedly less frequently than nützen at the beginning of the century, but gradually

became the preferred form by the end of the 20th century. The Swiss corpus shows

a very similar pattern. Nützen is more frequent between 1900 and 1924, occurring in

77 of the 92 instances (84%). Between 1925 and 1949, it continues to be dominant,

with 108 of 135 instances (80%), and this also happens between 1950 and 1974, where

122 of the 178 instances (69%) are of nützen. Yet between 1975 and 1999, nützen loses

ground and only accounts for 113 of the 266 instances (43%). The p-values are < 0.05

in all butthe first period (1900-1924 p = 0.07999, 1925-1949 p = 0.00118, 1950-1974 p =

2.764e-07, 1975-1999 = 7.339e-05), suggesting that the distribution of variants is initially
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Figure 5.100 – Percentages of nutzen and nützen in the DWDS

comparable and becomes more distinct over the course of the century before appearing

more similar, albeit remaining distinct, in the last section of the corpus.

Both the German and the Swiss corpus thus ultimately show similar develop-

ments towards the use of nutzen without umlaut, although they show different trajec-

tories. The development towards the use of nutzen in Switzerland, however, stands

in contrast to the exclusive use of nützen recorded in Switzerland by the AdA. The

colloquial use thus appears not to reflect the trend towards nutzen seen in the written

standard.

Summary nutzen/nützen

The investigation of -nutzen and nützen has revealed different patterns. In the case of

ausnutzen/ausnützen, there appear to be rather clear preferences in both Germany and

Switzerland, the latter preferring the umlauted form. However, both corpora consis-
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

nutzen CHTK 15 27 56 153
nützen CHTK 77 108 122 113

nutzen DWDS 27 44 91 192
nützen DWDS 71 69 61 67

p-value 0.07999 0.00118 2.764e-07 7.339e-05

Table 5.59 – Occurrences of nutzen and nützen in the CHTK and the DWDS

tently show that the other variant is used, albeit considerably less frequent. Towards

the end of the 20th century, the data suggests that the Swiss use moves towards the

non-umlauted form that is dominant in Germany throughout the entire observed pe-

riod. With benutzen/benützen, the Swiss corpus shows a more balanced use of both

variants, although benützen appears somewhat dominant around the middle of the

century, before reverting to a slightly more dominant use of benutzen. As with aus-

nutzen/ausnützen, this suggests a move towards the form used in Germany. In contrast,

the German corpus has a marked preference for the variant benutzen already at the

beginning of the 20th century. This dominance of benutzen increases throughout the

century, but does not entirely oust benützen. A comparison of the ratio of benutzen

to benützen across text types in the Swiss corpus indicates that the inclusion of dif-

ferent text types is not responsible for the presence of both forms. Both the use of

ausnutzen/ausnützen and benutzen/benützen do not mirror the observed development

of nutzen/nützen, for which there appears to be a parallel shift towards the use of nutzen

over the course of the 20th century in both corpora. The development of the three verbs

thus appears not to happen in dependence of each other. In Switzerland, the shift from

nützen to nutzen in the written corpus was not reflected in the data from the AdA, that

suggested that the umlauted form is dominant or even universal in colloquial use.
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5.6.2 -lohnen/-löhnen

The only verb with the stem lohnen/löhnen listed by Meyer (2006: 47) is entlohnen/entlöhnen.

As with nutzen and nützen, the use of belohnen/belöhnen ‘reward’ and lohnen/löhnen

‘pay off’ is also explored to explore whether the observed pattern extends beyond the

one noted form.

Belohnen/belöhnen

The forms belohnen and belöhnen appear 217 times in the corpora. Examples for each

variant are given in (54). Table 5.60 gives the absolute number occurrences in the corpus,

figures 5.101 and 5.102 show their relative distribution.

(54) a. Je nach

depending on

dem

the

Resultat

result

erhalten

receive

dann

then

Dämonen

demons

den

the

Auftrag,

task

die

the

Guten

good

zu

to

belohnen

reward

und

and

die

the

Schlechten

bad

mit

with

Krankheit,

disease

materiellen

material

Verlusten

loss

oder

or

gar

even

Tod

death

zu

to

strafen.

punish

(CHTK)

‘Depending on the result, demons receive the task to reward the good ones

and to punish the bad ones with disease, material loss or even death.’
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

belohnen CHTK 26 33 29 25
belöhnen CHTK 2 1 0 0

belohnen DWDS 28 22 22 29
belöhnen DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 0.4909 1 1 1

Table 5.60 – Occurrences of belohnen and belöhnen in the CHTK and the DWDS

b. Der

the

Fund

find

wurde

became

bei

at

der

the

Frau

misses

Pfarrer

Miss

deponiert,

pastor

die

deposit

den

who

Mann

the

belöhnte

man

und

rewarded

auf

and

eine

on

weitere

a

Beihilfe

further

verzichtete.

subsidy

‘The find was deposited with the pastor’s wife who rewarded the man and

did not accept any further subsidy.’

116 instances are in the Swiss corpus, 101 in the German. The German corpus

shows only the variant belohnen, which appears 28 times between 1900 and 1924, 22

times between 1925 and 1949 and between 1950 and 1974, and 29 times between 1975

and 1999. I the Swiss corpus, belöhnen appears in only 3 instances, of which 2 are

between 1900 and 1924, and 1 between 1925 and 1949. Belohnen appears 26 times

between 1900 and 1924, 33 times between 1925 and 1949, 29 times between 1950 and

1974, and 25 times between 1975 and 1999. This suggests that belöhnen was a marginal

variant in Switzerland in the first half of the 20th century, and ultimately fell out of use.

The p-values for all periods are > 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 0.4909, 1925-1949 p = 1, 1950-1974

p = 1, 1975-1999 = 1) and suggest even in the early parts of the corpus, the appearances

of the umlauted variant in the Swiss corpus should not be given too much weight.
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Figure 5.101 – Percentages of belohnen and belöhnen in the CHTK

Figure 5.102 – Percentages of belohnen and belöhnen in the DWDS
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Entlohnen/entlöhnen

There are 59 instances of enlohnen and entlöhnen in the corpora; 39 appear in the Swiss

corpus, 20 in the German. Examples are given in (55). Table 5.61 gives the absolute

number of occurrences, figures 5.103 and 5.104 show the relative distribution of variants.

(55) a. Denn

because

bekanntlich

as is known

entlohnen

pay

die

the

großen

big

Unternehmen

companies

die

the

Arbeiterschaft

workers

mindestens

at least

ebenso

equally

hoch,

high

wie

as

andere

other

Unternehmungen.

enterprises

(DWDS)

‘Because, as is know, the big companies reward the workers just as well as

other enterprises.’

b. Die

The

Redaktoren

editors

werden

become

nach

after

anerkannten

recognized

schweizerischen

Swiss

Grundsätzen

principles

entlöhnt.

pay

‘The editors are paid according to recognized Swiss principles.’

The German corpus only shows the use of entlohnen, which appears 5 times

between 1900 and 1924, 3 times between 1925 and 1949, 4 times between 1950 and 1974,

and 8 times between 1975 and 1999. While the comparatively small number of findings

leaves some uncertainty as to whether the results are representative, the consistent
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

enlohnen CHTK 0 3 1 0
entlöhnen CHTK 2 8 10 15

enlohnen DWDS 5 3 4 8
entlöhnen DWDS 0 0 0 0

p-value 0.04762 0.05495 0.003663 2.04e-06

Table 5.61 – Occurrences of enlohnen and entlöhnen in the CHTK and the DWDS

Figure 5.103 – Percentages of entlohnen and entlöhnen in the CHTK
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Figure 5.104 – Percentages of entlohnen and entlöhnen in the DWDS

absence of the umlauted form across the different periods backs the reading that the

variant entlöhnen has indeed not enjoyed prominent use in Germany. In Switzerland,

in contrast, entlöhnen is the dominant form. It is the only form found between 1900

and 1924, appearing twice, and accounts for 8 of the 11 occurrences (73%) between

1925 and 1949. Between 1950 and 1974, 10 of the 11 forms (91%) are umlauted, as are

all 15 occurrences between 1995 and 1999. While the data is not abundant, it suggests

that there is a distinct use in Germany and Switzerland, with the Swiss corpus showing

variation in the middle of the 20th century. This raises the question of whether these

findings indicate innovation (potentially moving “up” from the non-standard/dialect

or “in” from Germany), or whether they should be interpreted as leftovers of an earlier

use of both variants. While any claims have to be speculative, the period between 1900

and 1924 shows only 2 findings. Extending the frequency of the non-umlauted variant

from 9 to 27% in the following periods, this scarcity might hide non-umlauted forms
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during the first 25 years of the 20th century in Switzerland. The p-values for all but the

second period are < 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 0.04762, 1925-1949 p = 0.05495, 1950-1974 p =

0.003663, 1975-1999 = 2.04e-06), supporting an interpretation if distinct uses, although

the occurrences particularly in the German corpus remain rare and thus leave a degree

of uncertainty about the use in Germany.

Lohnen/löhnen

The simplex variants lohnen and löhnen appear in 622 instances in the two corpora;

391 instances are in the Swiss corpus, 232 in the German corpus. Both corpora show

the variant löhnen as a rare exception. This can bee seen in table 5.62, which gives the

absolute number occurrences in the corpus, and also figures 5.105 and 5.106 which the

relative distribution. Examples for both can be seen in (56).

(56) a. Doch

but

es

it

lohnt

pays

sich,

itself

denn

because

bei

at

einem

an

Störfall

incident

kann

can

es

it

dem

the

Betrieb

business

einen

a

Millionenschaden

damage of millions

ersparen.

save

(CHTK)

‘But it pays of, because it can save the business millions in damage in case of

an incident.’
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

lohnen CHTK 52 94 114 128
löhnen CHTK 0 1 1 1

lohnen DWDS 43 50 67 68
löhnen DWDS 0 0 1 2

p-value 1 1 1 0.2831

Table 5.62 – Occurrences of lohnen and löhnen in the CHTK and the DWDS

b. Künstler

artists

gelten

believed to be

mit

with

einigem

some

Recht

right

als

as

schwierig,

difficult

Musiker

musicians

besonders

particularly

und

and

vor

before

allem

all

die,

those

die

who

vorzustellen

introducing

sich

are worth

löhnt:

the

die

wayward

eigenwilligen,

the

die

offside

abseits

standing

stehenden,

the

die

unsecured

ungesicherten. (DWDS)

‘With some justification, artists, especially musicians, are believed to be diffi-

cult, and especially those who are worthy of being introduced: the wayward

ones, the ones who stand offside, who are unsecured.’

In the German corpus, only lohnen appears in the first half of the 20th century

with 43 instances between 1900 and 1924, and 50 instances between 1925 and 1949.

Between 1950 and 1974, there is 1 (1%) instance of löhnen in 68 total occurrences, and

2 (3%) among 70 instances between 1975 and 1999. In the Swiss corpus, the period

between 1900 and 1924 shows 52 occurrences of lohnen without any evidence of löhnen.

The following periods each show 1 occurrence of löhnen next to 94 instances (99%) of

lohnen between 1925 and 1949, 114 instances (99%) between 1950 and 1974, and 128
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Figure 5.105 – Percentages of lohnen and löhnen in the CHTK

instances (99%) between 1975 and 1999. Löhnen thus appears as a marginal form in

both corpora, but so rarely that it does not point to a widespread use. The p-values of

> 0.05 in all periods (1900-1924 p = 1, 1925-1949 p = 1, 1950-1974 p = 1, 1975-1999 =

0.2831) support a reading that sees the use in both countries on a similar level.

Summary -lohnen/-löhnen

In keeping with the description by Meyer (2006), only entlöhnen appears as a widely

used form in Switzerland at the end of the 20th century, and appears to have been

the dominant form there for the entirety of the 20th century, although the number of

occurrences especially in the beginning of the century is not particularly strong. In the

case of belöhnen, there are isolated instances in the beginning of the 20th century, but

overall belohnen appears as the clearly dominant form. This is also the case for lohnen,

where only isolated instances of the variant löhnen appear throughout most of the 20th
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Figure 5.106 – Percentages of lohnen and löhnen in the DWDS

century. In the German corpus, löhnen is the only umlauted variant evidenced, yet it

appears as a clear exception to the non-umlauted form. The use of belohnen and lohnen

thus appear to be used equally in Germany and Switzerland, and only with entlohen

and entlöhnen is there a distinct difference in use. This difference appears to be in place

already at the beginning of the 20th century, although there is some uncertainty to this

observation, due to the relatively small number of occurrences in particular in the first

section of the Swiss corpus. The use of entlöhnen thus appears unconnected to the

forms lohnen and belohnen that share its root.

5.6.3 Summary

The investigation of -nutzen/-nützen and lohnen/löhnen verbs indicated that the usage

of the investigated verb variants of the roots -nutzen/-nützen (ausnutzen/ausnützen,

benutzen/benützen, and nutzen/nützen) and -lohnen/-löhnen (belohnen/belöhnen, ent-
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lohnen/entlöhnen, and lohnen/löhnen) developed individually over the course of the

20th century. The variants of -nutzen/-nützen showed variation in both corpora in all

cases. Nonetheless, both corpora appeared distinct. In the case of benutzen/benützen,

the Swiss and German corpus were distinct, in that the Swiss corpus indicated a rather

balanced use of both variants, whereas in the German corpus the umlauted variant

lost in frequency from an already markedly less frequent position over the course of

the century. However, there appears to be a fluctuation and a trend towards the non-

umlauted form at the end of the 20th century in the Swiss corpus. In the case of

ausnutzen/ausnützen, both corpora showed the dominance of on variant in accordance

with the description in the literature already at the beginning of the 20th century. While

this dominance grows in the German corpus, in the Swiss corpus it decreases again

after an initial growth.

For -lohnen/-löhnen, entlohnen/entlöhnen showed a clearly distinct preference

for either variants in the corpora, that appears to exist already in the beginning of

the 20th century, although this reading would clearly benefit from more data. For be-

lohnen/belöhnen, Switzerland may be hanging on to an older use of the umlauted form

in the earlier 20th century, yet in the second half of the 20th century, there is no indi-

cation of differences in the use between Switzerland and Germany. For lohnen/löhnen,

there is marginal use of the umlauted form in both corpora.

Contrasting both groups, entlohnen/entlöhnen stands as the more constant of the

three forms that indicate a specific use in the corpora next to ausnutzen/ausnützen and

benutzen/benützen, which appear to move towards the non-umlauted form dominant

in the German corpus towards the end of the century. The influence of text form was

investigated only with benutzen/benützen, where the data suggested that it did not

influence the distribution of variants.
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5.7 Prepositional case assignment

Based on a corpus study of newspapers by Di Meola (2009: 217), at the beginning of the

21st century, variation in prepositional case assignment in German can be considered

a phenomenon that on the one hand is almost universal for all prepositions. On the

other hand, with the exception of loan prepositions like “á” or “via”, deviation from

the codified forms appears only rarely. However, Meyer (2006: 39-40) describes general

differences in the assignment of case for a number of prepositions between Switzerland

and Germany, in that the dative case is used instead of the genitive or accusative case.

In this section, the use of dank ‘thanks to’ and während ‘during’ are investigated.

5.7.1 Dank

Meyer (2006: 39), with reference to the Duden Grammatik (4th edition, §643), states that

the preposition dank in Germany commonly uses dative or genitive with singular nouns,

and the genitive with plural nouns. In Switzerland, in contrast, the dative is generally

dominant. (57a) and (57b) show the dinstinction of case for singular masculine and

neuter nouns. (57c), in contrast, shows an example of a feminine noun where the

distinction of dative and genitive form is not possible. (57d) and (57e), in contrast, show

the distinction of genitive and dative in plural nouns, which is identical for nouns of all

genders.
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(57) a. Nur

only

dank

thanks

des

the-GEN

Eingreifens

intervention

einer

a

höheren

higher

Autorität,

authority

des

the

Superintendenten,

superintendent

habe

had

sie

she

mit

with

ihren

her

drei

three

Kindern

children

bleiben

stay

können.

can

(DWDS)

‘She was able to stay with her three children only because of the intervention

of a higher authority, the superintendent.’

b. Einzig

Only

dank

thanks

dem

the-DAT

Föhne

foehn

reifen

ripen

in

in

vielen

many

südlichen

southern

Tälern

valleys

der

the

Mais

corn

und

and

die

the

Reben.

vines

(CHTK)

‘In many southern valleys, corn and vines ripen only thanks to the foehn10’

c. Zum

to

Glück

luck

ist

is

heute

today

eine

a

solche

such

Gefahr

threat

dank

thanks

der

the-?

Organisation

organization

unseres

our

Wirtschaftslebens

economic life

nicht

not

mehr

more

so

so

gross.

great

(CHTK)

‘Thanks to the organization of our economic lives, such a threat is no longer

as big today. ’
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d. Es

it

muß

must

zugegeben

admitted

werden,

become

daß

that

unser

our

Tal

valley

nur

only

dank

thanks

der

the-GEN

Subventionen

subventions

die

the

großen

great

Sicherungsarbeiten

safety activities

ausführen

execute

konnte.

could

(CHTK)

‘It has to be admitted that our valley could only execute these major safety

activities because of the subventions.’

e. Auf

on

der

the

einen

one

Seite

side

ist

is

dank

thanks

den

the-DAT

großen

great

Fortschritten

advances

in

in

der

the

Medizin

medicine

und

and

Hygiene

hygiene

die

the

Lebensdauer

longevity

der

the

Menschen

humans

gestiegen.

risen

(CHTK)

‘On the one hand, human longevity has risen thanks to the great advances in

medicine and hygiene.’

Because of this apparent dependency of case use on number, singular and plural uses of

dank are investigated separately here. The singular forms are limited to masculine and

neuter nouns, to account for the indistinguishability of genitive and dative in feminine

singular nouns. The findings for the case assignment of singular forms is based on an

automated search for dank in combination with definite and indefinite articles, as well

as possessive pronouns. The findings for the the plural forms are the result of a search

for dank from which all plural forms that showed unambiguous case assignment were

extracted.

With a singular noun, there are 224 instances of dank, of which 49 appear in the
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German corpus, and 155 in the Swiss. The relative distribution of variants is shown in

figures 5.107 and 5.108, the absolute number of occurrences is given in table 5.63.

Figure 5.107 – Percentages of dank used with dative and genitive (singular) in the CHTK

In the German corpus, 6 (60%) out of 10 instances between 1900 and 1924 use

the dative. Between 1925 and 1949, the dative remains the dominant form, appearing

in 7 out of 10 cases (70%). This changes between 1950 and 1974, where the dative

appears only in 4 of 10 instances (40%). Between 1975 and 1999, the dative appears

as an exception with only 1 instance (6%) against 18 cases of the genitive. As in the

German corpus, the dative is more frequent in the first section of the Swiss corpus,

occurring in 11 (73%) of the 15 instances. This dominance continues between 1925

and 1949, where it appears in 34 out of 40 instances (85%). Between 1950 and 1974,

the dative appears in 37 of 54 instances (69%), and remains dominant in the period

between 1975 and 1999 with 30 of 46 instances (65%).

The use of the dative thus appears more frequent in both corpora at the begin-
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Figure 5.108 – Percentages of dank used with dative and genitive (singular) in the DWDS

ning of the 20th century.11 In the German corpus, this changes in the second half of the

20th century, and it is almost nonexistent in the last section of the corpus. However, the

dative remains prevalent in the Swiss corpus. The p-values drop increasingly and reach

< 0.05 only in the last section of the corpus (1900-1924 p = 0.6668, 1925-1949 p = 0.3582,

1950-1974 p = 0.1482, 1975-1999 = 6.276e-06), supporting the interpretation that there

is a distinct difference in use between Germany and Switzerland at the end of the 20th

century that developed only over the course of the 20th century. The use in Germany

appears to have developed away from a dominant use of the dative that, judging by

the present data, was shared by both Germany and Switzerland. Further, the isolated

instance of a dative form in the German corpus in the last corpus section is different

from the use of both forms that Meyer describes. Following up this finding with data

from other corpora could reveal more about the use in Germany at the end of the 20th

11According to Heuer, Flückiger, and Gallmann (2017: 152), the use of dative is historically older.
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Gentive CHTK 4 6 17 16
Dative CHTK 11 34 37 30

Genitive DWDS 4 3 6 18
Dative DWDS 6 7 4 1

p-value 0.6668 0.3582 0.1482 6.276e-06

Table 5.63 – Case assignment of dank (singular) in the CHTK and the DWDS

century. A study based on a corpus of newspapers from different periods between the

1990 and 2013 by Kvifte (2014: 74-77) can be used as support for the plausibility of

these results. He finds that in Germany, the genitive appears in about 90% of instances

with negligible regional variation, while it appears in only 66% of cases in the Swiss

newspaper used in the study. Kvifte further finds that the difference between singular

and plural use is marginal. Overall, the use thus is different from an initial dominant

use of the dative in both corpora only in the German corpus, pointing to the Swiss use

as more conservative.

Moving on to the use of dank with plural nouns, there are 224 such instances

in the corpus. Of these, 56 appear in the German corpus, and 168 in the Swiss. Table

5.64 gives the absolute number of occurrences, figures 5.109 and 5.110 show the relative

distribution of variants. In the German corpus, 8 (62%) of the 13 occurrences between

1900 and 1924 use the genitive. Between 1925 and 1949, the genitive appears in 9 (81%)

of 11 instances, between 1950 and 1974 in 1 (11%) of 9 instances, and only in 1 (5%) out

of 22 instances between 1975 and 1999.

In the Swiss corpus, 3 of the 5 (60%) instances between 1900 and 1925 use the

genitive, and this slightly more frequent use of the genitive also appears between 1925

and 1949 where it accounts for 25 of the 43 cases (58%). With 28 occurrences each,

dative and genitive appear in equal numbers between 1950 and 1974. In the period
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Figure 5.109 – Percentages of dank used with dative and genitive (plural) in the CHTK

between 1975 and 1999, the genitive is again more frequent, appearing in 34 of the 64

instances (53%). The p-values are > 0.05 in the second half of the century (1900-1924 p

= 1, 1925-1949 p = 0.181, 1950-1974 p = 0.03554, 1975-1999 = 0.000123), which backs

the impression that the distinction of use in Switzerland and Germany only becomes

marked over the course of this period. Meyer’s description of the dominant use of

genitive with plural nouns in Germany thus holds. In the Swiss corpus, the dative seems

to be used consistently, especially if compared to the German corpus. Looking at the

development, the data from the beginning of the century is comparatively rare and does

not provide firm ground for analysis. As it is, the findings do not suggest that there was

a strongly distinct use between Germany and Switzerland, but rather point to a use of

both genitive and dative in both Germany and Switzerland. The German use seems to

have moved towards the near exclusive use of the genitive only over the course of the

century, whereas the Swiss use relied on the dative more strongly.
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Figure 5.110 – Percentages of dank used with dative and genitive (plural) in the DWDS

Combining the findings for singular and plural use, it appears that both dative

and genitive were used in Germany and Switzerland at the beginning of the 20th century.

The use in Germany seems to have changed stronger than the use in Switzerland, in

that it almost entirely moved away from the use of the dative. The Swiss usage seems to

have constantly relied on both genitive and dative, although the dative in the present

data overall appears more frequent with singular nouns than with plural nouns, with

the latter using both cases to similar extent.

5.7.2 Während

Just as dank, während is reported to be used with both the dative and the genitive.

According to Grimm’s dictionary, the preposition is fairly young, but evidence of its use

with both dative and genitive is found already in the 18th century.12 The distinction for

12 http://www.woerterbuchnetz.de/DWB?lemma=waehrend (accessed 07/02/2017).
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Genitive CHTK 3 25 28 34
Dative CHTK 2 18 28 30

Genitive DWDS 8 9 8 22
Dative DWDS 5 2 1 1

p-value 1 0.181 0.03554 0.000123

Table 5.64 – Case assignment of dank (plural) in the CHTK and the DWDS

singular masculine and neuter nouns is shown in examples (58).13

(58) a. Hier

here

wurde

became

das

the

Sitzen

sitting

während

during

des

the-GEN

Essens

meal

erläutert.

elucidated

(CHTK)

‘The sitting during the meal was elucidated here.’

b. Der

the

wirtschaftliche

economic

Wiederaufbau

reconstruction

Deutschlands,

germany’s

das

which

vor

before

und

and

während

during

dem

the-DAT

Krieg

war

Hauptabnehmer

main customer

dieser

these

Produkte

products

war,

was

könnte

could

bessere

better

Exportmöglichkeiten

export possibilities

schaffen.

create.

(CHTK)

‘The economic reconstruction of Germany, which was the main customer for

these products before and during the war, could create better possibilities for

export.’

Differences in the use of während are mentioned in Meyer (2006: 39), but there

is earlier work by Gelhaus, Heyne, and Frey (1972), who describe an increased use of

dative with während in Switzerland. In a study that relies on literary texts, primarily

13For plural and feminine nouns consider (57c), (57d), and (57e).
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published in the 1960’s, they contrast the use of case with während in Switzerland,

Austria, the FRG, and the GDR. While their study shows individual cases of dative

use in Austria and Germany, it appears as a marginal phenomenon in these texts,

appearing in only 3% and 0.9% of the found cases. In Switzerland, in contrast, the dative

appears in 19.8% of cases. Presently, the Duden lists während as a genitive-preposition

although it notes that the dative is used colloquially, and that the dative is used in

specific cases: The dative is used when the plural genitive is not recognizable, and

when a genitive attribute appears between während and the dependent nouns.14 The

evaluation of the use of dative appears to have changed over time or to vary between

different publications. Gelhaus, Heyne, and Frey (1972: 15) note that the second edition

of the Duden Grammatik classifies the use of the dative not only as colloquial, but also

as antiquated. This assessment of the Duden is also put forward by Meyer (2006: 39).

Meyer further states that the use of the dative with während is progressing into the

standard in Switzerland, where the genitive often appears labored. Gelhaus, Heyne,

and Frey (1972: 15) further state that the plural of strong declension nouns also uses

the dative, e.g. “während zehn Jahren.” Elter (2005) investigated the use of dative and

genitive with während in newspapers at the beginning of the 21st century and found

that the dative is used almost exclusively in the Alemannic dialect region. She further

comments on an apparent “insecurity” (Elter 2005: 130) in the use of case based on an

example of the use of dative in the headline of an article, that is followed by the use of a

genitive in the actual text.

The corpus search provided a finding that to my knowledge has not been men-

tioned in the literature up to this point. The Swiss corpus had a drastically higher

number of findings of the type während+[time], e.g. “während Jahren” (‘for years’).

14 http://www.duden.de/rechtschreibung/waehrend_binnen_inmitten (accessed 03/10/2017).
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In combination with the search terms “Jahren” (‘years’), “Jahrhunderten” (‘centuries’),

“Monaten” (‘months’), “Jahrzehnten” (‘decades’), “Jahrtausenden” (‘millennia’), “Wochen”

(‘weeks’), “Stunden” (‘hours’), “Tagen” (‘days’), “Minuten” (‘minutes’), and “Sekunden”

(‘seconds’), the Swiss corpus produces 153 hits, where the German corpus only shows

2. The construction während+[time] thus appears to be a largely distinctive feature of

Swiss Standard German in its own right. Notably, the number of occurrences appears

to rise throughout the century, appearing only in one text between 1900 and 1924, in

17 texts between 1925 and 1949, in 29 texts between 1950 and 1974, and in 52 texts

between 1975 and 1999.

Because this construction accounts for a relevant number of instances of während+dative

in the Swiss corpus, the instances of dative occurring in that context are not included

in the following discussion. While this affects the overall numbers and the percentage

of dative case used with während, the the use found in the Swiss corpus still stands

out against that found in the German corpus. All numbers only consider the instances

where there was no ambiguity in determining the marked case. A distinction of dative

and genitive was possible in 1314 instances. Of these, 847 appeared in the Swiss corpus,

and 467 in the German. The German corpus show the use of Dative with während in

only 2 instances, 1 each between 1925 and 1949 and between 1950 and 1974. In both

instances, this is less 1% of the uses if appearing 102 times between 1900 and 1924, 124

times between 1925 and 1949, 138 times between 1950 and 1974, and 101 times between

1975 and 1999. In the Swiss corpus, the dative appears in 15 of the 146 instances (10%)

between 1900 and 1924, 32 of the 244 instances (13%) between 1925 and 1949, 13 (5%)

of the 239 instances between 1950 and 1974, and 28 of the 218 instances (13%) between

1975 and 1999. While this data does not indicate a clear trend, it does suggest that

while the dative has been used consistently, although less so than the genitive. This is
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different from the German data, where the dative appears very much as an exception.

This is compatible with the earlier findings of Gelhaus, Heyne, and Frey (1972). The

p-values for all periods are < 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 0.0005223, 1925-1949 p = 1.032e-05,

1950-1974 p = 0.002804, 1975-1999 = 0.0002263) and thus support the reading of distinct

use in Germany and Switzerland.

Figure 5.111 – Percentages of während used with dative and genitive in the CHTK

A further aspect of this data is the occurrence of both genitive and dative forms

within the same source text, as already observed by both Elter (2005: 130) and Gelhaus,

Heyne, and Frey (1972: 14). In the data from the Swiss corpus, this use of both dative

and genitive occurs in 54 of the 88 texts that use the dative.15 This leaves only 34 text

that show the dative exclusively, which makes the exclusive evidence of the genitive in

724 texts much more frequent. Judging by the sheer distribution, the dative appears thus

as an option that is overall less frequent than the genitive. Among the data there are

15It should not be glossed over that this also happened in one of the only 2 instances in the German
corpus.
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Figure 5.112 – Percentages of während used with dative and genitive in the DWDS

instances where both the genitive and dative are found with während and an identical

noun.16 An example is given in (59).

(59) a. Es

it

erweitert

expands

und

and

verändert

changes

sich

itself

während

during

dem

the-DAT

Malen

painting

‘it expands and changes during the painting process’(CHTK)

16This also happens in the one instance where the German corpus exhibits both dative and genitive
within the same text.
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Genitive CHTK 131 212 226 190
Dative CHTK 15 32 13 28

Genitive DWDS 102 124 138 101
Dative DWDS 0 1 0 1

p-value 0.0005223 1.032e-05 0.002804 0.0002263

Table 5.65 – Case assignment of während in the CHTK and DWDS

b. Wenn

if

wir

we

während

during

des

the-GEN

Malens

painting

das

the

Bild

picture

bewerten,

judge

beschränken

limit

wir

we

uns

us

auf

on

bekannte

known

Möglichkeiten

possibilities

‘if we judge the painting in the process of painting we limit ourselves to

known possibilities’ (CHTK)

An interpretation of these occurrences here must remain tentative. Arguably,

with a perspective from language management theory, they point to an openness of

the writer and/or editor for tolerating both genitive and dative case marking in these

instances. The inconsistent use of case was either not noted or a correction was not

deemed necessary. A more speculative interpretation could see the use of the dative as

a stylistic option to avoid repetition.

5.7.3 Summary

Analyzing the case assignment of dank and während showed more variation in the

Swiss corpus than in the German corpus. In the case of dank, the German appears

to have developed it’s strong preference for the genitive only over the course of the
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20th century. Considering that the dative is the historically older case, Swiss Standard

German here appears to be more conservative. Whether the development in the German

use is “natural” or whether it is influenced by interference through grammatography

and prescriptivism is a question that would be interesting in the interpretation of

these findings, yet cannot be followed up upon here. The development is different for

während, where isolated instances of the dative occur in the German corpus, but where

this does not appear to be rooted in a more frequent use in the beginning of the 20th

century. This increased tendency towards using the dative case with both prepositions

may be seen in connection with the by large absence of the genitive in the Swiss German

dialects. While this absence is well represented in German dialects, too, in Switzerland

diglossia as described in chapter 3.1 provides a situation in which Swiss professional

writers, who provide the foundation for the used corpora, use dialect on a day to day

basis in a way that cannot be assumed to be the case for a majority of German writers.
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Figure 5.113 – Percentages of Anfang used with and without a genitive attribute in the CHTK

5.8 Substantival attributes without genitive

A further distinct construction described by Meyer (2006: 38) concerns the marking of

substantival attributes. As he explains, constructions like Anfang Jahr ‘beginning year,’

i.e. ‘in the beginning of the year’ can be used in Swiss Standard German in analogy

to Anfang April ‘beginning April,’ i.e. ‘in the beginning of April.’ This is distinct, in

that it omits a genitive marking that is generally considered required, as in Anfang des

Jahres, where des indicates the genitive. Meyer describes this pattern for constructions

containing Anfang ‘beginning’ and Ende ‘end’ in combination with Jahr ‘year,’ Monat

‘month,’ and Woche ‘week.’ To test the productivity of this construction, I investigated

the occurrences of Mitte ‘middle.’

Table 5.66 shows the instances of Anfang with or without a genitive attribute

of Jahr, Monat, and Woche. The relative distribution of variants is shown in figures
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Figure 5.114 – Percentages of Anfang used with and without a genitive attribute in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Anfang X CHTK 1 0 1 4
Anfang der/des X CHTK 6 10 5 4

Anfang X DWDS 0 0 0 0
Anfang der/des X DWDS 6 11 9 2

p-value 1 1 0.4 0.002554

Table 5.66 – Occurrences of Anfang and Anfang des/der
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Figure 5.115 – Percentages of Ende used with and without a genitive attribute in the CHTK

5.113 and 5.114. For the German forms, the corpus shows no instances without the

genitive article. Forms with a genitive article occur 6 times between 1900 and 1924, 11

times between 1925 and 1949, 9 times between 1950 and 1974, and 22 times between

1975 and 1999. In the Swiss corpus, both forms occur. Between 1900 and 1924, Anfang

appears without a genitive article in 1 out of 7 instances (14%). Between 1925 and

1949, there are 10 instances of only the form with an article. Between 1950 and 1974,

1 of the 6 instances (17%) appears without an article, and between 1975 and 1999,

both forms appear 4 times. The form thus initially appears marginal, yet seems to

gain frequency towards the end of the 20th century. The p-values support a reading

of growing difference between German and Swiss use, being > 0.05 in the first three

periods (1900-1924 p = 1, 1925-1949 p = 1, 1950-1974 p = 0.4) but not in the final section

of the corpus (1975-1999 = 0.002554).

The data in table 5.67 shows the occurrences for the same phenomenon with
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Figure 5.116 – Percentages of Ende used with and without a genitive attribute in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Ende X CHTK 2 2 7 12
Ende der/des X CHTK 16 27 15 16

Ende X DWDS 0 0 0 0
Ende der/des X DWDS 13 20 20 22

p-value 0.4968 0.5068 0.009195 0.0004186

Table 5.67 – Occurrences of Ende and Ende des/der
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1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

Mitte X CHTK 0 0 0 0
Mitte der/des X CHTK 1 6 3 4

Mitte X DWDS 0 0 0 0
Mitte der/des X DWDS 2 7 6 10

Table 5.68 – Occurrences of Mitte and Mitte des/der

Ende, again aggregating the cooccurrence with Jahr, Monat, and Woche. The relative

distribution of variants is shown in figures 5.115 and 5.116. The German corpus mirrors

the findings from Anfang, in that there is no occurrence of a form without a genitive

article. In contrast to this, instances with an article occur continuously, in 13 instances

between 1900 and 1924, 20 instances both from 1925 to 1949 and 1950 to 1974, and 22

instances from 1975 to 1999. The Swiss corpus again shows both forms. In the section

from 1900 to 1924, the form without genitive article makes up only 2 of the 18 instances

(11%). It continues to be marginal between 1925 and 1949, where it accounts for 2

of the 29 forms (7%). From 1950 to 1974, it appears in 7 of 22 instances (32%), thus

appearing to gain frequency, and this trend continues between 1975 and 1999, where it

accounts for 12 of the 28 instances (42%). Again, the p-values back a reading that sees

a growing difference between the German and the Swiss use. In the first two periods,

they are > 0.05 (1900-1924 p = 0.4968, 1925-1949 p = 0.5068), yet in the second half of

the century, they are < 0.05 (1950-1974 p = 0.009195, 1975-1999 = 0.0004186), making a

chance distribution appear increasingly unlikely.

The use of Mitte without a genitive is not described in the literature. However, I

examined the corpus for its use to find out about whether analogous use of this form

might be present as well. As table 5.68 shows, both corpora only showed instances of

the form with an article. While the number of occurrences is lower than that of Anfang

and Ende, the consistent absence of forms without the article suggest that Mitte is not
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used analogously to these forms.

While the numbers for Ende inspire more confidence than those for Anfang, it

appears that the use of these without a genitive is only a marginal variant in Switzerland

at the beginning of the 20th century. However, in the second half of the century, this use

gains prominence, and develops into what appears to be a more or less equally frequent

variant. This is in stark contrast to the German corpus, where none of these forms are

evidenced, suggesting that they were not used at any point in the observed period. As

discussed briefly with the use of dative with prepositions, this might be connected to

diglossia in German speaking Switzerland and the absence of the genitive in the Swiss

German dialects.
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5.9 Bereits in the Vorfeld

Dürscheid and Hefti (2006) are probably the first to describe the placement of bereits

‘already’ in the Vorfeld of main clauses, i.e. before the finite verb, as a distinct feature of

Swiss Standard German. (60) is an example of this and shows bereits in sentence initial

position in front of the finite verb. In a small scale study of contemporary newspapers,

they find that this placement is very rare in German texts. Dürscheid and Sutter (2014)

follow up on this study and investigate the occurrences of sentence initial bereits before

finite verbs in a bigger corpus, again based on contemporary newspapers. While they

find that there are some instances of this use in their German corpus, the frequency of

bereits before finite verbs in relation to bereits occurring not in front of finite verbs in

the Swiss corpus is statistically significant higher than in the German corpus.

(60) Bereits

already

stehen

stand

wir

we

am

at

Rand

edge

des

the

Abgrunds

abyss

‘we are already standing at the edge of the abyss.’(CHTK)

In my own corpus study, I contrast the use of sentence initial bereits in front of

finite verbs with that of bereits after finite verbs. While this is only one of a number of

possible placements of bereits, it is intended to provide a benchmark to make the found

instances comparable between the two corpora, not to provide an extensive account

of all occurrences of bereits in other contexts. Table 5.69 gives the absolute number

occurrences in the corpus, figures 5.117 and 5.118 show their relative distribution. The

German corpus shows only one instance of a sentence initial bereits which appears in

the period between 1900 and 1924 next to 54 (98%) instances of bereits after a finite
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verb. In the following sections, bereits occurs after a finite verb 78 times between 1925

and 1949, 72 times between 1950 and 1974, and 73 times between 1975 and 1999. In the

Swiss corpus, bereits continuously occurs sentence initial before finite verbs. It appears

5 of 51 times (10%) between 1900 and 1924, 11 of 82 times (13%) between 1925 and

1949, 9 (8%) of 112 times between 1950 and 1974, and 10 of 115 times (9%) between

1975 and 1999. The p-values are < 0.05 in all but the first period (1900-1924 p = 0.1033,

1925-1949 p = 0.0007024, 1950-1974 p = 0.01267, 1975-1999 = 0.01453), backing the

reading of differences in use at least in the later part of the century.

Bereits thus appears to have been used in sentence initial position continuously

in Switzerland since the beginning of the 20th century. In contrast, evidence from the

German corpus is very scarce. Since, however, Dürscheid and Sutter (2014) show that it

is used in German newspapers in the beginning of the 20th century, its absence from

the DWDS corpus raises questions. It is possible that this use persists in Germany

throughout the 20th century, but only so rarely as to not show up in the present data. A

regional use that is not reflected in the data from the DWDS is a further option. This

once more raises questions of representativity. The earlier comparison of this study

with recent work on verb separability has indicated that the DWDS of does not readily

capture regional variation in 20th century German that appears in early 21st century

corpora of regional newspapers. This could have numerous reasons. It could hint at a

historical use of the initial bereits in Germany, that was subsequently largely stigmatized

and repressed, and only resurfaced recently, although this would require a rather fast

reemergence of this variant.

The differences could also stem from text type that lie underneath the general

distinction fo the four categories used here. The studies by Dürscheid and Sutter (2014)

and Niehaus (2015) explicitly use regional newspapers, whereas the data in the corpus
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Figure 5.117 – Percentages of bereits in sentence initial position and following a finite verb in the CHTK

Korpus C4 does not specify the type of newspaper. Considering the earlier findings of

differences between different types of newspapers from the same country by (Schmidlin

2011: 178-179), this is a factor for consideration. This has further consequences for a

theory of standard language that will be discussed in the following section.
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Figure 5.118 – Percentages of bereits in sentence initial position and following a finite verb in the DWDS

1900-1924 1925-1949 1950-1974 1975-1999

CHTK 5 11 9 10
CHTK 46 71 103 115

DWDS 1 0 0 0
DWDS 54 78 72 73

p-value 0.1033 0.0007024 0.01267 0.01453

Table 5.69 – Occurrences of bereits in sentence initial positiona and following a finite verb in the CHTK
and the DWDS
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5.10 Summary and discussion

With the data from the corpus investigation presented, this section briefly summarizes

the results to provide the foundation for the discussion of the implications and the

limitations of the findings. The data collected in this does not always give a clear image

of the usage patterns during the investigated period. However, in many instances there

appears to be enough data to allow interpretation and discussion. Most importantly, the

corpus data has not provided a single unified picture of the development of variation

between Germany and Switzerland. but rather indicated a number of different patterns.

The one pattern that stands out across the investigated categories is that of the

higher degree of variation in the Swiss corpus. This includes instances that were already

discussed above in the context of change, but appears distinctly with the separable and

inseparable use of anvertrauen and widerspiegeln, as an exception with the linking ele-

ments in Badezimmer/Badzimmer, Schattenseite/Schattseite, and Störenfried/Störefried,

and with a more balanced distribution in Ausrufezeichen/Ausrufzeichen, Jahreszahl/

Jahrzahl, Tannenzapfen/Tannzapfen, and Wartesaal/Wartsaal. It also appeared in the

use of substantival attributes without genitive in Anfang and Ende with the absolute

use of the verbs ändern and bessern, and less clearly with rentieren, where data was

comparatively scarce but pointed to variation in the German corpus, too. Similarly,

the use of umlaut in benutzen/benützen showed variation in both the German and

the Swiss corpus, but the non-umlauted form appeared to be strongly favored in the

German corpus, where the Swiss corpus used both forms largely equally. The case of

entlohnen/entlöhnen again showed the use of both the umlauted and non-umlauted

form in the Swiss corpus, where the German corpus only used the non-umlauted form.

The use of dative with the prepositions dank and in particular während also largely
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matches this pattern, as does the use of bereits in the Vorfeld. More than a variant, this

last feature appears to be an option that Swiss Standard German offers its users that

German Standard German does not readily hold. The results from the investigation of

während also indicate that constructions like während Jahren [DATIVE] (‘for years’) are

used far more frequently in Swiss Standard German than in German Standard German.

However, there are instances where both corpora indicate a similar degree of

variation. This appears with the use of umlaut in ausnutzen/ausützen, with the linking

element in Gesetzentwurf/Gesetzesentwurf in the second half of the 20th century, and

with the separability of anerkennen. Only in the case of beidseitig/beiderseitig and,

potentially, Hemdsärmel/Hemdärmel does the German corpus show more variation.

The “rise” of the Swiss variant over the course of the 20th century seems to be rather

rare. It is found only in the use of the inseparable form of widerspiegeln. Because the

analysis started from variants that were described as characteristic for Switzerland at

the beginning of the 21st century, the disappearance of these variants over the course of

the 20th century constitutes an unexpected outcome. In the data, it only appears with

Uhrmacher.

The data essentially did not show strict distinction of national variants in that

the German corpus only shows variant A where the Swiss corpus only shows variant B,

in particular when considering the entire length of the 20th century. In a number of

instances, both the German and Swiss corpus indicate variation in the beginning period

of the corpus that subsequently recedes. The German use in these cases appears to lead

the way for a delayed development in the Swiss corpus. This was the case with some

of the instances of adverbial morphology investigated here, e.g. with danach/darnach,

jeweils/jeweilen, and many of the adverbs involving hier-/hie. This pattern also appeared

among the linking elements with Fegfeuer/Fegefeuer. With Pressfreiheit/Pressefreiheit
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and the use of umlauted nutzen/nützen, it appears that both the Swiss and the German

corpus change their preference of variant parallel to each other.

With the case marking of dank, the (somewhat scarce) data in the earliest period

indicates a rather similar distribution of variants in both corpora, which develops into

distinct patterns of usage only over the course of the 20th century. This development

of a preference also appears durchweg/durchwegs, where the Swiss corpus, in contrast

to the German, does not have a distinct preference for either variant in the beginning

of the 20th century, but strongly leans towards the use of durchwegs by the its end. In

some cases, the Swiss corpus appears to hold an almost atavistic usage that disappears

from the data over the course of the 20th century. This appears with darvon and the

umlauted use of belöhnen.

With the patterns of development thus described, it is necessary to discuss the

limitations and biases of the corpus analysis performed here to be able to offer an

interpretation. This study is biased insofar that it sets out from variation described as

characteristic for Standard German in Switzerland. Already before the presentation of

the data, it was noted that treating both Germany and Switzerland as homogeneous

entities is a drastic simplification of linguistic realities, both present and historical. A

reminder of this seems particularly important for the interpretation of the German

data, but also for the data from Switzerland. At first glance it appears plausible that

the use of Standard German in Switzerland would be more homogeneous across space

than in the larger Germany due to its smaller size. Ultimately, this is an assumption

that future research should investigate. This simplification causes uncertainties in the

interpretation of the data. Is the absence of a given variant in either corpus actually

representative of the use in the territory of that state, or is it a result of the composition

of the corpus. Similarly, the question has to be asked whether isolated instances of a
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variant in a corpus the result of underrepresented regions where this variant is used, or

whether they are indeed uncharacteristic for the use in the whole corpus territory. The

analysis is further complicated by the very different levels of frequency of the features

investigated in the corpus. While some of the investigated features occurred hundreds

of times, others occurred only in very small numbers. Especially for the features where

evidence is scarce, this creates additional uncertainties.

As they stand, the results in many cases point to the continued parallel use of

more than one variant as a characteristic feature of Swiss Standard German. Until an

analysis of comparable variation within Germany has been undertaken, this finding has

to remain preliminary. One concern that could be alleviated was that of the influence of

text type on the results of the study for the Swiss corpus. Focusing on the difference

in occurrence of variants in particular in literary and non-fiction texts, the use of be-

nutzen/benützen, hierzu/hiezu, and widerspiegeln in different text types was investigated

and overall supported the assumption that neither have a stronger representation of

either variant. The role of instructional and scientific texts was not investigated in

more details. However, they could be a worthy object of future investigation. Up to this

point, their place within changing language norms has not been discussed and remains

unclear.

Comparison with other empirical work was only possible in three occasions.

In the case of the dative assignment of während, the data was compatible with that

found by Gelhaus, Heyne, and Frey (1972) in their analysis of texts from the 1960’s. The

comparison with related studies by Dürscheid and Sutter (2014) and Niehaus (2015)

provided different results. While the data for anerkennen and berereits appeared gener-

ally compatible with the findings in this study, it did suggest that there was variation in

Germany that the present corpus did not reflect. For widerspiegeln, the data from their
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studies matched with that found for Switzerland, but did not appear to fit the data found

in the German corpus. A potential reason might lie in the composition of the corpora

for both studies. While this study did not find strong indications of differences between

journalistic and literary texts in Switzerland, this may be different in Germany. The

focus on only journalistic texts in the Variantengrammatik-corpus used in the previous

studies may in itself have contributed to the different outcomes.

However, it appears as important to look beyond the mere text type and to ask for

the choices made in selecting the newspapers for the corpora. In composing the corpus

the corpus of the Variantengrammatik regional newspapers were explicitly chosen as

the source materials (Dürscheid, Elspaß, and Ziegler 2011: 126). The DWDS corpus, in

contrast focuses on major newspapers (Klein and Geyken 2010: 291). Standard German

thus might be represented quite differently in the Korpus C4 and the Variantengram-

matik. This raises a fundamental question about a definition of Standard German to

which (Dürscheid, Elspaß, and Ziegler 2011: 126) already point: is Standard German

supraregional, as in the working definition adopted earlier from Klein (2013) or also

proposed by Eisenberg (2007),17 or is it rather regional, as practiced in the corpus of

the Variantengrammatik or in the AADG. The results of corpus linguistic studies might

vary considerably depending on how this question is answered. Ultimately, this con-

sideration supports the validity of the findings of this study within its own theoretical

framework and gives credibility the observed continued variation in Switzerland.

Outlining the place of Standard German in Switzerland during the 20th century,

two major different factors that could have potentially influenced the development

17Eisenberg excludes the tabloid BILD from his list of newspapers worth considering. While there is
no room to follow up on this here, it should be noted that this appears debatable. Excluding tabloid
newspapers from a usage based conception of (written) standard language moves away from criteria like
text type and range, and points towards an understanding of standard language that is dependent on the
factors social class and education.
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were identified before the analysis: On the one side, there are increasingly ambiguous

attitudes towards German Standard German that are contrasted with a growing positive

attitude towards and increased used of Swiss German dialects. On the other side, the

20th century experienced a change in mobility, both of people and linguistic materials,

that is likely to have increased the presence of German materials within Switzerland.

Beyond written materials, audiovisual media are a particularly present carrier of German

Standard German in Switzerland.

In front of the described historical and linguistic background of Switzerland in

the 20th century, it appears that diglossia and the growing importance of dialects in

Swiss society as well as a negative attitude towards German Standard German in all

likelihood did not cause variation in Swiss Standard German to appear. As discussed,

the dominant pattern observed in the Swiss corpus is that of variation as a continuation

of a use that appears to have existed already at the beginning of the 20th century. When

observing this, it is important to remember that in some instances, the frequency of use

declined over the century.

The question whether increased availability of German Standard German Media

in Switzerland during the second half of the 20th century contributed to their displace-

ment is harder to answer, because the starting point for the investigation is variation

described at the turn towards the 21st century. An inquiry that traces the development

of variation that exists at the beginning of the 20th century could reveal much more

about the (non-)displacement of Swiss variants. However, many of the described forms

appear robust even towards the end of the observed period. That diglossia and speaker

attitudes contributed to this maintenance is plausible, yet hard to prove.

For specific grammatical features, the influence of the dialect or conventions of

spoken Swiss Standard German can be drawn upon for support. First, it may be argued
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that the typological difference between Swiss German and Standard German is reflected

in the use of linking elements in compound nouns. Similarly, the differences in the

use of case with prepositions and the use of substantival attributes without a genitive

marking may also be attributed to the influence of the dialects, where the Genitive is

generally absent.18 While the Swiss German dialects are certainly not unique in their lack

of the genitive, the everyday use of the dialect by professional writers, like the ones that

contributed to the corpora investigated here, cannot be assumed in the same way for

Germany. Further influence from spoken language can be assumed in the case of verb

separability. For some of the verbs where the differences are observed in writing, the

difference in stress pattern between Swiss and German Standard German is documented

in the Duden-Aussprachewörterbuch. This influence from the spoken language does

however not appear universal, as indicated by the observation of declining use of

Umlaut in nützen in written Swiss Standard German, despite a general use of the

umlauted form in everday spoken language. Notably, the umlaut in nützen may wall be

seen beyond the limits of grammatical variation and within the realm of orthography.

Whether pronunciation differences like differences in r-vocalization between Germany

and Switzerland influence the spelling of the adverbial morphemes dar- and -hie is

unclear at this point and would require further investigation.

The extent to which these differences between the Alemannic dialects and Stan-

dard German are responsible for the oberserved differences between the German and

Swiss Standard German needs to be confirmed by further research. Yet if these struc-

tural differences can indeed be identified as major causes of the differences observed

between the Standard varieties, this could provide a new element for the theory of pluri-

centricity or pluriareality. The influence of these factors in the border regions would

18See Rash (1998: 141) for a brief account of the genitive in Swiss German in general and Burri and
Imstepf (2002) for a more detailed discussion of the genitive in Bernese German
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become an object of particular interest and could reveal the extent of the pragmatic

border between Germany and Switzerland. One form such an investigation could take

is a real or apparent time study of students on both sides of the border that investigates

the development of the features in question over the course of school education.

The specifics of the used corpora come from a theoretical vantage point that is

not universal and the findings should not be applied to other contexts unquestioningly

but only after consideration of the underlying assumptions. Despite these caveats, the

findings from this study complicate results by earlier studies as undertaken by Elspaß

and Niehaus (2014), who had found little variation in 19th century Standard German.

The findings presented here indicate that for some of the features investigated there is

considerable variation at the beginning of the 20th century. The findings are not incom-

patible, but rather add to the understanding of the development of standard German. It

is of course plausible that different grammatical features would have different histories.

In the following, some concluding remarks provide an outlook on unanswered and new

questions that arise from these results.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This study has attempted to provide an account of the development of grammatical

variation in the Standard German used in Germany and Switzerland during the 20th

century. With considerable variation between different features, it found a general

tendency towards a parallel occurrence of two variants in the Swiss corpus - a pattern

that was comparatively rare in the German corpus. The data suggested that in most

cases, this variation existed continuously and did not appear anew only in the course

of the 20th century. At least for German and Switzerland, the theory of a pluricentric

tendency only after World War II thus appears refuted. At the end of the 19th century,

Standard German shows variation. While there is some evidence even among the

features investigated that German German, too, is not homogeneous (and it is likely

that there is considerable further variation within the borders of German at this point,

too), the presence of “German” variants in the Swiss corpus was common and generally

appeared already in the beginning of the 20th century. However, this leads to the

disappearance of Swiss variants only in a minority of instances. Thus, in many instances

there is a striking continuity in both Germany and Switzerland.
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The question whether German German functions as the Leitvarietät can thus be

answered with a “yes”, in that German use appears to affect Switzerland in a way that

the Swiss use does not affect Germany. This appears a very plausible finding in light of

a pattern of media production and consumption that works largely as a one way street

from German to Switzerland. However, this comes with a “but,” in that this influence

appeared not to have created homogeneity by the end of the 20th century.

Looking for an explanation of this variation, the Swiss German dialects were

taken into focus. Their (for the German-speaking world in the 20th century) unchar-

acteristically prominent place in the everyday life of German speaking Switzerland,

regardless of social background. In some instances, a connection from characteristic

phenomena of Swiss German dialects or from spoken Swiss Standard German could be

drawn to the investigated features. Because the primary object of this study was not

elaborating on the connection between spoken language and the written standard, these

connections have not been explored in detail. This connection, however, should not be

understood as proof without further studies. Such work could take different directions,

e.g. a deeper inquiry into typological differences between Standard German and Swiss

German dialects or contrastive studies on the acquisition of Standard German.

The prominent place of the dialects in German-spaking Switzerland itself has

a historical dimension. As was outlined, the dialects gained this position only over

the course of the 20th century and this development can be connected to political

events and societal developments. While these should not be reduced to the World

Wars, they appear as momentous events. In their context, it is possible to observe

a distancing of Swiss German identity from Germany, most notably in the spiritual

national defense. Detailing these developments was again beyond the focus of this

study and could provide the material for further research.
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With regard to the immediate object of inquiry - the pluricentricity of German -

it seems prudent to briefly address again some of the points that have complicated the

analysis. When it comes to the structural investigation of Standard German, the Korpus

C4, as productive as has proven in this study, has been limited both by its size and by

its lack of regional distinction in the German corpus. For future work, larger historical

corpora that are composed with consideration for regionality are not only desirable, but

very much necessary if the uncertainties encountered in this study want to be avoided.

In the few instances where the results could be compared to recent studies,

the lack of a unified understanding of what constitutes Standard German has further

emerged as an issue. This represents the competing conceptions of pluricentricity and

pluriareality (or regiocentricity). The different conceptions appeared to considerably

influence the results obtained from the corpora. The use of corpora compiled from

regional newspapers appears to be a productive tool to uncover regional variation in

language use. Whether this constitutes Standard German appears to depend on the

definition of standard. In this context, exploring the tension between conceptions (and

manifestations) of regional and supraregional standard appears to be a promising area

of interest. This study already addressed the question of different editorial practices in

different text types, albeit only in a few instances. It would be interesting to investigate

how regional norms relate to supraregional norms in newspapers but also literary or

other texts, and to identify the differences. This could reveal more about not only the

regional norms of standard language, but also on how standard language authority is

distributed in the German speaking world - can it be placed on a map, and if so where?

With a view to the theoretical problem of pinpointing Standard German in the present,

it may also be asked whether there is a need for more research into a historical theory

of standard language that considers the change in conceptions of the standard. Such
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an endeavor could increase the understanding of how standard language as a social

construct is subject to change and connected to authority in society.

By exploring the development of usage patterns, the place of the found varia-

tion in the history of Standard German remains uncertain. The question whether the

differences between the varieties are indeed “eher unerheblich” (‘rather insignificant’),

as Besch (1990: 93) claims, or whether they are rather considerable, has remains unan-

swered at this point. An aspect that was not even considered in this study was that of

the co-occurrence of investigated variants with each other. A question that future work

might want to ask is whether there are speakers or writers that are more “Swiss” in their

entire language use, or whether the use of variants is independent of each other (for an

example of a study that considers the use of variants see Hinrichs, Szmrecsanyi, and

Bohmann 2015). This consideration of the individual provides a further connection to

speaker perceptions. Although historical research into speaker perceptions is hard, if not

entirely impossible, research in this direction with present speakers could potentially

reveal more about the relevance of the observed variation than qualitative attempts

at measuring linguistic distance. In this respect, the present work already connects to

other recent work. Intuitively, the apparent more critical attitude of Swiss speakers of

German observed by Peter (2015) is in contradiction with the structural variation found

in this study. Exploring this tension could be a fruitful object of future work and further

the understanding of the sociological aspects of standard language, as opposed to the

structural aspects at the center of this study.

This study has looked at the 20th century divided into quarters and ended in the

year 1999. At the time of writing, 17 years have passed which places the contemporary

language closer to the end of the first quarter of the 21st century than its beginning.

Calling the data found at the end of the corpus contemporary German thus seems out
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of place. The passage of time, in line with the medial changes brought about by the

Internet might have had a profound effect on Standard German since the beginning of

the 21st century. Because of this, it would be instructive to compare the present results

with more recent data, e.g. findings produced by the Variantengrammatik-project,

mindful of the theoretical differences between the corpora.

In some way, this study has portrayed the development in Switzerland as special

in comparison to a normal development in Germany. This follows the logic of a long

tradition of research, description, and perception. However, it seems worth stating that

this is not inherently so. The development in Switzerland could just as well have been

taken as the starting point for the development, to which a description of the linguistic

and cultural developments in Germany could have been added, detailing the changes in

the use of standard within the borders of Germany or the Germanies. This is also worth

remembering when placing the results of this study within the greater research context.

The observed grammatical variation in the development of Swiss Standard German

is not inherently special. In fact, variation on a comparable level might be “normal”.

Without further studies on regional developments of standard language in Germany, or

an analysis of the historical development of Standard German in Austria, the findings

of this study lack important benchmarks to judge whether the coexistence of variants

should be perceived as remarkable or not. The history of German pluricentricity in the

20th century thus leaves much material for future work.
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